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Pandemic & positivity of Islamic beliefs

COPAIR launches another mega project
Hum Sab Ka Pakistan
The COVID-19 pandemic has spread with alarming speed, infecting millions and bringing economic activity to a near-standstill as countries imposed tight restrictions on movement to halt the spread of the virus. As
the health and human toll grows, the economic damage is already evident
and represents the largest economic shock the world has experienced in
decades.The pandemic is expected to plunge most countries into recession in 2020, with per capita income contracting in the largest fraction
of countries globally since 1870. Advanced economies are projected to
shrink 7 percent. That weakness will spill over to the outlook for emerging market and developing economies, which are forecast to contract by
2.5 percent as they cope with their own domestic outbreaks of the virus.Efforts to contain COVID-19 in emerging and developing economies,
including low-income economies with limited health care capacity, could
precipitate deeper and longer recessions exacerbating a multi-decade
trend of slowing potential growth and productivity growth. Global coordination and cooperation of the measures needed to slow the spread
of the pandemic, and of the economic actions needed to alleviate the
economic damage, including international support provide the greatest
chance of achieving public health goals and enabling a robust global recovery.However, the precautionary treatment of Covid-19 has highlighted
the truthfulness of guiding principles of Islamic faith; the positivity of beliefs of Muslims is also proving a hindrance in the spread of Covid-19 virus
in Muslim countries. According to available statistics and figures, Muslim
countries are lesser hit by pandemic as compared to non-Muslim countries and logic behind is the implementation of basic teachings of Islam.
Islam equates the cleanliness as half of faith and ablution for five times a
day is being considered as the sole way against Coronvirus spread.Despite
utmost uncertainty in result of pandemic outbreak, the Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR) has taken another initiative and
launched another mega project ‘Hum Sab Ka Pakistan’ and organizing a
series of international Webinars to highlight the major challenges posed
to the people from the emerging digitalization; cyber security and others.
Worthy Readers! July Edition of Melange, Int’l Magazine is in your hands
to quench your thirst for reading. The current edition carries a number
of articles, special reports, analyses on local and international economic
and political issues; especially the havoc played by the Coronavirus to the
global economy and others. Melange Team hopes that like previous ones,
this edition will also earn applause from your worthy end.
Printed at Roohani Art Press, Muhammadi Town, Sohan, Express Way, Islamabad
Published by Amna Malik, 58,Shahra -e- Suharwardy, G-6/4, Islamabad
Melange July 2020
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Resilient Nation

Amna Malik

Arnold Toynbee, a known historian
presented the theory of challenge and
response, which is quite relevant to the
Author is the President, Center of Pakistan case of struggling Pakistan. The theory
and International Relations (COPAIR) and states that if a nation or civilization is
facing great impediments and challengEditor-in-Chief of ‘Mélange int’l Magazine’
es then the struggle to survive leaves no
and ‘ The Asian Telegraph’
room for inclusive development. While
in the absence of a challenge, there is no
spur to change. In short, the progress
of a nation is a byproduct of the challenges and resilience the nation shows
in response.Since the inception of the
country, Pakistan’s progress remained
stricken down by the crucial economic and political challenges. The hostile
geopolitical environment of the world
amplified the economic shortcomings
and political instability of the country.
Pakistan came into being when the
world was vacillating in bipolarity and
whims of the Cold War were determinants of a country’s future trajectory.
The contemporary pace of In the first fifty years of Pakistan, the
was successful in its foreign
the country’s development country
relations with regional economies and
especially with the leading powers like
will ameliorate

with the completion of
mega projects
of CPEC, including the nexus of roads
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the US. Pakistan became a party to the
security regimes like CETO & SENTO,
and the country has been successful in
acquiring a privileged position in OIC
and other multilateral institutions. The
end of last millennium was the start of
a new chapter for Pakistan, especially
a crucial one, spurring an everlasting
change in the country and its international relations.
With the dusk of the 20th century, the
prospects of Pakistan’s development
also plummeted by the economic sanctions imposed by the US on testing the
nuclear weapons capability. With the
beginning of the twenty-first century
and the global war on terror waged by
the US, the geographic location of Pakistan compelled the global powers to
feature with Pakistan as their regional
partner.
Although Pakistan became the part
of the global anti-terror collation in
Afghanistan; the socio-economic development of the country lingered
and stalled. The country remained the
front-line nation in this global war and
suffered huge losses of lives and economy along with myriad intangible costs.
Amid all the contributions of Pakistan
in this war against terrorism, the country remained the most affected country
in this war, as it obliterated the country’s social structure, economic development and political system.
The economists estimated that the war
cost up to 1 trillion dollars to Pakistan,
as its agriculture, tourism, and manu-
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facturing sector became crippled with
the insurgency in the country, in addition to the decrease in GDP of 2 per
cent and FDI plunging up to 58 per
cent same year. Amid the unending
economic fallout, the country managed to conduct numerous military
operations in the country to eliminate
the terrorist sanctuaries and formulated a comprehensive National Action
Plan –a strategy to counter terrorism
in the country. In terms of its development as a state, the constant state of
conflict and tension since 2001 has severely hampered what many consider
could have been an effective transition
to democracy and the rebuilding of
significant state institutions. Pakistan
and its massive population are often
denoted by the term ‘resilient nation’
in literature, and it is due to the hardwearing character of our nation that
we have survived the economic sanctions, an existential threat from our
bordering countries and insurgencies
inside the territory, and the natural
calamities like earthquakes, floods
and pandemic.In the course of national progression and nation-building
initiatives, the development of the
country’s military might outshined
the pace of development of industrialized nations.
The military of Pakistan is the sixth
largest military in the world, along
with its nuclear deterrence and an
extended history of peacekeeping
missions abroad. The country’s martial buildup always remained pivotal to the country’s foreign relations
and rendered the nation-state as a
self-sufficient in the realm of security.
In addition, Pakistan has always been

gist of Morgan Stanley, Mr David Darst
is amenable in the light of current developments occurring in the country,
such as the CPEC, prospective Kabul
river navigation and trade with Central Asian Republics, the partnership
in rebuilding Afghanistan and Iran-Pakistan energy collaborations.
Along with these mega developmental projects, there is a renewed wave
of industrialization with an added
focus on human development. The incumbent government is cognizant of
the fact that the country will have to
reprioritize its developmental goals
to compete in the international arena.
Present-day Pakistan is wholly different from the one in the last century,
as the country has not enlisted in the
emerging economies and Asian Development Bank projected its economic
growth in terms of rising in GDP and
decline in inflation in the year 20202021. With the toiling efforts of PTI
government, the country has now

perceived as the significant actor in
the regional and extra-regional affairs
due to its military might and nuclear
deterrence.
“Demographics will play a major role
in the coming decades. Pakistan is
among those nine countries in Asia
that will add another China in the next
35 years and the impact of this change
will be phenomenal on the world
economy,” said David M Darst.The
thesis presented by the Chief Strate-

ranked at 108 instead of 136 in ease
of doing business and the indicators
explicitly depict the improvement in
the rule of law in the country.
Moreover, the country is on its path
to the revival of tourism in the country as it has always been a significant
contributor in the national revenue
and adding in the soft power of the
country in the international arena.
It is noteworthy that Pakistan hosts
six UNESCO world heritage sites.
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While the country’s history is centred
around early Islam, Sufi, and Mughal
artistic monuments, Pakistan is also
home to Hindu temples and Buddhist relics combined with rich natural landscapes. The representation of
such rich offerings needs the power of
social media in order to create a “force
of attraction” in the 21st century.
Last year, the Pakistani Information
Minister Fawad Chaudhry announced
a new visa policy to revive the country’s tourism industry. This measure
will provide an e-visa option to 175
countries and a visa-on-arrival to 50
other countries. Moreover, the minister also announced policy decrees
toward developing the country’s image and making tourism a vibrant
sector capable of achieving economic growth while elevating the brand
image of the country. In addition, the
country was ranked among the top
ten tourist destinations in the world
for coming years, following the visit
of Prince William and the Duchess of
Cambridge Kate visited Pakistan for a
country tour.
The contemporary pace of the country’s development will ameliorate
with the completion of mega projects
of CPEC, including the nexus of roads
and energy production projects. CPEC
is often misunderstood as the network of roads acting as the corridor
for the exports of China to the Middle
East region and the Indian Ocean but
in its essence, it is a renewed nationwide developmental scheme offered
by China to its brethren country Pakistan. This ambitious development
is part and parcel of the global and
regional connectivity endeavours of
China where Pakistan will act as the
transit corridor and hub of exports
to the MENA, Europe and Asiatic nations. The most significant reason for
building this trade corridor is Gwadar
Port that will act as a shortest and
safe route to the exports of China. In
addition, the port also provides stability, minimizes the fragility of Chinese
maritime exporting trade routes, and
act as the contingency plan for the
emerging Chinese economy.
China, at its eastern coastline, is surrounded by the significant presence
and influence of the US and in case

BIG STORY
of a naval blockade, the corridor will
provide a substitute adding stability in the export-led economy of China. On the other hand, the corridor
fetches exuberance to the ambitions
of Pakistan’s expedited development
plans and transforming the country
from a developing economy to a developed one.Along with the immediate benefits of CPEC, the project will
also act as a latent power for the national development of Pakistan. After
the completion of various projects of
CPEC, more than a million people will
be employed and there is a probability that more than two million people
will indirectly benefit from the SME’s
involved in the project. The prospects
of employment, businesses and the
knowledge-based economy will boost
with the completion of the 52 projects
of the CPEC.
Pakistan is blessed with vast land,
natural gas reserves, petroleum, extensive coal, iron ore, copper, salt,
limestone and gold besides other natural resources, many of them hitherto undiscovered. In fact, according to
one survey, Pakistan has the second
largest salt mine, second-largest coal
reservoirs, fifth-largest gold mines,
seventh largest copper mines, the
country is the 11th largest wheat producer, 12th largest rice producer and
seventh country of the world with
nuclear power. Many of the natural
resources of Pakistan have not been
discovered due to various limitations
like inadequacy of technology and
commuting channels and shortfall of
energy in the country. Some figures
reveal that natural resources exploration is probably only 20-30 per cent of
actual deposit estimates. The need to
explore and utilize the resources will
be realized fully after the completion
of CPEC, as it will attract huge investments from across the globe.
Pakistan is a multi-cultural society
having extremely diverse and appeal-

ing cultures and country has been a
home for sacred sites of Buddhism,
Sikhism and Hinduism. Recently, the
government of Pakistan instructed the
Kartarpur corridor for Sikh pilgrimages residing across the globe. This
project compounded with the positive
portrayal of the country, promotion of
tourism and international cricket in
the country will add in projecting soft
image of Pakistan. The educational
institutions of the country have produced some of the best-qualified professionals in the world, including doctors, engineers, bankers, financiers,
and entrepreneurs leaving their mark
in their respected professions across
the globe. Moreover, the higher educational institutions are often ranked
in world’s top five hundred institutes
showing the level of human development and advancement in science and
technology of the country. Progress in
all aforementioned sectors indicates
the progress of Pakistan and its positive future trajectory.
In terms of country’s rise as a regional
power, Pakistan has enjoyed a privileged relation with China, Iran and
Russia, whereas the only foe of Pakistan remained its eastern neighbour

VISION 2025

The Planning Commission of Pakistan has also set milestones
to gauge and steer the national development of the country in
the Vision 2025, in addition to the underlying reason for building the consensus on the national vision. The vision emphasizes the inclusive growth, meeting energy deficits, improvement
of governance, building a knowledge-based economy and forging resilient regional connectivity to amplify the national development. The economic focus of the vision 2025 is to align
Pakistan’s economic growth with the global economic trends
and to increase the economic interconnectedness along with
the strengthening of financial fragility. The demographic shift
like increasing youth bulge and urbanization also remains
central to the vision’s sustainable development objectives. A
comprehensive reformation in the taxation, governance, civic
and judiciary, education are also emphasized in the developmental goals of the country.
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–India. The country’s friendship with
China is eulogized with the mountains
whereas Iran is the first country to
formally recognize Pakistan as an independent Muslim nation of the region. Owing to the nuclear deterrence
capability and its closer relations with
superpowers of the world, Pakistan
enjoyed an upper hand in its regional and global affairs, particularly in
the multilateral forums like UN and
OIC etc. In the case of China-Pakistan
friendship, the alliance between both
countries is a natural and tacit alignment in terms of geopolitics. In April
2015 China’s president signed an
agreement with Pakistan starting construction on the future China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). This
project is a series of Roads Railways
and gas oil pipelines, running through
roughly 1,800 miles between the two
countries and providing a direct path
to the Indian Ocean for decades.
The two countries have supported
each other politically economically
and militarily with so much cooperation. The longstanding ties between
the two countries date back to the
birth of the People’s Republic of China
when Pakistan was the first country to
recognize the PRC formally. Ever since
China and Pakistan have forged an important regional relationship where
on one side Pakistan provides an important diplomatic link for China to
the United States as well as to Muslim
countries in the region and beyond.
In fact, Pakistan was instrumental in
facilitating President Richard Nixon’s
first visit to China in 1972. This visit
shifted the balance of the Cold War
and Allied communist China with the
US and against the Soviet Union on
the other side, China provides a cultural and political barrier against India in the region preventing it from
gaining too much influence in East
and Central Asia. The economic interdependence is also of great magnitude
between both countries as Pakistan is
the second-largest trade partner of
China, whereas China is a source of
huge investment in Pakistani infrastructure and shipping routes. The annual trade between both accounts for
roughly 10 to 12 billion dollars a year
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SCO AT CROSSROADS OF EURASIAN SYNERGY

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has emerged as an important player in the international
arena ever since its inception in 2001. The inclusion of four nuclear powers as the full members of this
intergovernmental organization, namely China, Russia, Pakistan and India, makes this organization indispensable for the regional stability. Besides this, the body also comprises of four Central Asian states,
four observer states and six dialogue partners, all seeking to be a party to the economic, military and
cultural cooperation of this largest regional organization covering three-fifths of the Eurasian continent
and half of the world’s population. Zbigniew Brzezinski stated in his Eurasian Landmass theory that whoever dominates the state of affairs of Eurasia will have dominance over the globe but its key lies in South
Asia, especially the geographic region where currently Pakistan is located. Pakistan’s strategic location
and its maritime link with the Arabian Sea and the Persian Gulf make the country more significant for
regional trade. China’s revolutionary idea of “Belt and Road Initiative” is already facilitating all SCO states
in renewing their multilateral initiatives. China’s economic expansion, especially toward western and
southern countries, Central Asia and South Asia, respectively would open up immense opportunities for
the two diverse regions. This will further lead to a web of connectivity with the Middle East, Africa and
Europe through the Arabian Sea and the Mediterranean Sea. The idea of the Eurasian Economic Union
(EEU) is an imitation of the European Coal and Steel Community formed after the World War and acting
as the prerequisite of the European Union (EU). After the demise of USSR, the global South, especially
China and Russia had taken the idea of regional integration in consideration for the free movement of
capital, goods, services, and labour; thus creating synergy among regional economies. Moreover, the security partnerships of SCO member states for eradication of terrorism, extremism and separatism, along
with the curtailment of crime and drug trafficking also gained great traction in the region and beyond.
as of 2013. In addition, the two powers have a military interdependence
as well where Pakistan act as the largest importer of Chinese weapons and
so far have procured eight submarines
lately. At the system level, this bilateral relationship is analogous to the
US-Israel, both countries supporting
each other unilaterally as China supports Pakistan’s claim in the Kashmir
region against India, while on the other hand Pakistan advocates for China’s
Authority in regions like Tibet.
Similarly, a survey conducted in Pakistan also highlighted that Pakistani
population have a more favourable
view of China as an ally than the US,
and this view is expected to strengthen with enormous investments and
revolutionary developmental programs assisted by China in the country. This intertwined developmental
goals shared by China and Pakistan
will act as a channel of progression for
both. It is true for the most part that
Pakistan China friendship is higher
than the mountains, deeper than the
oceans, stronger than steel, and dearer than eyesight.Rise of Pakistan is
also palpable by tallying the footing of
Pakistan with Russia, which remained
an ally of Pakistan’s archrival India
for the most of their history. After the
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US-Indo Pacific partnership was declared, there had been a shift in the
policies of Russia and India, resulting in greater disparity and closeness
with China’s brotherly Pakistan.
In the last decade, both Russia and
Pakistan signed a US$ 2 billion NorthSouth gas pipeline from Lahore to Karachi, Mi-35 ‘Hind-E’ assault helicopters deal was finalized between both,
and sources claim that Pakistan has
accepted Russia’s road to being a part
of Gwadar Port. The most remarkable
development in the bilateral relationship between Russia and Pakistan

trade in native currencies emerged
between SCO states, the Central Asian
Republics and Pakistan are becoming
closer diplomatically. Iran also wanted to be on board and so will Afghanistan’s future government. Therefore, the triple nuclear power system
seems imminent with expected possibilities. The economic and military
clout of the member states of SCO and
EEC comprises of six largest military
spenders following the USA. According to a report by Development Bank
of Singapore, ten Asian economies will
have an aggregate GDP of $28trillion

was seen in September 2016, when
the two nations carried out first ever
large-scale military exercise. China
has already promised Pakistan of full
assistance in the event of any international aggression. China became Pakistan’s main manufacturer of weapons
besides investing in the country’s development of multiple nuclear reactors as well. However, on the other
hand, during the time of crisis, Moscow did not guarantee Pakistan of
full military assistance but specifically suggested side by side with China.
However, a recent development concerning the SCO, Eurasian Union and
Trio of Pakistan, China and Russia are
that the current President of SCO, who
is a Russian, proposed SCO member
states to trade in their own currencies
instead of US dollar and this was expected to be effective in March 2020
but due to the pandemic it has been
delayed. Ever since the prospects of

by the year 2030, which surpasses the
USA’s GDP of $22trillion.

Simply, the intention at the back of this ingenuity is to link
more than 75 per cent of the world population, 60 per cent
of global GDP and 75 per cent of global energy resources.
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SPOTLIGHT

Emerging Technologies &
Revolution in Military Affairs

Awais Siddique

The writer is a Research Analyst at COPAIR
and a Youth Mentor of the project “Hum Sub Ka
Pakistan”. You can reach him at owais.research@
gmail.com

Innovation in
robotics and Artificial
intelligence are eradicating
and revising the
conventional methods of
warfare and endangering
national security

Implications on Pakistan’s
National Security

T

he history human civilization
acknowledge the fact that after a certain period of time an
irrevocable change occur in
human civilization due to a
revolution in technology, the case is
same with the defence and security. A
drastic change in technology stimulates the transformation of military
tactics and operations, leading to adaptation of novel doctrines and strategies, which in turn pave way for another revolution in the domain. Future of
warfare is determined by advancement
in technology and its application in
military affairs; however, this cyclical
process results in proliferation of new
military strategies, doctrines and technologies. In contemporary history, invention of bow and then gunpowder
were the starting point of military revolution which not only changed the
concept of war, but number of warriors, strategies, tactics and doctrines
consequently. Similarly, with the advent of artillery and muskets in 1600
AD, old siege combat became obsolete
and later on with the development of
steam engines, mobility was enhanced
by building railways and submarines.
Likewise, with the dawn of 20th century fossil fuel and nuclear technology
catalysed not only the mobility of
armed forces and weapons but doctrinal and functional changes occurred in
military affairs. Telegraph, tanks, rifles,
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aircrafts, rocketry and weapons of
mass destruction were developed by
scientific innovations. Microchip is
said to be the last revolt in 20th century which paved way for more sophisticated weaponry and military tactics
such as Precision guided munitions
(PGMs) also called smart bombs. End
of 20th century was the beginning of
new realms of war and conflicts among
nation states, due to technological evolution and its application in military
affairs, such as cyber space, information technology, robotics, space hegemony, digital economy and bio-technology. Consequently, asymmetrical
threats emerged due to multiple new
platforms which are used by state or
non-state actors for coercion, subversion or espionage. Likewise, concept of
hybrid warfare and hybrid threats became the buzzword after global terrorism bumped up. Information itself became a weapon, it enhanced the
precision and damage of attack as well
as inform defence authorities about
their vulnerabilities. With the progress
in computing and internet these susceptibilities are amplifying and founding new grounds of future warfare
where data could be used as cognitive
weapon and step-up the psychological
warfare and subversion. Innovation in
robotics and Artificial intelligence are
eradicating and revising the conventional methods of warfare and endan-
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gering national security. Military and
Strategy experts like Alvina and Heidi
also underline the aforementioned
principle of military transformation in
their book ‘War and Anti-war’. Such as,

in present day the change makers in
the national security are the social and
economic changes, innovations in telecommunication, computing, bio-informatics etc. Military revolution is considered as utilization of technologies in
military systems, which alter the conduct of war by strengthening the combat efficacy of armed forces. In 1996,
Norman Davis also interpreted this epochal shift from industrial society to
information-based society is compounded by the evolution of warfare.
Concept of Cyber Security acquired a
relatively different status in the field of
security than other IT-related things
and it is due to versatile nature of this
technology which not only revolutionaries the part of a military operation
but amplifies whole military might.
Therefore, its capability enlarges
asymmetry to the nature of warfare;
however, its nature of being kinetic and
non-kinetic at the same time adds value to a military’s offense capabilities.
Cyber-attack could be real-time or it
could be a prolonged one; similarly it
could act as a soft power by attaining
political and cultural advantage and
also function as a weapon of mass destruction as in case of Iran. The most
intriguing idea is that such an attack
could be triggered and from anywhere
due to volatile nature of cyberspace
and its employment in military affairs
facilitated the conventional means of
warfare. In broader sense, Cyber space
as a technology is proven revolutionary in all phases of life and it will withstand its significance for future due to
its nature of pre-emption, intelligence
and variety in attacks and defenses. In-
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formation warfare is often used as synonymous to cyber warfare and it is just
one side of cyberspace. In information
warfare, cyberspace is used as a battle
ground to spread targeted information/misinformation which could be
political, economic or somewhat stimulated in nature to achieve the target.
United States Presidential elections
are said to be hacked through spread
of targeted information to specific locales of different states. It was also
linked with the use of Big-Data in information warfare, which is an analytical system of large datasets to get the
more vivid picture of reality through
data available on cyberspace. Facebook, a zeitgeist, was probed for alleged involvement and after the judicial hearing Facebook was forced to
change its certain prevalent policies.
There are several other case studies
examining the use of cyberspace in politically separatist, regime-change,
populist and fascist movements. Similarly recent wave of finance oriented
cyber-attacks (named “Ransom-ware”)
when hundreds of private companies
were targeted and asked for ransom in
return of data which also proved the
necessity of cyber security. Financial
system can collapse by a targeted cyber-attack and there are cases when it
happened in past. Today everyone is
aware of “Dark Web” and its utilization
for illegal and illicit activities, thus
non-state actors can use it for
fund-raising or selling weapons, drugs
or traffic human resource and what
not. Contemporary practice of warfare
is seemingly more different from that
of last century due to invention of new
technological spheres. An informational warfare is one of those innovations
which have far-reaching ability to penetrate the society and alter the way
they think and perceive things which
will subsequently change their behaviours. In this way informational
warfare on cyber grounds when fused
with “political strategies and battlefield victories, it can prove itself to be

military modernization in the world,
had included the incorporation of AI
for offense and defense purposes in its
Vision 2020 and 2025, highlighting the
significance of technology in military
affairs. AI or machine learning is the
considered central to fourth industrial
revolution and fusion among physical
and digital technologies, but for case in
point where its offensive and defensive
incorporation is concerned it is revolutionizing the military affairs. Assimilating AI with ballistic and theatre missile defense systems, its application in
situational awareness and target recognition, integration with battlefield
healthcare robots, and in logistical
support during a combat operation
signifies the strength a single technology can bring for a nation’s military
force. Lethal Autonomous Weapon Systems (LAWS) and surveillance systems
operating on AI algorithms remained
the bone of contention in scholarship
of Social Sciences in 21st CE. Big-data
sets are analyzed to draw patterns and
coefficients for military assistance using AI algorithms. Network based surveillance programs like US National
Security Agency’s ‘Prism’ or Israeli Defense Forces ‘Pegasus’ or China’s manifestation of AI in police goggles for face
recognition are the practical examples
where nations use AI for defense and
strategic purposes. However, while incorporating these technologies in military to overcome the threats to national security is the basic element, the
complex part is to maintain an offense-defence balance in a way that it
adds to the country’s national power
and strengthen its military by keeping
the upcoming technological advancements in sight. Military innovations
that tend to favor the offense over the
defense stimulate territorial expansion
and the political consolidation of international systems by empires or great
powers’. Gilpin also argues that the offensive/defensive balance affects the
costs of changing the status quo, and
that the higher the costs the fewer in-

divisive”.The formidable role of Artificial Intelligence and Robotics is also
noteworthy in the development of national security strategy in modern
times. The US, being the forerunner of

centives for war. The origin of world
wars was also linked to this argument
because Germany was a contending
power in European hegemony until it
faced a threat from its eastern borders
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(Poland Invasion of Nicholas II of Russian Empire in 1914 and later on again
in 1939 when Joseph Stalin was leading Soviet Union). In order to maintain
the status-quo in Europe, Germany
took preemptive actions (offensive
stance) such as expansions of its borders, which led to devastating world
wars. For that reason, the significance
of offense defense balance and relative
advantage of one over another in a particular spatiotemporal dynamics became of much interest to the realist
scholars. The offensive/defensive balance of military technology has been
defined primarily in terms of the ease
of territorial conquest, the characteristics of armaments, the resources needed by the offense in order to overcome
the defense, and the incentive to strike
first.

A Pakistan without an army
would ‘collapse like a house of
cards’ -Liaquat Ali Khan

Pakistan’s share of the Indian Army,
calculated by as many as nine alternative methods, came to roughly 36 per
cent or approximately 140,000 out of
a total strength of some 410,000 men
in 1947. However, China ceased to be
the primary threat to India’s security
in 1965 but India’s military capabilities and doctrinal thinking has been
focused on the threat emanating from
Pakistan. This view of Pakistan as
India’s primary threat has begun to
change. The defense minister’s 2010
operational directive, asks the Indian
military to prepare for a full-spectrum
war [with China] that could include
WMDs.On the other hand, the year
2017 in South Asia has seen major
technological advancements in military capability. Two missile tests by
Pakistan occurred in a single month.
On 9 January 2017, Pakistan tested a
submarine launched cruise missile Babur-3 (450 km range) which claimed
to have achieved second-strike capability against India. To reinforce deterrence, the missile test was a ‘manifestation of the strategy of measured
response to nuclear strategies and
postures being adopted in Pakistan’s

Deterrence in the
Digital-Century

neighborhood.’ Two weeks later, Pakistan tested another surface-to-surface
missile Ababeel (2200 km range) capable of carrying multiple independently
targetable re-entry vehicles (MIRVs).
According to an ISPR press release, the
Ababeel test ‘aimed at ensuring survivability of Pakistan’s ballistic missiles in
the growing regional Ballistic Missile
Defence (BMD) environment.’ India, in
turn, tested its indigenously developed
supersonic missile interceptor capable
of destroying incoming enemy ballistic
missiles at low altitude. The second
test from India aims to consolidate
its multilayered defence system. The
same year, India announced its joint
armed forces doctrine 2017, carrying
discreet reference to India’s counterforce targeting as an option. Military
outlook of Pakistan was worse from
the beginning when Partition Council
decided to grant 33 percent of combined British-Indian force to Pakistan
but only one-third of it was delivered
in actual. The partition of India in 1947
is an obvious point of departure. Its
strategic and economic consequences,
for Pakistan in particular, have been
the nub of the South Asian security
dilemma. Without a concerted effort
to understand each other’s dilemmas,
many of which have a common history, Pakistan and India are unlikely ever
to hit upon an agreed solution to the
problems of South Asian regional security.
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Deterrence theory revolves on the rationale that the fear of nuclear weapons restrains adversaries from any
military adventure which could escalate into a full-scale war and optimists
claim the nuclear weapons as a stabilizing factor between the enemy states.
However, in South Asia, the introduction of nuclear weapons has fostered
an arms race and couldn’t prevent war.
India and Pakistan have thought to establish strategic stability by balancing
the nuclear capabilities. As a small
country with little conventional military capabilities, it was advantageous
for Pakistan. Scholars have long recognized three important components of
innovations: conception (invention),
proposal, and implementation. Much
previous work on military innovation
emphasizes conception (the sources of
new military doctrines) and the proposal process (the roles of military and
civilian leaders in promoting new
ideas). Theorists and practitioners
agree that at its core, deterrence is
about convincing an adversary, or ally,
that the costs of an undesirable action
are greater than the rewards, thus preventing a challenge to the status quo.
This requires an understanding of the
adversary’s motives, decision-making
processes, and objectives. While the
Cold War structure may have evolved
to give strategists some degree of confidence that the principal adversary
was deterred by American capability,
force structure, and alliances, today’s
diversity of challenges increases the
complexity of formulating deterrence
strategies. In fact, not all adversaries
may be deterrable. This may be particularly true of non-state actors. Some
analysts postulate that globalization
has fundamentally transformed the security environment, making unilateral
state action impractical and ineffective. Those who adopt this perspective
argue that the threat-based nature of
deterrence creates a diplomatic and
military environment that precludes
constructive conflict resolution. Others claim that the fiscal costs of developing and maintaining the military
platforms necessary to sustain a credible deterrent are prohibitively expensive and in effectively consume limited
resources that could be more efficiently used to better humanity. In modern
times, the sovereignty, public opinion
and narrative of citizens is becoming
the top most priority of national security, which could be hampered through
cyberspace, and waging an information warfare or conducting false flag
operations etc. As the contours of national security change with the technological advancement of defence
forces, so is the notion of deterrence.
First, deterrence may not apply to all
situations. Some adversaries are not
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likely to be deterred by any practical
means at the disposal of states. These
challenges must be either contained or
eradicated. However, understanding
the culture, interests, and objectives of
an adversary has the potential to decrease the number of adversaries who
cannot be deterred. In those situations
where deterrence may apply, policy
makers must determine the appropriate instruments, ensuring that the desired state of affairs is effectively communicated and accepted by the target
audience. Additionally, the success of
deterrence depends on the ability to
accurately assess an adversary’s be-

should not cause any serious concerns
to India. The overriding concern of the
smaller rival, however, is an external
threat to its security which signiﬁcantly drives its ME. Pakistan and India
have wide disparities in terms of natural, social and institutional endowments. India is four times larger than
Pakistan in terms of total area
(3,287,263 sq. km vs. 796,095 sq. km);
six times larger than Pakistan in terms
of population size (1.28 billion vs. 204
million as estimated in 2017); nine
times larger than Pakistan in terms of
its GDP size (US$ 9.447 trillion vs. US$
1.056 trillion at PPP as estimated in

havior and likely counter moves. Without such assessment, deterrence will
remain a theoretical construct with
little relation to actual conditions as
they exist in the adversary’s camp. Finally, as long as states possess nuclear
weapons and as long as there are those
willing to share weapons of mass destruction (WMD) information and
technology, deterrence remains a valid
strategic approach. Where states have
acquired such capabilities, deterrence
is the primary approach that provides
a foundation for governing interaction
with adversaries. For those states that
seek to acquire WMD, deterrence provides a robust set of theories and approaches for states to use counter/
nonproliferation. General Khalid Kidwai, Advisor to National Command Authority claimed at a conference on nuclear security that “India’s larger
military could still wage a conventional war against the country, thinking
Pakistan would not risk retaliation
with a bigger nuclear weapon.” The extensive military role in Pakistan’s body
politic gives it greater leverage to allocate a large proportion of its scarce resources to defense. With Pakistan
mired in a messy war against terrorism within its borders, India does not
seem to worry too much about Pakistan’s capability of launching a fullscale war against India. With China already making nearly 28% less ME (as a
percentage of its GDP) than India
during 1989–2017, it is safe to assume
that an increase in the ME of Pakistan

2017); and three times larger than Pakistan in terms of armed personnel
(2,981,050 vs. 935,800 as estimated in
2017). According to the Global Firepower Military Strength Index 2018,
Pakistan ranks the 17th most powerful
country among the 136 countries analyzed, while India ranks 4th. So it
should not be surprising that the biggest external concern for Pakistan is
India while India’s major concern is
China. The rivalry between the two nations does not necessarily lead to an
arms race and may be expressed in diverse ways. The rivalry between two
nations can take diﬀerent forms such
as ‘periodic exchanges of bellicose
rhetoric; economic, political and diplomatic maneuvering; lobbying within
existing alliances; and political, historical and cultural propaganda’. A study
in the context of developing countries
also found that ME of a country is often
independent of the adversarial nation
and is driven by the factors other than
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the external threat. While in absolute
terms, the ME of Pakistan was US$
10.6 billion in 2017, the Indian ME in
this year was six times higher (US$
64.6 billion). It is also argued that given the unintended consequences of
military build-ups, the leaders of the
rival nations understand the costs of
the military build-ups and try to avoid
the costly arms races as long as no salient stakes are at risk. In non-alignment movement, India was looking towards Russia for its defence
procurement till first decade of 21st
century. In the meantime, Pakistan had
arms and technology acquisition
agreements with USA and China for
revolutionizing its military with response to the threat of its belligerent
neighbor. India began modernizing its
military might systematically in 21st
CE and it is observable by relatively
higher defense spending and new strategic partnerships. This is said to be in
accordance with India’s economic development expected to fruition in 21st
CE. A shift in India’s strategic alignment and defence partnership with
western countries especially United
States, France and Israel is in unison
with its desire to modernize nation’s
military and start manufacturing indigenously. However, the non-usability
of nuclear deterrent in a limited war
alters the nuclear reality of Pakistan as
well as for other countries having nuclear capability. Pakistan’s First-Use
doctrine is positioned to put a restraint
on Indian bellicosity and to boil down
the existential threat but due to India’s
technology-led revolution in military
affairs a renewed arms race is spiraling. History is evident that the patterns
of military modernization corresponds
the technological development of
times while in 21st century the emergent technologies like cyberspace, AI
and robotics are the forerunners of
this change. These technologies provides an opportunity for developing
countries to reap benefits at less cost
by research collaborations with developed nations, investing in human development, and establishing a service
based economy. The technological advancement of the country and its
armed forces will bring a paradigm
shift in Pakistan to get rid of an existential threat from its eastern neighbour. The hi-tech will augment the
conventional power of the military,
offset the enemies manpower superiority, and gives ample grounds for
pre-emption, intelligence capability
and battle-field manoeuvrings. Future
of human civilization has always
shaped by the advancement in technology but we as intelligent beings
have survived and progressed through
collective thinking. Nation-states are
engaged in developing advance technologies and their incorporation in
military affairs, but at the same time
there is a dire need of confidence
building measures and restrains on
the technological arms race.
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The United States is
anticipating major
changes in the future
of warfare.

T

he character of war continues to evolve, and there is no
doubt that AI will significantly contribute to elements of that evolution for
the foreseeable future. To explore the
panorama of future warfare, a look
first at the causes of wars and who will
fight them is essential. Warfare is an
activity where the human propensity
for violence contrasts with the capability for sociopolitical coagulation in
organisations of varied sizes. Over the
years of human history, from the Neanderthal man who fought with his
stone axe to the evolution of a coalition of nation states growing in organisational complexity, we have witnessed only more destructive forms of
warfare. This trend is likely to continue in the future, although the devastation may be in a different form than
what has been seen hitherto fore. Gunpowder artillery, conventional tanks
and many other existing weapons will
feature significantly improved rate of
fire, effective range, accuracy, firepower and other characteristics in the
future. It is certain that such types of
weapons and equipment will continue
to exist, but it appears that they will be
superseded by weapons based on other principles, namely those implying
new methods and conditions of use
and, consequently, new formats and
methods of combat operations. In order to predict land warfare, it is necessary first to forecast the future development of the global systems; the
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technological trends that can be used
as the basis for creating new; the possible formats and methods of warfare
at the strategic, operational and tactical levels; the role to be played by
ground troops in the long term; how
ground-based weapons will develop
over time in Russia and abroad, etc.
Emerging technologies are changing
the characteristics of futurewarfare.
Rapid advances in unmanned systems,
robotics, data processing, autonomy,
networking, and other enabling technologies have the potential to spur an
entirely new warfighting regime. State
and non-state actors alike will seek to
exploit these and other new technologies, many of which are driven by commercial sector innovation in information technology. The United States is
anticipating major changes in the future of warfare. The Pentagon’s unclassified 2017 budget spent about
$7.4 billion on artificial intelligence
and supporting fields. The Trump administration requested $15 billion in
cybersecurity spending for 2019. Yet
from the humanitarian perspective,
it’s still low-tech, age-old tactics—
bombing hospitals in Syria, scorchedearth campaigns in South Sudan—that
are the primary causes of harm to civilian populations. Theories about future wars tend to focus on a dystopian
vision of the rise of the killer robot, an
autonomous lethal weapon that outwits its human inventors. Growing
connectivity widens scope for largescale attacks while AI will exploit users. The accessibility of sophisticated
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weapons to smaller militias and armed
groups is an important consideration
in the future of warfare. The next 30
years will accelerate competition between the great powers. The major
economies become more integrated,
especially through trade, the costs of

going into conflict increase. As a result,
fighting is expected to shift from explicit conflicts between states to proxy
wars, conducted at arm’s length with a
buffer of deniability. The actors important in conflict are likely to be quasi-state groups, which are not operating under international legal norms
such as the Geneva Convention. The
autonomous weapons often evoke
fears of Terminator-style killer robots.

Schulman and Simpson temper these
concerns: militaries tend to be control
freaks, and humans maintain authority
over weapons release. It’s possible that
the AI and machine learning systems
that guide targeting processes could
ultimately be used to protect civilian
lives by reducing human bias to more
accurately identify non-combatants.
Still, human decision-making remains
essential to ensure accountability for
collateral damage and to guard against
countermeasures designed to fool machines. Strategists are struggling to understand how the new technology of
the information age will transform
warfare. There is a persistent, dangerous tendency to assume that all actors
will simply employ new technology according to a theoretical set of best
practices and an even more dangerous
expectation. The world is shifting from
the industrial age to the information
age. That transformation has profound
implications for warfighting. At the
strategic level, combat operations will
mostly involve long-range precision
systems. It has long been known that
the decisive role in future wars will be
played not by large ground forces or
nuclear weapons, but rather by
high-precision conventional weapons
and weapons based on new physical
principles]. These types of weapons
are gradually replacing the current numerous combined-arms formations,
and will eventually completely replace
both nuclear weapons and conventional ground troops. A massive conventional high-precision attack on military
and economic facilities is capable of
paralyzing any country, and the destruction of hazardous facilities can
cause environmental disasters. The
tactical level will be characterized by
the massive use of autonomous
ground-based, air and sea weapons

systems (robots, avatars, etc), including non-conventional weapons (directed energy, non-lethal systems, and so
on), as well as individual military personnel with enhanced psychophysical
capabilities. Ground operations will, as
a rule, see the predominant use of energy-informational weapons, including
non-lethal systems. Irregular and hybrid forces will be used in addition to
regular troops. The battlefield will be
transformed into a multidimensional
space (on the ground, in the air, and in
underground communications), and
military operations will be conducted
mainly in urban areas. The vertical organization of the armed forces at the
tactical level will be replaced by a
large-scale matrix-based, possibly
self-organizing system consisting of
military personnel, robots, and intelligent subsystems. Some military personnel will be responsible for commanding combat operations, while
others will be operating as “super-soldiers” thanks to their enhanced physical, cognitive and sensory capabilities
(through the use of exoskeletons, implants and neural interfaces enabling
man-machine interaction). Combat operations will be carried out on a digitized battlefield, with a single operator
remotely controlling various robotic
platforms. The virtual nature of hostilities will do away with ethical restrictions and the fear of losing life and
limb; unfortunately, warfare may turn
into an exciting game. In the most obvious fashion, new technologies will
have a direct impact on combat operations, transforming what is possible
and how best to accomplish military
ends. However, major technological
shifts also exert an indirect impact on
military affairs by transforming other
aspects of society that will in turn dictate the organization, resources, goals,

Key Emerging technologies by 2030

•
Augmented or mixed reality systems
•
Holographic communications
•
Modular self-adaptive robots & automated service providers;
•
Human brain models: precise structural-morphological models down to the neuron level; functional models capable
of most of the intellectual functions involved in pattern recognition;
•
As for the technological trends that will emerge by 2070, we can note here the following:
•
Mind control of material objects, hardware-software telepathy and telekinesis;
•
Computer-enabled mind reading based on MRI patterns, visualization and articulation of human thoughts
•
Human brain models: precise structural-morphological models down to the molecular level; functional models capable of most of the intellectual functions involved in rational thinking
•
Combined natural/artificial animal and human bodies containing both natural and artificial organs and body parts
•
Avatars (robotic entities) with sensors that can feed information to humans, enabling the latter to mind-control the
avatar
•
Genetic methods of preventing the ageing processes and considerably prolonging human life;
•
Resurrecting extinct species and creating new (hybrid) life forms
•
Nanomolecular replication capable of building macroscale objects with individual molecules and atoms
•
Mobile thermonuclear reactors
•
Magnetic levitation (Maglev) forms of transport, etc.
•
Extremely high-speed processing speeds of enormous volumes of data
•
Profound control of all four types of fundamental interactions (strong [nuclear], weak, gravitation and electromagnetic) and the practical use of various types of energy in the required proportions and combinations
•
Expanded theoretical and empirical knowledge about matter, the ability to produce materials with the requisite
properties, atomic-level assembly of any structures
•
Understanding of the fundamental functioning principles of living matter and ability to design organisms with the
requisite functions.
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abilities, and constraints that nations
and other groups bring to warfare. As
it always does, technology is reshaping
economies, political systems, cultures,
and organizations of every kind. Although these indirect effects are often
less obvious, they are typically no less
important. Future conflicts will probably stem from four basic archetypes,
namely counterterrorism, gray-zone
conflicts, asymmetric fights, and highend fights. Four overarching trends
could be shaped. All branches of the
military will need to enhance their information warfare capabilities, especially for gray-zone operations. Because of the trend toward greater use
of artificial intelligence, the military
will need to invest in automation.
Space remains a contested environment with possible space-based weapons including nukes. Proliferation of
commercial space activities in recent
years and growing private entities
launching microsatellites (mainly im-

ply become an exchange of vaporizing
massed forces. Instead, commanders
dispersed their forces and innovated
tactics that enabled the accomplishment of military objectives while minimizing exposure to increasingly lethal
weapons. Though the battlefield learning curve is steep and costly, those who
innovate tactically go on to victory as
often as those who possess the most
advanced battlefield technology. A
state will need to develop new concepts of operation, doctrine, training,
policies, and organizational structures
to exploit these technologies and stay
ahead in the emerging warfighting regime. Artificial intelligence can reduce
human bias, but human supervision
over autonomous systems remains essential to safety and accountability.
The cyber domain favors asymmetric
warfare, giving nontraditional actors a
means of wielding significant power.
Policymakers need to be aware of the
limitations of new technologies, partic-

agery and communications) again amplify civil-military partnership. With
shrinking conventional forces, resumption of nuclear proliferation is
likely, eroding relevant treaty limitations. Conflict in the future will take
place in a battle space that is shaped by
artificial intelligence and other new
technologies. This change will be revolutionary, that the leader in AI will rule
the world, and that soon war may not
even have humans involved. Though
faith in the transformative potential of
technology is tempting, hope that robots will replace humans in war is misplaced. The battle space of 2035 is now
fifteen years distant; if the last fifteen
years are any indication of the next, we
will continue to see incremental, evolutionary increases in capability even
as we approach 2035 and the 50th
year of the information age of warfare.
However, the change is primarily due
to tactics developed on the battlefield
to minimize exposure of friendly forces
to those advances in weapon systems.
Simply put, when advances in artillery
and airpower rendered massed forces
virtually suicidal, warfare didn’t sim-

ularly the precision of munitions. Waging war may seem easier, but those
who operate lethal systems are ever
more distant from the battlefield and
insulated from physical danger, but
this sense of advantage may prove illusory. Those on the receiving end of
technological asymmetries have a
stronger incentive to find other ways
to strike back. The speed at which machines can make decisions in the far
future is likely to challenge our ability
to cope, demanding a new relationship
between man and machine. The speed
of technological innovation also makes
it hard to keep abreast of new military
capabilities, easier to be misled on the
actual balance of power, and to fall victim to a strategic miscalculation. The
expectation that asymmetries could
change quickly as may be the case with
new strategic capabilities in areas like
artificial intelligence, space, deep sea
and cyber could incentivise risk-taking
and aggressive behaviour. Enhanced
capacity to operate at speed puts security actors into a constant state of high
alert, incentivises investment in resilience, and forces us to live with uncer-
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tainty. Under these conditions, war by
mistake either through over-confidence of ability to win, or because of
exaggerated threat perception becomes more likely. New capabilities
cause a shift in the balance between
offensive and defensive advantage and
even the perception of such a shift it
could increase the incentives for aggression. Indeed, cyberattacks on
banks, power stations and government
institutions have demonstrated that it
is no longer necessary to fly bombers
around the world to reach a distant enemy’s critical infrastructure without
early warning; the idea of striking a
`knockout blow may come to seem feasible once more. One of the mechanisms for strategic stability is arms
control agreements, which have served
to limit the use of nuclear, biological
and chemical weapons. As cutting-edge
technology becomes cheaper, it
spreads to a wider range of actors. The
democratisation of weaponisable technology empowers non-state actors and
individuals to create havoc on a massive scale. It also threatens stability by
offering states more options in the
form of hybrid warfare and the use of
proxies to create plausible deniability
and strategic ambiguity. Artificial intelligence is a rapidly developing capability. Extensive research by academia
and industry is resulting in shorter
training time for systems and increasingly better results. AI is effective at
certain tasks, such as image recognition, recommendation systems, and
language translation. Many systems
designed for these tasks are fielded today and producing very good results.
In other areas, AI is very short of human-level achievement. Some of these
areas include working with scenarios
not seen previously by the AI; understanding the context of text (understanding sarcasm, for example) and
objects; and multi-tasking (i.e., being
able to solve problems of multiple
type). Most AI systems today are
trained to do one task, and to do so
only under very specific circumstances. Unlike humans, they do not adapt
well to new environments and new
tasks. Artificial-intelligence models are
improving daily and have shown their
value in many applications. The performance of these systems can make them
very useful for tasks such as identifying a T-90 main battle tank in a satellite
image, identifying high-value targets in
a crowd using facial recognition, translating text for open-source intelligence,
and text generation for use in information operations. The application areas
where AI has been most successful are
those where there are large quantities
of labeled data, like Imagenet, Google
Translate, and text generation. AI is
also very capable in areas like recommendation systems, anomaly detection, prediction systems, and competitive games. An AI system in these
domains could assist the military with
fraud detection in its contracting ser-
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vices, predicting when weapons systems will fail due to maintenance issues, or developing winning strategies
in conflict simulations. All of these applications and more can be force multipliers in day-to-day operations and in
the next conflict. Now militaries are
racing to adopt artificial intelligence
(AI) with the aim of gaining military
advantage over competitors. And yet,
there is little understanding of AI’s
long-term impact on future warfare.
The current wave of interest in AI,
largely driven by the deep-learning
revolution, is relatively new, and machine-learning technology continues
to evolve rapidly, buoyed by exponential growth in data and computing
power. Society is only beginning to
grapple with the myriad opportunities
for and challenges in applying deep
learning to practical problems outside
of the research lab. Understanding AI’s
effect on warfare is particularly challenging given the sometimes-secretive
nature of military technology development and the lack of everyday settings
in which military AI systems can be incrementally tested. Academics, policymakers, and military practitioners
have begun tackling how AI may transform warfare, contributing to a burgeoning literature in recent years. One
method for attempting to understand
how AI may affect warfare is to examine specific applications of AI that
could be consequential. For example,
there are a variety of AI applications
from early warning to delivery systems
or counter-force options that could affect nuclear stability and are deserving
of exploration. Scholars have begun
considering the implications of
high-consequence uses of AI, including
nuclear operations, lethal autonomous
weapons, crisis stability, and swarm
combat. There are many other AI applications that ought to be studied to
better comprehend how AI will change
missile defense, undersea warfare, cyber operations, and counter-terrorism.
One challenge to this approach is that
military capabilities are in a constant
process of innovating on offense and
defense, capabilities and countermeasures. Militaries have a compelling reason to keep humans involved in lethal
decisions. For one thing, they’re a bulwark against malfunctions and flawed
interpretations of data; they’ll make
sure, before pulling the trigger, that the
automated system hasn’t misidentified
a friendly ship or neutral vessel. Beyond that, though, even the most advanced forms of artificial intelligence
cannot understand context, apply
judgment, or respond to novel situations as well as a person. Humans are
better suited to getting inside the mind
of an enemy commander, seeing
through a feint, or knowing when to
maintain the element of surprise and
when to attack. But machines are faster, and firing first can carry a huge advantage. Given this competitive pressure, it isn’t a stretch to imagine a day
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when the only way to stay alive is to
embrace a fully automated kill chain. If
just one major power were to do this,
others might feel compelled to follow
suit, even against their better judgment. Terminators aren’t rolling off the
assembly line just yet, but each new

urban environs, performing missions
such as aerial reconnaissance and
building clearance. But their value to
ground troops could be vastly amplified if troops could control scores or
even hundreds swarms of these robotic units at the same time. The prime

generation of weapons seems to get us
closer. And while no nation has declared its intention to build fully autonomous weapons, few have forsworn
them either. The risks from warfare at
machine speed are far greater than just
a single errant missile. Military scholars in China have hypothesized about a
battlefield singularity, a point at which
combat moves faster than human cognition. In this state of hyperwar, as
some American strategists have
dubbed it, unintended escalations
could quickly spiral out of control. The
2010 flash crash in the stock market
offers a useful parallel: Automated
trading algorithms contributed to a
temporary loss of nearly a trillion dollars in a single afternoon. Cyber warfare will be waged at a strategic level
and the operative level will be characterized by the use of long-range precision weapons against economic infrastructure. The tactical level will be
characterized by the massive use of
autonomous ground-based, air and sea
weapons systems, as well as by individual military personnel with enhanced psychophysical capabilities.
Cyberspace will become the primary
target of espionage as more and more
data is digitised and stored in the
cloud. With proliferation of smartphones and SMNs, controlling images
the public sees and the surrounding
narrative would be increasingly complex. Disinformation using media/
SMNs including increased distribution
of opinions over facts, fake news and
rising influence of partisan news
sources as seen in the 2019 India-Pakistan stand-off will erode public trust,
affecting national morale. Media jingoism and pressure might induce miscalculation at policy levels, replacing wise
decisions with popular decisions. Unmanned air vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) have
long proven beneficial in such difficult

bottleneck to achieving this goal is not
the robotic vehicles themselves, which
are becoming increasingly capable and
affordable. Predicting the future wars,
especially in terms of advanced weapon systems, may involve drawing analogies as a method of scientific cognition that allows knowledge to be
acquired about certain systems, objects or phenomena based on their
similarity to other systems, objects or
phenomena. One of the most productive methods in the development of
technical systems is to draw analogies
with nature or, more specifically, with
biology. In addition to the fact that humanity has always involuntarily based
its inventions on observations of the
outside world (thus, birds wings informed aircraft wings, clouds informed
hot-air balloons and tumbleweeds informed the wheel), bionics has recently become part of design processes.
The most appropriate analogy would
be that of biological evolution (the
term comes from the Latin word evolutio, i.e. deployment). Even without any
deep analysis involved, one is capable
of noticing the evolutionary similarities of protozoa, harmless amphibians,
dangerous pangolins, giant dinosaurs,
nimble and intelligent mammals and
the technical development of cold
steel, throwing weapons, firearms, Roman fortifications, World War I tanks,
miniature drones, and compact robots.
Technical evolution may lead to the
creation of intellectual systems capable of making rational decisions in an
unlimited number of various situations
that defy any algorithms. Such systems
would evolve by way of continuous improvements to the hardware and software part of artificial intelligence, minor discrete changes based on NBIC
convergence technologies and global
leaps resulting from transferring human personality and consciousness to
non-biological media.
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The government of
Pakistan is struggling
hard to revamp the
tourism sector in
the country.

T

ourism is a key driver of
jobs and development. But
COVID-19 has radically
changed this. The impact
on tourism enterprises and
workers, the majority being young women, is unprecedented.
Timely, large-scale and, in particular,
coordinated policy efforts both at international and national levels are
needed. Tourism industry is facing an
unprecedented challenge from Coronavirus. The global pandemic has
grounded airplanes, shut down hotels,
and affected the tourism industry in
many ways. However, travel and tourism have also enabled the virus to become a global issue, and reflection on
the role of tourism in modern societies
is needed. The latest data from the
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) shows that the COVID-19 pandemic has caused a 22% fall in international tourist arrivals during the first
quarter of 2020. According to the
United Nations specialized agency, the
crisis could lead to an annual decline
of between 60% and 80% when compared with 2019 figures. This places
millions of livelihoods at risk and
threatens to roll back progress made
in advancing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Asia and the Pacific shows the highest impact in relative
and absolute terms (-33 million arrivals), the impact in Europe, though lower in percentage, is quite high in volume (-22 million). This is by far the
worst crisis that international tourism
has faced since 1950. The impact will
be felt to varying degrees in the different global regions and at overlapping
times, with Asia and the Pacific expected to rebound first. World Travel and
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Tourism Council forecasted that up to
75 million jobs are at risk in tourism
sector. This estimation is even more
worrying when we reflect on the fact
that tourism is a leading job creator for
those vulnerable segments of population: in fact, a far higher share of lowskilled immigrants, women and students are employed in tourism
compared to the total non-financial
business economy. Continuous efforts
are ongoing in order to implement effective policy responses to preserve
the sector and trigger international coordination. In order to furtherance the
tourism activities in the region shanghai cooperation organization recently
held a meeting of the Tourism Administrations Heads of SCO Member
States. Zarina Doguzova, Head of the
Federal Agency for Tourism under the
Russian Economic Development Ministry, chaired a videoconference of the
Tourism Administrations Heads of SCO
Member States. The meeting was attended by SCO Secretary-General Vladimir Norov. Shanghai Cooperation Organization is a regional group
comprising of eight official members
including; China, Russia, Kazakhstan,
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, India, and Pakistan; four observer states;
Afghanistan, Belarus, Iran, and Mongolia; and multiple dialogue partners including Azerbaijan, Armenia, Cambodia, Nepal, Turkey, and Sri Lanka.
Regional integration has emerged as a
fundamental trend in the development
of global order, incorporating more
flexible models of cooperation, collective approach to address common
challenges and deepening economic
ties. SCO serves as a remarkable example of this new model of regional part-
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nership, as it has tremendous potential
and the increased enthusiasm of its
members to search for new opportunities stimulates its further development. The recently held meeting of the
Tourism Administrations Heads of SCO
Member States has discussed the findings of World Tourism Organisation
(UNWTO) and the UN Conference on
Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
These findings clearly indicated that
the industries hit the hardest by the
coronavirus infection included the
tourism industry and the sectors that
are closely connected with it, namely
the hotel, restaurant, entertainment
and transportation businesses. They
also suggested that the tourism industry will only start functioning properly
once the quarantine and other restrictions on the freedom of movement and
economic operation are lifted against
the background of the strict security
and health measures in the SCO countries. Syed Zulfiqar Abbas Bukhari
Bukhari, as chairman of the Pakistan
Tourism Development Corporation
(PTDC) has represented Pakistan in
this meeting. The SCO member states
have adopted and are implementing,
with due regard for their economic
conditions and available capabilities,
various support measures for the
economy and the hardest hit sectors,
such as tourism, transportation and
the hotel business. The SCO Secretary-General revealed that the SCO
Secretariat together with the member
states was implementing a Common
Home programme, which includes culture days of SCO member states, national holidays, symposia, conferences
and roundtable meetings. These initiatives were enacted to encourage tourism in the region. SCO is a platform to
promote national tourism brands. The
forum previously prepared a concept
of events for the Eight Wonders of the
SCO project aimed at demonstrating
the member states’ cultural diversity
and tourism potential, which have
been a great success in many countries. The forum also discussed that despite the coronavirus pandemic SCO
has the relevant potential to become a
global economic centre in the near future, which would greatly benefit the
tourism industry. The members at the
meeting also revealed that the tourism
industry could and must become the
driver of economic rehabilitation to
the pre-pandemic level and subse-
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quent growth. The pandemic has created for many countries a great deal of
problems in various spheres. At the
same time, new opportunities have
emerged in the ICT sphere. They cited
the example of China, which has reported major achievements in the
sphere of public-private partnership
(PPP), including in the tourism industry. Alibaba and other companies have
created platforms based on cutting-edge technology, such as big data
and artificial intelligence, for the provision of contactless services, virtual
tours and cloud exhibitions aimed at
reducing operating costs and exchanging tourism experience, plus enhancing the capability to provide quality
services and to flexibly respond to
emergencies such as the coronavirus
epidemic. Information technology and
innovations can also be used to create
a fundamentally new tourism environment and to improve the development
standards of the SCO countries’ tourism industries. While participating in
the meeting and representing Pakistan, Syed Zulfiqar Abbas Bukhari
came up with a pragmatic approach
amid current crisis. He enlightened the
forum that PM Imran khan is committed to enhance the tourism industry in
Pakistan. He told the forum that the
Government of Pakistan announced its
10-year tourism policy under which it
would first improve the country’s infrastructure to attract more tourists.
With such initiatives the tourism sector would create jobs for the youth. In
this way the tourism sector would help
the government strengthen the country’s economy. The United Nations Development Programme would also
provide technical assistance to Pakistan in this regard. UNDP already revealed that their main priority is to
create employment opportunities for
the youth, especially the ones associated with tourism sector in Pakistan. The
government of Pakistan is struggling
hard to revamp the tourism sector in
the country. In the wake of Novel Coronavirus outbreak, the Chairman National Tourism Coordination Board
(NTCB) Zulfiqar Abbas Bukhari constituted Tourism Recovery Action Committee to appraise the speedily evolving
situation
and
put
forth
recommendations with regards to financial implications of the crisis, immediate support measures for tourism
businesses and strategizing recovery
of the tourism industry. TRAC proactively consulted all stakeholders and
developed three-pronged Recovery
Strategy and Action Plan to counter the
socio-economic impact of Covid-19 on
tourism sector of Pakistan. Besides
this, Standard Operating Procedures or
guidelines were also developed for Hotels and accommodation facilities,
Food outlets/Eateries, Tours Operator
Companies, Tourist transportation and
Airlines to adopt precautionary measures to address issue of health, hygiene and safety of the tourists, em-
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ployees and businesses. This dynamic
strategy includes but not limited to
survival of the tourism industry and
mitigating the impact of Covid-19, revival and accelerated recovery phase
and positioning for the future to revamp tourism in post Covid-19. These
measures would certainly support the
tourism business and will help in recovering the tourism industry as a
whole. The Standard Operating Procedures were developed with an objective to mitigate adverse health hazards
and impact on all stakeholders of travel and tourism industry. The TRAC actually emphasized that there is a dire
need to reduce fear factor and induce
discipline amongst the businesses of
tourism sector. While talking about the
initiatives that Pakistan has taken for
the revival of tourism sector of Pakistan, Zulfiqar Abbas Bukhari said that
the population in SCO member states
is almost 44 percent of the total population of the world. He further added
that member states can put forth their
collaborated efforts for the development of the tourism industry. The
heads of the delegations discussed and
approved the Draft Joint Action Plan to
Implement the Programme for the Development of Cooperation among SCO
Member States in the Tourism Sector
for 2021-2022 and decided that the
document should be submitted in accordance with the established procedure to the next SCO summit. They also
emphasized that the implementation
of the programme would attract more
tourists to the SCO countries, improve
their economies, create new jobs, expand the market for local goods, create
conditions for attracting investment,
boost the revival of national cultures
and traditions, promote interstate cultural and economic ties, plus create
conditions for the further development
of engineering and transport infrastructure. National Tourism Coordination Board Chairman Sayed Zulfikar
Abbas Bukhari floated the idea for setting up a Coordination Council in the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization
(SCO) to maximise exchange of information in tourism sector for the collective benefits of the member states. In
2019, Prime Minister of Pakistan Imran Khan while addressing at SCO
Summit in Bishkek highlighted the
need for joint strategy to develop tourism in SCO member states. His vision
supports a long-awaited desire of tour-
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The diplomatic
manoeuvring of Pakistan, especially not
to choose a side between Iran and Saudi
Arabia has rendered the
country as a

T

he general population of Pakistan share a distinct relation and sense of kinship
with ME region, firstly due to
common Muslim identity
and religious sites in the region and secondly due to the millions of
overseas Pakistanis residing in different
countries of the region. The formal ties
of South Asian region with the Middle
East date back to thirteen hundred
years, and amidst the independence
movement of Pakistan, the Muslims of
the SA region expressed their solidarity
with the Muslims of ME. Ever since the
creation of Pakistan, the country enjoyed an extensive political, cultural, and
defence ties with the Middle Eastern
countries like Saudi Arabia, Iran, UAE,
Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Yemen. The
constitution of Pakistan also adheres the
ideology of the forging a friendly relation with all the Muslim countries across
the globe. To understand the underlying
constituents of Pakistan’s foreign policy
towards the ME states, it is essential to
understand the geographic positioning
of Pakistan, its historical political and
economic linkages with the Arabian and
Iranian gulf, and the increasing of Western and Asian powers in the region. Pakistan’s foreign policy towards the Middle East was never to gather support
base to be a regional hegemon like India
and Pakistan always adhered the principle of neutrality and solidarity with
Muslim nations, and indeed its foreign
policy objective ranked the agenda of
Kashmir and Palestine as its foremost
priority. The privileged status and upper
hand of Pakistan in its eastern region
were beyond its religious kinship, such
as being the only Muslim country among
58 nations having nuclear deterrence
and a military ranked in upper echelons
of worldwide military tradition. The
Arabian Gulf has been an important
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source of financing for Pakistan’s economy as, after the oil boom of the Middle
East, Pakistani expatriates played an indelible role in the development of these
countries. The oil boom of Middle East
trickled down in the form of employment for millions of Pakistanis and an
opportune attempt of the government to
bridge the national economic deficit
through remittances. Middle East region
is a home away from home for Overseas
Pakistani as a majority of them reside in
the Gulf countries estimated to be five
million and remitting more than 22 billion USD to Pakistan. Among these 18
countries of the region, Saudi Arabia remains the major source of remittances
for Pakistan accounting for up to 400million USD annually; thus rendering the
country a key player in the foreign policy
of Pakistan. Pakistan’ relation with KSA
has been symbiotic and consistent over
the period. Along with the reliance on
the workforce, sixth largest army and
nuclear deterrence of Pakistan, the
country’s diplomatic outreach towards
its Muslim brethren and forging the notions of a supra-identity alliance of Muslims postulated Pakistan as the most
significant Muslim actor. However, it
However, the contemporary geopolitical
rivalries of the ME countries and Pakistan’s policy of neutrality provided an
opportunity for non-Muslim nations to
establish a stronger bond with the ME
countries. Such as the formation of Organization for Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
was a leap in the idea of united Muslim
world acting as a pressure group at multilateral forums and reinforcing the
identity and sense of belonging to Muslim nations but the idea failed to materialize due to hyphenating policies of ME
countries. Amid an advantaged positioning of Pakistan in the OIC, a recent case
brought attention towards the preference of economic gains over the idea of
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Muslim unity when notwithstanding the
resistance of Pakistan, gulf countries extended an invitation of OIC summit to
the Indian Minister of External Affairs,
Ms Sushma Sawraj (late). On the top, the
Gulf States also awarded their highest civilian award to the Prime Minister of India –Narendra Modi, who himself is the
perpetrator of terror on Muslims of India, and now nurturing the Islamophobic campaigns in its far-right fascist regime. These development draw attention
towards the pragmatic and hyphenating
policies of ME partners, bearing out that
it is not a failure of Islamabad’s foreign
policymakers but at the same time it also
enlightens us to revisit our foreign policy
objectives in the region. First, there is a
new prime minister and his political party in power, which the regional powers
have never dealt with before, and it is opportune for the incumbent government
for Pakistan to revisit country’s economic and diplomatic engagements in the
region and institute a value-based and
holistic policy. In addition to the provision of competent leadership of Pakistan
in the Islamic Military Counter Terrorism Coalition (IMCTC), the representation of Pakistan by its premier Imran
Khan in the investment conference at
Riyadh also congealed the country’s image as indispensable in the affairs of ME.
Secondly, neutrality has always remained the basic principle of Pakistan’s
foreign policy in the Middle East and the
hedging policy always remained successful for the country. The diplomatic
manoeuvring of Pakistan, especially not
to choose a side between Iran and Saudi
Arabia has rendered the country as a
neutral partner and extra-regional ally
to both ME powers. Regional connectivity between the South Asian economies
and with the Middle East region is also a
notable development concerning the future of Pakistan’s foreign policymaking
for ME countries. CPEC, a flagship project of BRI and development of Gwadar
Port will result in providing Pakistan
with an upper hand among the South
Asian countries economic outreach in
the ME region. Pakistan will act as a
trade corridor, which is why KSA sanctioned billion-dollar oil refinery at the
port of Gwadar, increasing the prospects
of further investments from the gulf
countries. However, a geopolitical analysis also put a spotlight on the fact that
the strategic relevance of Pakistan in the
Middle East and Asiatic region owes to
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the country’s demography and geographic positioning. In the context of the
Middle East, Pakistan walked on a tight
rope by extending neutral diplomatic
support to Iran and KSA equally over the
period. The policy of non-involvement in
the ME rivalries also corresponds to the
ethnic divide of the country where more
than 77 per cent population is Sunni
Muslim while rest are Shite population;
having an affinity with Iran for being the
largest hub of global Shite population
and numerous sacred sites. In past, the
country experienced internal sectarian
strife with a disruptive effect on the economic and national development but so
far, the policymakers have been successful in hedging the risk of a sectional divide in the country and its international
relations. As in the recent past, Pakistan
was invited to side with the Muslim powers of ME, as the collation against Houthis in Yemen by Gulf countries, and a new
alliance of Muslim countries forged by
Malaysia and Turkey, but Pakistan abided by the egalitarian principle of neutrality in its relation with the Muslim countries. Over the last 40 years, Pakistan has
walked a tight rope and been able to
manage parity and cordial relations with
the Eastern powers like Iran and KSA. In
the twenty-first century, a major development that shaped the political, economic and diplomatic dimensions of the
region where the US-led war on terror,
deposition of Saddam Hussein’s regime,
Israeli unilateral solution, and Arab
Spring followed by civil wars in Syria, Yemen, Libya and Iraq. A resurgence of
armed non-state actors, as Islamic State
(IS) fraught the economic potential or
region and hindered the political and social development of the people of the region. Until now, Yemen and Syria are in a
constant state of war where international powers like the US, Russia, Turkey and
others are projecting their power and
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turned the country of flowers into wartorn debris. Showing that since last several decades, the Middle Eastern region
had been experiencing foreign interventions, especially of great powers that not
only shaped the politics and economy of
the region but also tainted the relations
of Muslim states with each other, especially the war against terrorism, which
provided a pretext to the pursuit of power to strong Arab nations. Analysis of Pakistan’s foreign policy towards ME delineates the fact that the geostrategic
positioning and defensive capabilities of
the country render it as indispensable in
the politics of the region. However, the
current diplomatic setting of the region
also hints fragility of prevalent order as
the Arab countries are tilted towards India and new rulers are pouring huge FDI
in the country. The emergent global
powers, especially economic ones in the
region, namely China, India and Russia,
are forming strategic alliances and seemingly two larger blocs a pro-US and
pro-China are in making. In this context,
India is consequently deemed as a regional partner by the US security administration, fulfilling the endeavours of India to be a regional hegemon. Middle
East plays a vital role in this regard, as
the region will act as a channel for the
economic vision of China’s BRI and new
Silk Road, connecting three continents.
Besides, CPEC, the flagship project of BRI
also amplified the need for proactive national security and foreign policy of Pakistan towards the region and beyond. The
country is ranked among the top military powers and is only nuclear deterrent state among all Muslim states,
where most of them are located in the
focal area of this study. Apart from lending defence services, the country should
also focus on the remote service provider in the business sector to bolster the
economic potential of the region. On the
diplomatic front, Pakistan must ensure a
preemptive approach towards the developments in the region and have contingency plans to execute and withstand.
Situations like the recent killing of General Sulemani in Iraq could have led to an
escalation in this strategically crucial region of the world and become a
game-changer but as an emerging power, the country has to set its national objectives clear and so its foreign policy. In
the wake of recent diplomatic developments, it is obvious that Pakistan will
abide by its principle of neutrality in the
region especially in its relations with
Saudi Arabia and Iran or Qatar. Modern-day diplomacy also considers the
public opinion and domestic policies of
the host country and non-governmental
organizations play a key role in shaping
public opinion. Therefore it is essential
to take the NGO sector and their assistance in making the foreign policy a success or a failure. In short, all we need is to
a reassess our aims, challenges, and advance with coordinated diplomatic outreach towards our Eastern partners and
build on the geopolitical and economic
capacity of five million Pakistanis em-
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Pandemic Changes Global Economic Outlook

Mohammad Arshad

Profound Uncertainty about
Global Recovery

T

he global economy is in a
worse shape than it was
during the 2008 financial
crisis as the pandemic triggered the complete closure
of entire industries in some
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cases. the world has faced unprecedentMelange Int’l Magazine and can be approached ed demand shocks in most economies.
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The COVID-19 pandemic mitigation and
lockdowns will be devastating for all
economies, independent of their links
to global supply networks. The global
economy is in a direr situation than it
was during the 2008 financial crisis.
COVID-19 has resulted in production
stoppages and supply chain disruptions
in most sectors, complete closures of
entire industries, and unprecedented
demand shocks in most economies.
Prospects depend on the duration of the
health crisis and on the effectiveness of
policy interventions to mitigate the economic effects of the pandemic. Geopolitical and financial risks and continuing
trade tensions add to the uncertainty.
The economic impact of COVID-19 will
hit developing countries hard, especially in structurally vulnerable economies
in Africa and at least developed countries in all regions. There are disruptions to major productive sectors and
industries, declining remittances and
receipts from tourism and contracting
world trade projected. The shock will be
further aggravated by the impact on
food security as the production of major
food items is concentrated in a few big
countries where the pandemic is expanding. Managing the disease is only
part of the persistent challenges facing
developing economies. The pandemic’s

The pandemic is expected to plunge most
countries into recession in 2020, with per
capita income contracting in the largest
fraction of countries
globally since 1870
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development is aggravated by decreasing demand, and falling prices of natural
commodities, especially oil. Global FDI
flows are forecast to decrease by up to
40% in 2020, from their 2019 value of
$1.54 trillion. It will bring FDI below $1
trillion for the first time since 2005. FDI
is projected to decrease by a further 5 to
10% in 2021 and to initiate a recovery
in 2022. A rebound in 2022, with FDI
reverting to the pre-pandemic underlying trend, is possible, but only at the upper bound of expectations. The dual
shock of COVID-19 and falling commodity prices put many countries in precarious economic and financial positions,
undoing progress towards structural
transformation and economic diversification. The pandemic is expected to
plunge most countries into recession in
2020, with per capita income contracting in the largest fraction of countries
globally since 1870. Advanced economies are projected to shrink 7 percent.
That weakness will spill over to the outlook for emerging market and developing economies, who are forecast to contract by 2.5 percent as they cope with
their own domestic outbreaks of the virus. This would represent the weakest
showing by this group of economies in
at least sixty years. Every region is subject to substantial growth downgrades.
East Asia and the Pacific will grow by a
scant 0.5%. South Asia will contract by
2.7%, Sub-Saharan Africa by 2.8%, Middle East and North Africa by 4.2%, Europe and Central Asia by 4.7%, and Latin America by 7.2%. These downturns
are expected to reverse years of progress toward development goals and tip
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tens of millions of people back into extreme poverty. Emerging market and
developing economies will be buffeted
by economic headwinds from multiple
quarters: pressure on weak health care

systems, loss of trade and tourism,
dwindling remittances, subdued capital
flows, and tight financial conditions
amid mounting debt. Exporters of energy or industrial commodities will be
particularly hard hit. The pandemic and
efforts to contain it have triggered an
unprecedented collapse in oil demand
and a crash in oil prices. Demand for
metals and transport-related commodities such as rubber and platinum used
for vehicle parts has also tumbled.
While agriculture markets are well supplied globally, trade restrictions and
supply chain disruptions could yet raise
food security issues in some places.
Even this bleak outlook is subject to
great uncertainty and significant downside risks. The forecast assumes that the
pandemic recedes in such a way that
domestic mitigation measures can be
lifted by mid-year in advanced economies and later in developing countries,
that adverse global spillovers ease
during the second half of 2020, and that
widespread financial crises are avoided.
This scenario would envision global
growth reviving, albeit modestly, to
4.2% in 2021. However, this view may
be optimistic. Should COVID-19 outbreaks persist, should restrictions on
movement be extended or reintroduced, or should disruptions to economic activity be prolonged, the recession could be deeper. Businesses might
find it hard to service debt, heightened
risk aversion could lead to climbing
borrowing costs, and bankruptcies and
defaults could result in financial crises
in many countries. Under this downside
scenario, global growth could shrink by
almost 8% in 2020. Looking at the
speed with which the crisis has overtaken the global economy may provide a
clue to how deep the recession will be.
The sharp pace of global growth fore-
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cast downgrades points to the possibility of yet further downward revisions
and the need for additional action by
policymakers in coming months to support economic activity. A particularly
concerning aspect of the outlook is the
humanitarian and economic toll the
global recession will take on economies
with extensive informal sectors that
make up an estimated one-third of the
GDP and about 70% of total employment in emerging market and developing economies. Policymakers must consider innovative measures to deliver
income support to these workers and
credit support to these businesses. Policies to rebuild both in the short and
long-term entail strengthening health
services and putting in place targeted
stimulus measures to help reignite
growth, including support for the private sector and getting money directly
to people. During the mitigation period,
countries should focus on sustaining
economic activity with support for
households, firms and essential services. Global coordination and cooperation—of the measures needed to slow
the spread of the pandemic, and of the
economic actions needed to alleviate
the economic damage, including international support—provide the greatest
chance of achieving public health goals
and enabling a robust global recovery.
In this situation, Global trade is expected to drop around 18.5% year-on-year
in the second quarter of this year in a
huge coronavirus-driven plunge which
nonetheless could have been much
worse, the World Trade Organization
says. The WTO said that in the first
quarter, the volume of merchandise
trade shrank by three percent compared to the same three months in
2019. Initial estimates for the second
quarter, when the virus and associated
lockdown measures affected a large
share of the global population, indicate
a year-on-year drop of around 18.5%,
However, it said the expected plunge
was better than the WTO’s worst-case
scenario for the COVID-19 pandemic’s
impact on global trade and that the
world economy may have bottomed out
in the second quarter of the year. The
fall in trade we are now seeing is historically large — in fact, it would be the
steepest on record. But there is an im-
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portant silver lining here: it could have
been much worse. This is genuinely
positive news but we cannot afford to
be complacent. In its annual trade forecast issued in April, the WTO forecast
that volumes would contract by between 13% at best and 32% at worst in
2020. As things currently stand, trade
would only need to grow by 2.5% per
quarter for the remainder of the year to
meet the optimistic projection. However, looking ahead to 2021, adverse developments, including a second wave of
COVID-19 outbreaks, weaker than expected economic growth, or widespread
recourse to trade restrictions, could see
trade expansion fall short of earlier projections. The outlook for the global
economy over the next two years remained highly uncertain. Policy decisions had softened the ongoing blow
and would help determine the pace of
economic recovery from the crisis. For
output and trade to rebound strongly in
2021, fiscal, monetary, and trade policies will all need to keep pulling in the
same direction. Looking at the pandemic and its impact on trade, the WTO said
that measures to suppress the spread of
the virus, such as physical distancing
and restrictions on travel and transport
that were in full effect in March, April
and May were now increasingly being
relaxed. These developments are reflected in a variety of economic indicators which, taken together, suggest
trade may have possibly bottomed out
in the second quarter of 2020. It said
commercial flights, which carry much
international air cargo, were down by
74% between January 5 and April 18,
but had since risen by 58% through to
mid-June. Container port throughput
also appeared to have staged a partial
recovery in June compared to May. The
164-member WTO said fiscal and monetary policies had arguably been rolled
out more quickly and on a larger scale
during the pandemic than they were in
the global financial crisis of 2008-2009.
Much of the decline in output had been
concentrated in non-tradable services
such as hospitality and entertainment,
which were less import-intensive than
manufacturing. Increased purchases of
consumer durables could be seen as a
bellwether, signaling renewed consumer confidence as lockdowns ease.
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First Ever Tax-Free & Balanced
Budget 2020-21

Awais Siddique

T

he PTI government presented federal budget for FY
2020-21 in the parliament
this week, and this was the
first time ever the budget
strategic paper was submitted to Public Finance Commission along
The writer is a Research Analyst at COPAIR
with contingent liabilities and fiscal risk
and a Youth Mentor of the project “Hum Sub Ka the country is facing. The Federal GovPakistan”. You can reach him at owais.research@ ernment on Friday unveiled Rs 7.137
trillion growth and relief-oriented budgmail.com
get for the fiscal year 2020-21, without
imposing any new tax. All public and private stakeholders hailed the budget as
the neutral and balanced approach of the
incumbent government amid the ongoing nationwide health crisis. The government had estimated a contraction in the
national economy due to the COVID-19
and great lockdown including up to 30
per cent shortfall in the revenue collection. However, the government opted an
impersonal approach and decided not to
levy any additional taxes, which is welcomed by the business community and
common people. As Federal Minister for
Industries and Production Hammad
Azhar said in his speech on Budget Day
at Parliament that, “no new taxes have
been introduced in the budget for the
upcoming fiscal year to provide relief to
the common people and boost economic
activities across the country.” In order to
support the vulnerable segments of society, the government was able to maintain a balance between corona spending
and fiscal deficit, maintain a primary
equilibrium at a sustainable level and
safeguard social spending under the Ehsaas Programme. In view of the impact
of the COVID-19, the federal budget for
2020-21 was called tax-free and bal-

This year’s budget is a
business friendly
budget and it is people
oriented in its nature.
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anced in prevailing circumstances. Pakistan’s economic condition is in a difficult
process because of the onset of the global pandemic of COVID-19. In addition,
the budget abided by the rule of austerity but slicing down the subsidies up to
48 per cent and not increasing the salaries and pensions, whereas the incumbent government decided to provide the
suffering economy with the Rs70billion
for the COVID-19 relief. Albeit the PTI
government’s initiative to increase the
revenue collection and to cut subsidies,
the budget deficit in the fiscal year 202021 remained unchanged depicting the 7
per cent of the GDP. The principle of austerity of the incumbent government also
projects that the economic outlook of the
country will change in the next fiscal
year’s budget but the defence expenditure and debt servicing ratio will remain
high. This month, the parliamentarians
met to discuss the budget while wearing
masks and maintaining the physical distance of one meter, with an aim to alleviate the national economic outlook up to
forty three billion dollars for the next financial year. Pakistan’s economy was already struggling and the coronavirus
pandemic added additional strain to the
pace of development and upward trajectory of the national economic graph. The
data indicates that a complete shutdown,
which was put to stop the pandemic,
could lead to an additional loss of 18 million jobs and deterioration of numerous
SMEs in the country. Pakistani economy
is predicted to suffer negative growth for
the first time in 68 years due to the ongoing pandemic and measures taken to put
a halt in spread of infection. The added
budget dedicated to the corona relief is
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in line with the deficiencies of the national healthcare industry as the medical
workers and other frontline combatants
of the COVID-19 are lacking the necessary equipment like ventilator and PPE
etc. Number of doctors, nurses and
lab-technicians have been infected by
the coronavirus due to their direct exposure due to lack of protective equipment
in the hospitals. Similarly, the fuel shortage amplified the crisis leaving the ambulance service as inoperable in the ongoing nationwide health crisis. The SME
sector is the most impacted section of
the business community including the
Manufacturers, dealers, suppliers, importers / exporters and other industry
sectors suffer significant financial losses
because of the current recession as there
is no company in the world. Members of
the business community also praised the
reforms to facilitate them and said that
the measures introduced in the budget
helped to set the national economy in the
right direction. Pakistan Britain Business
Council (PBBC) has appreciated Pakistan’s Budget for the Fiscal year 2020-21
and termed it a balanced one without
new taxation, despite difficult situation,
whilst recognizing the need for dramatic
and rapid action. The CEO, Julian Hamilton Barns appreciated that, With its fragile economy, international financing
pressure would normally be on Pakistan
focusing on improving tax collection and
fiscal conservatism. Rather it is time for
the opposition and government to provide immediate funding and support to
its people to see the pandemic through
and to ensure the economy bounces
back quickly, instead of languishing and
stagnating for a number of years to come.

This year’s budget is a business friendly
budget and it is people oriented in its nature. The policymakers are familiar of
the fact that the country needs to cater
and provide condusive environment to
the SME’s for an inward growth. The
mission of current government is to balance the import-export disparity, leading
the country to be an import dependent
economy albeit its ability to produce majority of those imported items. The policy is to facilitate new businesses, especially export-oriented enterprises, along
with those companies working on technology transfer. Moreover, the budget
also tend to entice the international investors for investing in the country’s
growing economy, which will ultimately
have a proportional effect on the employment in the country. The tax-cuts
and other amenities provided in the
Budget FY 2020-21 corresponds to the
structural economic reforms that premier Imran Khan manifested while electioneering. An additional allocation of
funds for the health sector, especially, for
the crisis response and to fight the ongoing pandemic is a positive development.
In this COVID health crisis, the vulnerability of the global and national health
systems and crisis management inadequacies came to spotlight, thus giving us
an opportunity to revisit our developmental goals and to expedite the development of healthcare sector. Apart from
the medical nature of this crisis, there
are severe economic and social ramifications of the coronavirus pandemic,
which jolted the developing economies
like Pakistan. The revenue collection fallout along with the deterioration of the
SME that are catalysts of developing

Focus of the Government

To improve fiscal discipline the government took following steps to
improve the fiscal discipline:
A) Implementation of public finance management reforms and
cash management system leading towards treasury single account
B) Austerity and restructuring of the federal government to lessen
financial burden.
C) No borrowing from SBP for budget financing
d) no supplementary grants approved e) maintain a primary surplus
F) To facilitate psdp spending bottlenecks in efficient release of
funds were removed
G) Existing stock of public guarantees was capped by the government
H) Refunds of Rs 254 billion issued to the business community
which are 125% more than Rs 113 billion issued last year. Additionally, Rs 35 billion have been provided for payment of DLTL claims
I) Launching of flagship “ehsaas” program to improve cash transfers to the poorest segment of society through better targeting j)
historic package of Rs 152 billion to the merged districts of khyber
Pakhtunkhawa to ensure their development
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economies. In addition, the shadow
economy or the informal sector of the
economy is also worsening due to the
nationwide lockdowns and slowdown in
the economic activities. Pakistan’s economy depends on the majority of informal
sector which needs to be regulated but in
times of crisis like these it is the responsibility of their government to provide
with basic amenities, which is why the
federal government had initatied Ehsas
Emergency Cash Program for the underprivileged and deprived population. Allocation of added funds to keep on facilitating the daily wagers and those
unemployed is a step towards rendering
the country as developed and responsible one. Moreover, the National Finance
Commission (NFC) would be revisited
and the provinces would be made to
honour their commitments for financial
support they had promised at the time of
merger of former tribal regions with
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The government
stance in the budget shows their policy
of austerity and reduction in unnecessary expenditures. Minister for Planning,
Development, and Special Initiatives
Asad Umar on Monday said that following its agenda of promoting social sector,
the Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf government
had increased the development budget
of the sector from 29 percent of total
Public Sector Development Programme
(PSDP) 2019-20 to 38 percent of PSDP
2020-21. he said that despite the lockdowns due to coronavirus, the government had spent record development
funding of Rs 28 billion on Higher Education Commission during the outgoing
year against Rs 18.4 billion last year,
while for next fiscal year an amount of Rs
35 billion was allocated for the sector. He
informed that by end of current fiscal
year, the government would manage to
spend Rs 530 billion out of total allocation of Rs 701 billion in PSDP 2019-20
which would be 80 percent of total allocation. The Senate also started the debate on a motion to make recommendations to the National Assembly on the
Finance Bill, 2020 with the members
from treasury benches backing it and the
opposition calling for more relief measures. In order to provide better medical
services and control infections in the
country as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic the Prime Minister Imran
Khan has allocated PKR 20 billion to enhance the capacity of health institutions
and production of health equipment.
Since its inception, the coronavirus had
interrupted the national economy and
rendered the formulation of the latest
fiscal budget for 2020–21 being the most
complicated of all.
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Touching New Horizons

VLADIMIR
NOROV
steers SCO
towards
global
forum

U

nder the visionary leadership of SCO Secretary-General VLADIMIR NOROV, the
Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has emerged
as an important forum on the international platform. It not only brings together the two Eurasian giants, China
and Russia, but also comprises members who have been granted either observer status or have been labeled as
dialogue partners. Today it is in limelight and has attracted the attention of
the whole world. It was and is not
against any single country of any group
of countries. But, it reinforces the UN
Charter and wants to implement the
UN charter in later and spirit. SCO
wants the protection of humanity, and
human right, whether a small nation or
big, a rich country of poor, a strong
state or weak, humanity deserve equal
treatment. SCO stands for the resolution of all disputes among states amicably by dialogue and diplomacy. The
use of force is not the option and must
be avoided. Blood-shed and coercion
are not accepted by any civilized nation or individuals. The SCO is a permanent intergovernmental international organization, the creation of
which was announced in 2001 in
Shanghai by Kazakhstan, China, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The organization has expanded
its membership to eight countries with
India and Pakistan joining as full mem-

Brief Bio
SCO Secretary-General -VLADIMIR NOROV
Born August 31 1955 in the Bukhara Region
1998-2003: Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of
Uzbekistan to Germany, Switzerland and Poland
2003-2004: First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan
2004-2006: Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of
Uzbekistan to Belgium, head of the mission of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the
European Union (EU) and NATO
2006-2010: Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan
2010-2013: First Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Uzbekistan
2013-2017: Ambassador of the Republic of Uzbekistan to Benelux countries,
head of the mission of the Republic of Uzbekistan in the EU and NATO
2017-2018: Director of the Institute of Strategic and Regional Research under
the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan
He holds the diplomatic rank of the Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary.
Awarded the Order of Mekhnat Shukhrati (Glory of Labour) of the Republic of
Uzbekistan in 2003. Married with three children.
bers in 2017 at a summit in Kazakh- dialogue partners. VLADIMIR NOROV
stan. SCO promotes effective coopera- is SCO Secretary-General since January
tion in politics, trade, the economy, 2019 and under his leadership SCO
technology and culture; making joint emerged as a leading global forum. Toefforts to maintain and ensure peace, day, the SCO’s versatility manifests itsecurity and stability in the region; and self in the fact that the Eurasian counhave
various
economic
moving towards the establishment of a tries
democratic, fair and rational new in- advantages, an abundance of natural
ternational political and economic or- resources, production capacities and
der. Under the visionary leadership of technological competences, as well as
SCO Secretary-General VLADIMIR an investment and financial potential.
NOROV, the Shanghai Cooperation Or- These mutually complementary facganization (SCO) tors form a solid platform for an exhas emerged as panded trade and economic cooperaan important fo- tion. The SCO’s economic importance
rum on the inter- is also determined by the fact that the
national
plat- SCO member-states are home to alform. It not only most a half of the world population
brings together and produce GDP worth over $18 trilthe two Eurasian lion (or 20% of the global GDP, with
giants, China and average country growth rates amountRussia, but also ing to 5%). Moreover, if we calculate
comprises mem- using purchasing power parity, the
bers who have SCO will account for almost 30% of the
been granted ei- global GDP. All of this represents a
ther
observer huge potential for the growth of trade,
status or have economic, investment and innovation
been labeled as cooperation based on the wellbeing of
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the peoples of our countries. The SCO
countries favour the consistent
strengthening of an open, transparent
and non-discriminatory multilateral
trade system based on the rules of the
World Trade Organisation (WTO). Regrettably, the WTO is facing real threats
caused by problems of instability and
trade disputes. The SCO is being turned
into a powerful trans-regional entity
and represents an optimal format for
linking national strategies, trans-border projects and multilateral integration initiatives. Today, the SCO countries account for a total of 244,000
kilometres of railway track. We see
steady growth in freight volume by rail
from China to Kazakhstan, Russia, and
on to Europe, as well as to Central
Asian and the Gulf countries, since the
shortest transport routes from China
to Europe and the Middle East cross
Russia and Central Asia. As is common
knowledge, the amount of freight volume through the two railway crossing
points on the Kazakhstan-China border was about 14 million tonnes in
2018, or 38 percent more than in previous year. Compared with 2010, container traffic from China to Europe has
increased by 40 times. At the same
time, over 23 million containers head
for destinations in China, Southeast
Asia and Europe annually. Yet, only 1
percent of these are carried by rail,
while the other 99% are shipped by
sea. In April last year on the SCO Day,
the Secretariat initiated a comprehensive project entitled “Eight Wonders of
SCO” aimed at unlocking the cultural
and tourism potential of the SCO countries. As part of this project, we held a
series of presentations of sites in Beijing, Tashkent, St. Petersburg, Dushanbe and Helsinki of eight SCO member
states. The Eight Wonders of the SCO
project, which includes a series of presentations related to the tourist potential of SCO member states with the participation of representatives of
diplomatic and trade missions, SCO
countries’ tourist agencies, tourist
companies, tour operators and other
relevant mechanisms of the organisation. The SCO is a leading player in regional diplomacy, promoting multilateralism and fostering cooperation to
address the most pressing peace and
security issues in Eurasia. In addition,
such events as “Yoga and Tai Chi Day”
aimed at strengthening the dialogue of
cultures and civilizations were organized. On 1 December 2019 the 4th
SCO International Kunming Marathon
was held in Kunming, attended by
about 20 thousand people from 33
countries. In December 2019 an event
dedicated to the Day of Culture of Uzbekistan “Journey to the Pearl of the
Great Silk Road” took place in Beijing,
which became yet another cycle of presentation of objects “8 Wonders of
SCO”. According to him, the situation
in global politics and economy remains
turbulent and tense, and the process of
economic globalization is facing the
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growth of unilateral protectionist measures and other challenges in international trade. The member States consider it important to use the potential
of the countries of the region, international organizations and multilateral
associations to create a space of wide,
open, mutually beneficial and equal cooperation in Eurasia to ensure reliable
security and sustainable development.
So SCO has declared its readiness to assume responsibility for security and
development in the region. In his
views, one of the SCO’s top priorities
has always been the fight against terrorism and extremism. Particular attention was drawn to increasing cooperation within the framework of the
SCO Regional Anti-Terrorism Struc-

ture, with an emphasis on efforts to
block the financial support of terrorist
groups from the proceeds of drug trafficking and to prevent their access to
chemical, biological and other weapons of mass destruction. The Coronavirus Pandemic has affected the activities of SCO, but SCO activities in the
field of political and security cooperation, during the past year measures
have been taken to strengthen the legal
and regulatory framework in the field
of security. In particular, from a legal
point of view, the field of cooperation
has significantly expanded in result of
meetings of heads of the Supreme
Courts, General Prosecutors and a
meeting of experts in the ministries of
justice of SCO member States. Inter-midovisional consultations on the prevention of an arms race in outer space
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and on biological security issues were
also successfully held. VLADIMIR NOROV views that the fight against international terrorism and extremism has
been a constant focus for the Organization. As per SCO RATS, the competent
authorities of the SCO member states
have since uncovered 288 crimes of
terrorist and religious extremist nature, suppressed the activities of 78
clandestine terrorist cells, initiated
criminal proceedings against more
than 3,800 persons involved in terrorist and extremist activities, closed six
channels for transferring recruits to
combat zones, blocked the bank accounts of 5,500 persons and 24 channels for financing terrorism, restricted
access to more than 23,000 Internet
resources, and blocked the access of
more than 1,000 persons to the Internet resources. Following his guiding
principles, the organization carried
out intensive and diverse activities on
the anti-drug track, joining its own efforts with the UN, OSCE, and CSTO. In
July 2019 and March 2020, SCO also
conducted international anti-drug operations “Spider Web” as part of the
anti-drug strategy of the SCO member
states. The main objectives of the operations were to suppress the supply and
distribution channels for drugs, primarily of synthetic origin, in the territory of SCO countries. As a result of
these operations, over 10 tons of various types of narcotic substances were
seized. In November last year, a joint
high-level event “UN and SCO: cooperation for strengthening security and
stability” (countering the symbiosis of
international terrorism with drug trafficking and cross-border organised
crime) was held with the participation
of the UN Secretary-General António
Guterres. The subject of SCO’s close attention remains the development of
the situation in Afghanistan. SCO activities for cooperation with Afghanistan
are conducted through the SCO-Afghanistan Contact Group. Last year, following the Bishkek summit, a Roadmap of this group was approved, which
provides for joint actions to develop
cooperation in key areas.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Kashmir

Erum Akbar

Robust & Aggressive Lawfare
Need of the Hour

Author is an Executive Editor of Mélange int’l
Magazine and Secretary Information Center of
Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR)

Pakistan must
undertake coercive efforts
to creater mass awareness
domestically and international about the current list
of security, economic, and
diplomatic objectives for
legal attention

L

awfare the use of international and domestic laws as
a weapon of war is a global
theme utilised by countries
as a substitute for war. Law
fare is not only confined to
law but also crosses over into the financial, economic, cyber, space and
information warfare domains. Lawfare is a recently coined phrase which
has found traction in international political discourse and which has since
been interpreted to refer to a variety
of different elements. Lawfare is the
misuse of legal systems and principles
against an enemy, such as by damaging
or delegitimizing them, tying up their
time or winning a public relations victory. The term is a portmanteau of the
words law and warfare; the use of the
law by a country against its enemies,
especially by challenging the legality
of military or foreign policy. Legal action undertaken as part of a hostile
campaign against a country or group
and the lawfare usually describes the
use of law as a weapon of war. The Indian aggressive and usurping act of
slashing special status of Jammu and
Kashmir is total negation of United Nations’ charter, International Law as
well as all the commitments made by
Indian rulers before the international
community regarding peaceful solution of Kashmir dispute. This unilateral act has also converted the situation
in the South Asian region has become
volatile from peace and security point
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of view as all regional three nuclear
powers; Pakistan, China and India are
in a mess. Pakistan and China have expressed their grave concerns over this
very tragic development which personifies the Indian heinous designs for
regional hegemony as well as fascist
expansionism. This expansionism is
also threatening the territorial boundaries of other Indian neigbours Nepal,
Bhutan even Bangladesh. Thus rising
Hindutva is a pushing the South Asia
towards collateral devastation because China, India standoff in Laddakh
may unfold into a smaller or full-scale
war between both the countries. Once
war begins, then it will not be under
the control of both the countries as
prevailing geo-strategic conditions
will take over the control of war. So it
is right time for the India to avoid
pushing the entire region towards total catastrophe; otherwise there will
be no use of crying over spilt milk. The
prevailing geostrategic and geopolitical situation has enhanced the importance of lawfare on Kashmir issue for
Pakistan. From Pakistan’s point of
view lawfare means that international
law will be employed to develop pressure points on strategic issues in order
to make political gains. In fact, only recently has lawfare been realized as an
instrument of statecraft by stakeholders within Pakistan, though in reality
the practice has long since been a part
of inter-state policy without Pakistani
officials being consciously aware of it.
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The reality of foreign relations is that
every international agreement, a state
enters into, erodes the country’s sovereignty, thus every treaty Pakistan signs
results in a chipping off a portion of its
sovereignty to the extent of the subject
matter of the treaty. Pakistan’s law fare
strategy needs to tackle the complex
Kashmir dispute afresh with a new set
of legal tools. Pakistan’s historic position towards the Kashmir dispute: the
accession of the State of Kashmir was
under duress; Kashmir in an international dispute and the key UN resolutions must be implemented. Pakistan’s
law fare campaign must also include
harnessing the support of international think tanks and institutions with a
humanitarian mandate to take a stock
of Indian intransigence in Kashmir. Pakistan must consider launching an international media campaign to highlight the human rights violations
committed in IHK by India. Pakistan’s
law fare, in the Kashmir context, can
never succeed in the absence of an intensive media law fare campaign. As
reported in 2015, the Pakistan Army
created a new post of Director General
Law fare Directorate (LFD) as a response to the legal challenges faced by
the Pakistan Army. Although not much
information is available in the public
domain on the LFD, its establishment
is a commendable step. Not only the
Pakistan Army, but the Foreign Office
and the Law Ministry must set up their
own Law fare Divisions led by a team
of trained local and international lawyers tasked to conduct quality policy
research on areas of international law
relevant to Pakistan, publish policy
and position papers on Pakistan’s
stance on international law issues and
generally act as the guardians of the legality of Pakistan’s international legal
framework. Some (but not all) areas
where Pakistan has, in the past, miserably failed to utilise law fare as a state
policy are the following. In this connection, some common sense steps are
critical in order to ensure that Pakistan
does not continue to lose ground
through its disregard of the opportunities and risks of lawfare. Pakistan must
undertake coercive efforts to create
mass awareness domestically and international about the current list of security, economic, and diplomatic objectives for legal attention. These should
include Kashmir, CPEC, the Indian Cold
Start doctrine and preemptive war theory, maritime security, and a review of
treaties with all neighbors. Conduct a
risk assessment of possible hostile
moves on the military and diplomatic
fronts by adversaries and prepare legal
arguments to deploy immediately
when needed. Ensure that all security
and economic engagements are vetted
by dedicated legal teams beforehand to
avoid missteps. For mass public awareness at domestic and international
fronts Pakistan needs to maintain a
large cadre of legal academics and lawyers to attain the objectives above.
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Train operational personnel and decision-makers in the field in the legal areas relevant to their work to minimize
any claims of non-compliance. Create
an offensive strategy to mount legal
challenges to adversaries as soon as
possible on any vulnerable fronts. Integrate lawfare into the training of the
diplomatic core and defense personnel
as a critical component of international relations. Pakistan’s small diplomatic victories in the recent past have been
accidental, or a result of Indian hubris
whereas India is able to use weak legal
arguments– such as preemptive
strikes– and weak evidence– such as
unverifiable claims of Pakistani involvement in various attacks– to repeatedly put Pakistan on the defensive
and harm our international standing.
This does not happen because India’s
arguments are more valid, but rather
because they are prepared and timed
more carefully. India generally maintains the initiative on the legal plane.
This is an area where, with even modest planning and prioritizing, Pakistan can compete
pound for pound. We have
excellent legal talent that is
only used in the interest of
the state on a defensive or
reactive basis. This lethargy must change. We fear
that Pakistan will continue
to waver between passivity
and delayed reaction unless it recognizes and invests in a cadre of international law experts that are
devoted fulltime to making
proactive arguments, cases, and legally airtight narratives to match the Indian lawfare machine. By taking such measures,
Pakistan can resist lawfare pressure,
responding with legal arguments that,
as per its understanding of the treaty
texts, it has no legal obligation to take
those measures which are not contained within the ratified treaty or convention. In order to make such a determination, however, Pakistan must have
the necessary legal capacity to be able
to interpret the treaties it has signed
from the perspective of its own national interests. A state, therefore, needs to
be capable of critically examining pressure coming from foreign states and to
distinguish when such pressure constitutes a legitimate reminder to comply
with an existing treaty provision or an
expression of lawfare pressurizing Pakistan to do what it is not otherwise
obliged to from the Pakistani perspective the most effective way to counter
the threat of lawfare is for the state to
prepare itself and to build domestic capacity in international law. This is an
aspect of statecraft which is entirely
overlooked in the Pakistani context
and it is a source of great concern. At
present there is no proper legal division of international law practitioners
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs or the
Ministry of Law and Justice. The MoFA
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currently only has one post of a legal
advisor and even this post is difficult to
fill with an individual who is suitably
qualified in matters of international
law. Though the MoFA handles international conventions and treaties on a
daily basis, it lacks any recognized expertise of international law; at present
the serving diplomats are following
their diplomatic instincts and their experience while drafting, negotiating
and interpreting the treaty framework.
The MoLJ itself the institution which
vets all treaties, international MoUs
and international agreements lacks
even a single lawyer capable in the
field of international law. Pakistan
needs to learn from Chinese diplomatic approach to lawfare as Chinese approach towards international law is to
aggressively use the existing international legal framework to its advantage
instead of re-inventing the law. This
tendency is visible in China’s lawfare
strategy. China’s success in law fare
owes to its efforts in establishing world

renowned international think tanks
that generate global public policy and
influence decision making. In 2017,
seven Chinese think tanks made it to
the 2017 Global Go to Think Tank Index Report. On the other hand, barring
a stray recognition, scholarly works
emanating from Pakistan based think
tanks are hardly ever recognised in international scholarly journals. Chinese
law fare efforts have benefitted tremendously from having a robust team
of international lawyers qualified to
defend China’s interests at international forums. The institutionalisation of
law fare by China through a qualified
team of smart and capable international lawyers and policy makers can be
seen launching successful law fare in
the entire gamut of legal, economic, financial, cyber and space arenas. In doing so, China has established certain
normative standards that contain policy lessons for countries such as Pakistan, a key strategic Chinese ally, at the
apex of the Chinese South Asian balance of power. Pakistan, whose own
law fare strategy is almost non-existent, can benefit from tapping the deep
Chinese reservoir of law fare experience to find areas of common interest
where Pakistan can carve its own national law fare strategy.
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Pride
and
Glare of

Azerbaijan

T

he President Ilham Aliyev and
First Lady Mehriban Aliyeva of
Azerbaijan are the real reflection of modesty, tolerance as
well as heart winning couple
by dint of their charming charismatic
personality attractions. The couple enjoys special place among the some of the
most attractive couple in the world and
it is all due to their down to earth pleasant nature as both the husband and wife
are always bent to serve their people
with utmost love and care. This is why,
the President and First Lady are highly
respected not only inside Azerbaijan but
also beyond the Central Asian Republics.
Ilham Aliyev is the son of Heydar Aliyev
and was born in December 24, 1961 in
Baku. He’s a professional politician. He
has graduated from the Moscow State Institute of International Relations in
1982. After getting his post-graduate degree, Ilham Aliyev started his scientific-pedagogical career as a professor at
the same institute. In 1985 he was conferred degree of a doctor for history. He
is not only the elected president
of the independent state of Azerbaijan, but also the new leader of
all the Azerbaijanis living across
the world. His leadership is a
true embodiment of the willpower and resolution of the Azerbaijani people and manifestation of
the strength of Heydar Aliyev’s
insightful forethought. Gaining a
firm political standing as well as
deserved respect and influence
in Azerbaijan through his painstaking and dedicated work, Ilham Aliyev has also achieved

wide recognition in international political arena. He is an author of numerous
research works on geopolitical aspects
of oil strategy of sovereign Azerbaijan.
He holds a degree of doctor of political
sciences. In 1995 and 2000, he was twice
elected to the Milli Majlis (Parliament) of
the Republic of Azerbaijan. Since 1997,
Ilham Aliyev is the President of the National Olympic Committee of Azerbaijan.
For his great contribution to the development of sports and Olympic movement, Aliyev was awarded the highest
order of International Olympic Committee and “Grand Cordon” Order of Merit of
International Military Sport Council. In
October 15, 2003, he was elected as the
President of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
More than 76% of voters supported Ilham Aliyev’s candidacy during the elections. In April of 2004, Aliyev was awarded a medal and diploma of honorable
member of PACE for his active participation in PACE events and commitment to
European values. As a result of the presidential elections, held on October 9,
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2013, Ilham Aliyev was re-elected by a
majority of voters as a President of the
Republic of Azerbaijan. 84.54% of voters
supported his candidacy. Ilham Aliyev
took office on October 19, 2013. Aliyev is
fluent in Azerbaijani, English, Russian,
French, and Turkish. Aliyev is married,
has three children and three grandchildren. His genuine attitude towards creation of the socially considerate environment for the disabled people impaired in
the Karabakh war is a lucid indication of
his unswerving love and affection for
Azerbaijan. The rewarding projects carried out in Karadagh and some other regions of the country at this period illustrate another aspect of the extensive and
versatile activity of Ilham Aliyev as the
Member of Parliament. As a result of Ilham Aliyev’s spirited and strong-minded
standpoint with regard to the issues of
national interest, European countries
gradually came to acknowledge and accept the international position of Azerbaijan. It was namely the cogent and
forceful speeches delivered by Ilham Aliyev at the European Council that
compelled the European countries
to evaluate the conflict of Nagorno
Karabakh impartially and denounce
occupation of the Azerbaijani lands
by the Armenian aggressors as the
contravention of inviolability of the
territorial integrity of Azerbaijan.
Ilham Aliyev has played an enormous role in imparting the actual
facts about the Nagorno Karabakh
conflict to the Europe which has
produced a fair assessment of the
situation among the Western states.
As a professional politician and
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well-read expert on history of international relations, Ilham Aliyev has gained
wide influence and respect in international arena as well. He has been to the
USA, UK, Turkey, France, Russia, Ukraine,
Switzerland, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Slovakia, Poland, Georgia, Qatar, Italy,
Saudi Arabia, China, Poland and so many
other counties on official and state visits
and delivered numerous acclaimed discourses at international conferences and
congresses. Along with this a State Program has been adopted for social-economic development of the regions of
Azerbaijan in the years of 2004-2008.
The First Lady Aliyeva Mehriban was
born on 26 august 1964 in the city of
Baku to a family of intelligentsia. Having
finished secondary school in Baku city
with a gold medal in 1981, she entered
the treatment and prophylaxis faculty of
the Azerbaijan state medical university
named after N.Narimanov. In 1988, Mehriban Aliyeva graduated from the first
Moscow state medical institute named
after M.Sechenov with honours diploma.
In 1988-1990, she passed clinical residency in eye diseases department at the
first Moscow state medical institute
named after i. M. Sechenov. In 19901995, she worked at the eye diseases research institute in Moscow under the
leadership of academician Krasnov. In
1995, the Azerbaijan culture foundation,
which is currently led by her, was established upon Mehriban Aliyeva’s initiative. In 1996, with the objective of extensive promotion of the Azerbaijani
culture, Mehriban Aliyeva founded the
Azerbaijan - IRS” magazine, which is
published in three languages (Azerbaijani, English and Russian). The couple has
three children Leyla Aliyeva was born on
July 3, 1985 in Moscow. She studied in
both London and Moscow and gained a
Masters’ Degree from the Moscow State
Institute of International Relations. In
July 2011, Leyla launched the IDEA campaign which aims to promote public
awareness and action on environmental
issues in Azerbaijan and around the
world. IDEA focuses on young people
and working with them to find solutions
to the environmental problems that we
face. In May 2007, she was appointed as
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the representative of the Heydar Aliyev
Foundation in the Russian Federation.
The Heydar Aliyev Foundation contributes to the social and economic development of the country, by implementing
diverse projects across education, public
health, culture, sports, science, technology and the environment. In 2011 she was
made Vice-President of the Foundation.
In 2007, Leyla Aliyeva founded ‘Baku’
magazine in Moscow. The English-language version of the magazine, produced
in collaboration with Conde Nast, was
launched in London in October 2011.
The magazine is a chance to explore art,
culture and Azerbaijan. In 2012, Leyla
created the “Fly to Baku”: exhibition of
Contemporary Art from Azerbaijan. The
exhibition that was launched in London
travelled around Europe’s capitals including Paris, Berlin, Moscow, Rome and
Vienna.On May 8, 2008, on the anniversary of the occupation of Shusha, Leyla
Aliyeva launched a campaign called “Justice for Khojaly”. The campaign is taking
place in over 30 countries. It aims to
raise the international community’s
awareness of the Karabakh conflict and
the Khojaly Genocide in particular reaching out globally via Media, Internet and
Live events. In 2008, Leyla Aliyeva became the General Coordinator of the OIC
Youth Forum on Intercultural Dialogue

twin sons and a daughter. Arzu Aliyeva
was born on January 23, 1989 in Baku,
Azerbaijan SSR, USSR. She is a producer
and director, known for Eternal Mission
(2016), Hitler’s War on Oil: Objective
Baku (2015) and Son Iclas (2018). She
has been married to Aydin Gurbanov
since September 3, 2011.She is the
youngest daughter of the Azerbaijan’s
president, Ilham Aliyev. In 2008, Arzu
Aliyeva participated in the shooting of a
promotional video clip about Azerbaijan.
This video clip was shown on CNN and
Euronews. She is a producer and director, among others of the movies “Eternal
Mission” (Original: “Abadi ezamiyyat”,
2016), “Objective: Baku. Hitler’s War On
Oil” (2015) and “Son Iclas” (2018). Arzu
Aliyeva is a co-owner of Silk Way Bank, a
“pocket” bank of the holding company
SW Holding, owned by numerous services of the state airline AZAL during privatization. She’s also known for numerous charity activities. Beyond, she works
for the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, named
after her grandfather and run by her
mother Mehriban Aliyeva. She has been
married to Samed Gurbanov since September 3, 2011. Samed Gurbanov (born
1988) is the only son of the Azerbaijani-Russian entrepreneur Aydin Kurbanov, one of the creators of the All-Russian
Azerbaijani Congress. Samed Gurbanov

and on April 18, 2009, she was elected
Chairwoman of the Azerbaijani Youth
Organization of Russia – AMOR which
supports Azerbaijani students and
young people living in the Russian Federation. In July 2011, the “Taraggi” award
was conferred upon Leyla Aliyeva for her
contributions to the development of
Azerbaijani-Russian relations. She was
also granted the “Key To Life” award in
New York in November 2011, for her
work on humanitarian projects involving children. On May 25, 2015, Leyla Aliyeva was designated UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) Goodwill
Ambassador. On 20 October 2015, she
was awarded the Pushkin Medal of the
Russian Federation. Leyla Aliyeva has

was born and raised in Moscow, currently engaged in family business. Two children grow up in Kurbanov’s family:
Aydin (2012) and Aziza (2016). The couple has one son named after former
President Heydar Aliyev and in 2018 he
joined the armed services. Young Heydar
Aliyev is a recent graduate of Baku’s
Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy, and
had been accepted into an MBA program.
Azerbaijani law requires all men to carry
out a year of military service before they
turn 35. But senior officials routinely
find ways of exempting their sons. The
younger Aliyev will serve in a unit based
in Baku, an apparent exception to the
usual rule that conscripts serve outside
their home region.
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Hum Sub Ka Pakistan

Awais Siddique

The writer is a Research Analyst at COPAIR
and a Youth Mentor of the project “Hum Sub
Ka Pakistan”. You can reach him at owais.
research@gmail.com

The Pakistan Movement was politically
planned and conducted
on the basis of the Two
Nation Theory; the
Muslims of India being
one nation that sought
and struggled for a
homeland. Diversity
remains a pivotal perspective of Pakistan.

A narrative of National
cohesion & unity by COPAIR!!!

T

he Pakistan Movement was
politically planned and conducted on the basis of the
Two Nation Theory; the
Muslims of India being one
nation that sought and struggled for a homeland. Diversity remains a
pivotal perspective of Pakistan. While
gazing in the past it becomes more evident that Pakistan was meant to be a
separate state. Mahatma Gandhi said in
1944 that a body of converts could not
constitute a nation. To this Jinnah replied, “We maintain and hold that Muslims and Hindus are two major nations
by any definition or test of a nation. We
are a nation of a hundred million people,
and, what is more, we are a nation with
our own distinctive culture and civilization, language and literature, art and architecture, names and nomenclature,
sense of value and proportion, legal laws
and moral codes, customs and calendar,
history and traditions, aptitudes and
ambitions – in short, we have our own
distinctive outlook on life and of life.” In
1946 the Cabinet Mission Plan, brought
by Sir Stafford Cripps to keep India united on the basis of Muslim and Hindu
majority provinces with their respective
governments, was scuttled by Jawaharlal Nehru, who claimed that parliament in India would be sovereign and
could change the constitution left behind by the British. Jinnah demanded
complete separation of India into two
states as what the Muslims desired most
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was freedom, fraternity and liberty
which Jinnah said was “the life and
blood of the Muslims”. Pakistan has
faced many ups and downs throughout
its history and there are many challenges ahead. In this scenario the need of a
national narrative become more viable
with a clear voyage for adoption. After
analyzing the whole situation COPAIR
come up with the idea of National narrative which is nothing else but very simple and pertinent, “Hum sub ka Pakistan”. The term narrative means the
layout or the framework in which one
wants to express his own point of view
regarding a certain issue to another person and impress or convince him with
the validity and usefulness of that idea.
In broader perspective National narrative becomes a nation’s identity and way
forward to act accordingly. Therefore
the argument propagated needs to be
equipped and supported with the right
type of data and preparation with its viability. National integrity and national
consensus for building a common national narrative is not an easy process it
rather requires immense sense of responsibility. Forging national consensus
also require hard work on the part of
Government institutions, Academia and
intellectuals. Hum Sub Ka Pakistan” is a
social initiative by COPAIR, started with
a mission to adopt the spirit of national
cohesion and unity in the youth and
transform them into a demographic dividend for Pakistan. The project features
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the creation of a synergy between the
national development and productive
engagement of the youth bulge of Pakistan by using the contemporary media
for harmonization. The exceptional ratio of young population in the country
and the ever-changing dynamics of national security and development demands to forge a unified and indigenous
narrative for the national integration in
Pakistan. There emerges a question that
why it is important to have a national
narrative. In order to build a narrative it
is imperative to know that it can’t be a
successful process without the involvement of the youth. It has been realized
that Pakistani youth has been facing
manifold challenges concerning their
ideological orientation. There is a particular segment of the society continuously trying to detract the youth bulge
of Pakistan buy sowing the seeds of hatred. Same goes for those who are trying
to attack on the sovereignty and national security of Pakistan via cyber attacks
and other threats. Such segments within and outside the country are creating
illusions, confusions and misunderstanding regarding nationalism. So in
this difficult time the ideology of Pakistan and ideological identity of the state
has more importance than anything
else. Identity crisis for Pakistani youth
needs to be addressed. In such a scenario, there is dire need to safeguard our
youth from all such types of threats. It is
essential to comprehend that Pakistan
was an outcome of the struggle of our
ancestors. The struggle for this separate
homeland is the actual story of sacrifices at all levels. Youth of Pakistan needs
to understand the purpose of the creation of this country. Tolerance, peace
and inclusivity within and outside the
country should be few of their priorities.
The President COPAIR, Amna Malik envisages the idea of “Hum Sub Ka Pakistan” as a channel of instilling harmony
and tolerance in the Pakistani youth,
which will act as agents of change,
changing the outlook of whole nation.
This initiative includes many segments
which are designed to meet the needs of
the contemporary trends. The Youth
Leadership Certification by COPAIR is
an opportunity for students to develop
advanced leadership skills. Together the
youth of Pakistan can participate in skill
development workshops and activities
that support deep understanding of
their impact on the world and how the
world influences them. Youth Dialogue
is another major confidence-building
initiative under this initiative. To move
forward as a progressive nation, there is
need to engage youth through dialogues
on several national issues. COPAIR, has
become a forum through which such engagement is now veracity. Startup Pakistan project is truly based on the need to
empower youth for a better tomorrow
which is connected both, to the financial
elevation as well as increment of the
standard of living. Awareness is a key
factor for this empowerment, with guidance towards developing a wholesome
outlook of life. E- Women, is an initiative
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of the Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR). The goal of
this program is to work on reducing the
digital divide by linking rural women
products to the national and international market. E-Women is a guideline
and implementation program to work
on gender equality by providing online
legal assistance and economic empowerment to women by starting their business using ICT tools. COPAIR, is also the
initiator of cyber security scouts. In today’s world, Cyber Security Challenges
the national security, organizations
ranging from small to large enterprises,
government and private universities,
hospitals, all prone to cyber attacks
from across the globe. Emerging technologies like artificial intelligence,
blockchain, robotics and internet of
things (IoT) are poised to unleash the
next wave of digital disruption. Next decade in Pakistan would be the decade of
ICT revolution based on a futuristic telecom infrastructure, for which Pakistan
must have necessary ingredients i.e. the
infrastructure, a great number of educated youth in IT & Telecom and a population willing to adapt to new technologies. Keeping in view this important
factor COPAIR is fully aware of the need
of emerging technology centre. The purpose of the centre is to produce data-driven research at the intersection of
security and technology, providing nonpartisan analysis to the policy community while focusing on the effects of

progress in artificial intelligence (AI)
and advanced computing. COPAIR believe in preparing a new generation of
decision-makers to address the challenges and opportunities of emerging
technologies. National security has
largely focused on the operational level
of war. This includes how future wars
will be influenced by new military capabilities, and how those capabilities will,
in turn, influence conflict on the battlefield. A specified National strategy for
Artificial intelligence via Machine learning and defence applications is immensely crucial for National security.
COPAIR, by all means, understand the
importance of this particular aspect.
The Centre of Artificial Intelligence
(CAI) is the need of hour; institute functions as a platform for research in the
field of Artificial Intelligence (AI). This is
how the youth of Pakistan can fight
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against all the evils and enemies of our
motherland. They must have inspiration
and motivation to play a constructive
role in progression of the country and
well-being of its people as was envisioned by Allama Muhammad Iqbal and
personified by Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah. National narrative is
also important to defeat the extremist
narrative of the culprits and enemies of
Pakistan.
The 21st-century battleground is defined by the emergence of
“information warfare” which constitutes
a multitude of facets that keep complicating an already saturated battle space.
The information warfare has also managed to penetrate into all areas of public
life where it is being used by corporations, political parties and most alarmingly by terrorist groups. Pakistan is being threatened by India on the military
and diplomatic fronts and is the victim
of Indian sponsored information warfare. Information warfare refers to the
manipulation of information to engineer
the perception of the targeted audience
so that they start to question their own
government’s narrative and act against
their own national interests. India is using ‘information’ against Pakistan to
promote India’s vested interests and to
harm Pakistan. Here emerges another
need which is necessary to deal with.
Cyberspace is becoming an important
meeting place for ideologically and politically motivated terrorists, particularly because this offers them a convenient
space to pursue their local and transnational agendas. They can use cyberspace
for a number of activities: communication, propaganda, indoctrination, radicalisation, recruitment and training. After realizing this particular veracity
COPAIR has initiated the National narrative of “Hum sub ka Pakistan”. The narrative building is difficult process therefore COPAIR, is committed to work with
an amalgamated approach. The contours of a national narrative need to be
designed by a broader vision with a futuristic approach. This is what COPAIR,
is doing by collaborating with all stake
holders. A national narrative serves as a
purpose of defining the nation’s identity
during times of adversity. There should
certainly be a continuous process of
close collaboration with different stakeholders to evolve and sustain this national narrative over time by updating
the working paper. COPAIR believe that
promoting dialogue will permit the
practice of free speech to flourish, thus
will encourage a culture of tolerance to
arise within Pakistani society. National
stability is the most requiring phenomenon as Pakistan has been passing
through a critical phase. A strong bond
of nationalism must be there for national stability. It is the only idea which is
beyond biases and can connect people
from all ethnic backgrounds at one platform. For national unity, Hum sub ka Pakistan can be the only way to emulate.
National stability will come as all stakeholders will be part of the system. Similarly a collective effort and sincerity is
the utmost requirement.

DIPLOMATIC CORNER

Japan to provide insecticide to battle locusts
Apart from assisting Pakistan in its fight against the COVID-19 contagion, the Government of Japan, in collaboration with a Japanese NGO and some private organizations, is all set to provide insecticide to the Government
of Pakistan to support their efforts for combating the serious threats emanating from the desert locust’s attacks
in the agricultural fields of the country.To this effect, a Japanese NGO (CWS-Japan) will hand over 58 kilo liters
of insecticide “Lambda Cyhalothrine EC 2.5” to the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) of the
Government of Pakistan through the CWS-Asia, partner NGO of the CWS-Japan this month to combat desert
locusts. In addition to this, CWS-Japan will also extend support to the Pakistani farmers who have been affected
by the desert locust’s invasion.In this backdrop, H.E. Mr. MATSUDA Kuninori, the Ambassador of Japan to Pakistan, today on June 9 visited the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA) and held a meeting with its
Chairman Lieutenant General Mr. Muhammad Afzal, to express Japan’s commitment to support the Government
of Pakistan and its people for minimizing the damage caused by desert locusts. During the meeting, the Ambassador informed the Chairman NDMA about the upcoming support from Japan to Pakistan through a Japanese
NGO CWS-Japan. The Ambassador said that the damage being caused by the desert locusts to crops and other
agricultural products is a serious problem not only in Pakistan but also in other South Asian countries which
face similar situation is and that this plague is becoming an imminent threat to the world’s food supply.
Ambassador MATSUDA further stated that in the midst of intensifying impact of coronavirus pandemic on health,
it is imperative to successfully control the locust’s infestation in order to secure the livelihood and food security
of the vulnerable communities of Pakistan.Realizing the seriousness of the issue and in light of a long-standing
friendship between our two countries, the Government of Japan, along with CWS-Japan, will support the people
of Pakistan especially the farmer’s community battling against desert locusts swarms, said the Ambassador.
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Turkish defense company distributes aid
Turkey’s leading defense company Roketsan on Wednesday distributed food packages among 1,000 families in
Pakistan through the Turkish Red Crescent. The food packages distribution event held in Rawalpindi, a city adjacent to the capital Islamabad, was attended by Turkish Ambassador to Pakistan Ihsan Mustafa Yurdakul and the
country’s head of the Turkish Red Crescent Carlos Camilo. The ongoing coronavirus crisis and earlier lockdown
has deprived a large number of poor families and daily wage workers of their source of income in Pakistan.
Speaking to Anadolu Agency, Camilo said the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has affected masses and Turkish
groups are here to help their Pakistani brothers and sisters. “We are here to help our Pakistani brothers and
sisters and providing food ration bags to 1,000 families in Rawalpindi, Islamabad and Faisalabad,” Camilo said.
Previously, during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan, Turkey’s state-run aid agency, the Turkish Cooperation
and Coordination Agency (TIKA), distributed thousands of food packages across Pakistan. The Turkish government also sent medical protective equipment for Pakistani doctors battling the coronavirus in the country. In
April, a special Turkish Airlines flight brought 20,000 masks, 50,000 protective suits and 100,000 face shields
for Pakistani doctors and health workers. Pakistan has so far reported 113,699, cases, already surpassing China
and Saudi Arabia, putting the country at number 15 worldwide in terms of the number of cases, according to the
Health Ministry. At least 2,255 people have lost lives from the pandemic and 36,308 patients have successfully
recovered.
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Tailoring South Asia Regional Toolkit for Judges
The United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in collaboration with the National Counter Terrorism Authority
(NACTA), Sindh Judicial Academy (SJA) organized a virtual meeting for anti-terrorism judges from Sindh, Pakistan, on
the South Asia Regional Toolkit for Judges: Supporting the Development of National Bench Books for the Effective Adjudication of Terrorism Cases. The regional toolkit was developed by the United Nations Security Council Counter-Terrorism Executive Directorate (CTED) with the active support and engagement of judges from all South Asian Association
for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) countries, including Pakistan. It elaborates and builds on relevant Security Council
resolutions and international instruments on counter-terrorism. It also provides practice-oriented guidance to judges
and judicial training academies of SAARC countries on the foundations for effective adjudication, judicial management
of proceedings and international cooperation in terrorism matters in the South-Asian region. Recognizing that law enforcement and criminal justice agencies in Pakistan face unique challenges and evolving threats posed by terrorism and
its financing, UNODC is working in close partnership with stakeholders in the country under “Pakistan’s Action to Counter Terrorism” (PACT) project, to deliver technical assistance to the police, prosecution and judiciary in the Province of
Sindh to strengthen their collective response to preventing and countering terrorism. This project receives financial
support of the European Union (EU). One of the key activities under the project involves customizing this toolkit in close
consultation with the Sindh Judicial Academy for the anti-terrorism judges of Pakistan. During this initial online consultative meeting attended by over 20 anti-terrorism judges from Sindh, two United States District Court judges along with
a magistrate from Australia participated as subject-matter experts. “Pakistan has come a long way in the last decade in
its criminal justice system’s response to terrorism. Pakistan-UNODC cooperation is producing results through targeted
training and tools. One such tool is “The South Asia Regional Toolkit”, customized for Judges in Pakistan, which will
serve as a reference guide tailored towards meeting the needs of Judges in the country”, said Masood Karimipour, Chief
of Terrorism Prevention Branch, UNODC. NACTA Member Policy Asif Paracha expressed appreciation for the technical
assistance being delivered by UNODC under the framework of PACT. The EU Chargé d’Affaires a.i. Anne Marchal stressed
the important role which judiciary plays in the criminal justice system especially in terrorism cases for upholding rule
of law and human rights. She acknowledged the challenges judges encounter during the adjudication process and highlighted that the toolkit gives us an opportunity to learn from the knowledge and experiences of our fellow colleagues
from this region for incorporating good practices during the proceedings. Under the framework of PACT Sindh, UNODC
is well-positioned to recognize the judiciary’s needs for specialized national tools, specifically designed to address their
unique and emerging requirements, said Jeremy Milsom, UNODC Country Representative. This initiative would also
complement the Government of Pakistan and Sindh’s efforts under the National Action Plan and the Provincial Rule of
Law Roadmap initiatives.
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Laddakh Standoff-- A full-scale
Sino-Indian War

Leyla

The writer is Head of International
Affairs Desk at Mélange Int’l Magazine
& Center of Pakistan and International
Relations COPAIR

Border clash between
China and India was
caused by the Indian side;
Indian actions violated a
consensus between the
two countries and were a
unilateral provocation

Despite Peace Agreement India
covertly conducts military buildup

A

full-scale war between India and China following a
recent deadly clash along
the border is not out of
question because of Indian fascist Hindutva led
leadership is making all out efforts to expand Indian borders by grabbing more
and more land from all neighbouring
countries. Deceit, cheat, greed and lust
are not letting the Indian leadership rest
and let neighbourer live peacefully. Violations of international laws, Human rights
norms, United Nations’ resolutions as
well as bilateral treaties with neighbouring countries are hallmark of Indian leadership especially the political and military
leadership.Have they honoured the peace
deal agreed in the meeting with Chinese
Force Commander, Indians might have
not faced such a humiliation along with
huge loss of lives of troops in clash with
Chinese brave troops in Galwan Valley on
June 15, 2020. Factually, both sides had
agreed to vacate area at least one kilometer leaving slight presence of troops, but
at night the coward and deceitful Indian
military leadership ordered troops to torture a smaller number of Chinese troops.
Indian soldiers also arranged celebrations
at the site of Chinese smaller camp for
night.However, Chinese side settled the
score by awarding severe punishment to
Indians busy in celebrations. After the
clash, Chinese side as per international
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norms and rules, established contact with
Indian military side on hotline and asking them to take back dead bodies and injured but Indian coward troops refused to
act during the night so number of causalities and fatalities soared as a large number
of injured soldiers could be saved by providing them timely treatment but Indian
top leadership let the soldiers die in bone
breaking temperature.
whina’s Defence Ministry said a border
clash between China and India was caused
by the Indian side. The Indian actions
violated a consensus between the two
countries and were a unilateral provocation, the ministry said on its social media
account. China has sovereignty over the
Galwan Valley. For many years, Chinese
border guards have been patrolling and
performing their duties here. Since April
this year, the Indian border defence forces have unilaterally built facilities in the
region, and China has repeatedly made
representations and protests on this.The
spokesman said that on the evening of
June 15, Indian frontier troops openly violated the consensus reached by the two
parties and turned against each other.
They crossed the actual control line again
and deliberately provoked China. While
negotiating on the spot, Chinese officers
and soldiers were suddenly violently attacked by the Indian side. This triggered
intense physical clashes between officers
and soldiers on both sides, resulting in
casualties.Now reportedly both sides have
agreed to reduce tensions a week after
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clashes on their disputed Himalayan border left 20 Indian troops dead in brutal
hand-to-hand fighting. The June 15 battle, reportedly fought with fists, clubs and
rocks, was the first time troops have been
killed on their border since 1975, and
marked a major deterioration in ties between the two Asian giants.
Chinese foreign ministry spokesman
Zhao Lijian said that after talks between
the top regional military commanders
both sides agreed to take necessary measures to promote a cooling of the situation.Apparently, there is calm on the site;
however, covertly Indian government has
amended the rules of engagement for its
troops along the disputed border with
China and allowed its soldiers to open
fire, if necessary, in extraordinary circumstances. Previously troops adhered
strictly to a 1996 agreement on Confidence Building Measures in the military
field, which governs military behaviour
between the two sides.The agreement
stated that neither side should open fire
within 2km of the Line of Actual Control
(LAC), the de-facto border in the disputed region. Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh gave the go-ahead during a review
of the border situation with Chief of Defence Staff General Bipin Rawat and the
chiefs of the three armed services. Visit was aimed at giving greater clarity to
commanders on the ground.
In a late night development after a meeting between Indian Prime Minister
Narendra Modi and Defence Minister
Rajnath Singh, India issued a war-like
alert to all the commands guarding the
border with China. While the Air Force
and Navy have also been put on alert,
government sources have informed that
the Indian Army has deployed more than
15,000 troops with equipment in forward
areas in the disputed region of Ladakh,
which borders with China-administered
Aksai Chin. Leaves for personnel have
been cancelled and a high alert has been
declared at the Line of Actual Control
(LAC). India has also deployed 12 artillery guns near the Gogra Post, where
the Chinese side infiltrated at least 2km
across the Line of Actual Control.The
Indo-Russian developed BrahMos supersonic cruise missile has received combat
clearance amid raging border tensions
with China in the eastern Ladakh area,
an official source at BrahMos Aerospace
told Sputnik. The air-launched version of
the BrahMos missile, named after India’s
Brahmaputra River and Russia’s Moskva
River, has an operational range of 290
km. It can be dropped from 500 to 14,000
metres. The BrahMos missile system has
received ‘fleet release clearance’ from
the Centre for Military Airworthiness
and Certification of Defence Research
and Development Organisation. This
was the final clearance and now the Indian Air Force can deploy all the fighter
jets equipped with BrahMos in a combat
mission.A large fleet of jets equipped with
missiles under the BrahMos-Su-30MKI
weapon-platform integration programme
are ready for deployment. Responding to

a question about the size of
the delivery, it is large in number but gave no additional details, citing the sensitivity of
the matter in the current scenario along the Chinese border. Currently, over 100 fighter jets, including Su-30MKI,
are positioned at forward
bases that include Leh, which
is close to the standoff site in
Galwan.
The Indian Air Force had emphasised in the past that the air version
of the BrahMos missile provides a much
desired capability to strike from large
stand-off ranges on any target at sea or
on land with pinpoint accuracy by day
or night and in all weather conditions.
In a defensive move, China’s People’s Liberation Army (PLA) troop support positions mushrooming all over the Pangong
Tso lake area. More China PLA support
positions 19 kilometres south of the India-China face-off at Pangong Tso can
also purportedly be seen. Satellite images
from 22 June also show possible defensive
positions being set up by China, which
include small walls and trenches. Indian
fighter jets roared over a flashpoint Himalayan region on June 24 as part of a show
of strength following what military sources say has been a Chinese takeover of contested territory. Indian jets regularly took
off from a military base in Leh, the main
Indian town in the contested region, and
headed towards the mountainous border
240km away. There were also checkpoints
on main roads out of Leh and a frenzy of
military activity around the main town,
which lies at 3,500m. Residents reported
long lines of military trucks and artillery
on roads near Leh.In this situation, Chinese side has observed that China does
not want to escalate conflicts with India,
but we have sufficient capacity to smash
any provocations from the Indian troops.
It’s hoped that Indian troops can remain
sober and Indian elites keep rational.
It’s in the India’s interests to work with
China to put the border disputes under
control.According to Global Times, if this
is proved to be true, the latest development seriously violates the agreement on
confidence building measures in the military field along the LAC in the China-India border areas. Although border faceoff
occasionally erupt between China and India, the troops of the two countries have
not opened fire on each other for decades.
If Indian soldiers use firearms against the
Chinese soldiers in the future, there will
be a different picture in the border areas.I
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must warn Indian nationalists: If your
soldiers cannot even defeat Chinese soldiers in unarmed clashes, then guns and
other firearms will not help them. The
reason: The military strength of China is
much more advanced and stronger than
that of India, Hu Xijing Editor in Chief
Global Times opined. Some Indians arrogantly believe that the modernization
of Indian troops will allow them to defeat
the Chinese People’s Liberation Army and
take revenge on China for India’s defeat in
the 1962 border war.
I would love to tell them that there was
not much difference between China and
India in terms of economic strength in
1962, but today, China’s GDP is about
five times that of India and China’s military expenditure is over three times that
of India according to Western estimates.
If India escalates the border dispute with
China into skirmishes or even local wars,
it would be like an egg dashing itself
against a rock.Amid this standoff Chinese President Xi Jinping has stressed
improving strategic management to promote high-quality development of the
armed forces. Xi, also general secretary
of the Communist Party of China (CPC)
Central Committee and chairman of the
Central Military Commission (CMC),
made the important instruction at a
teleconference on strategic management
training of the armed forces.Noting the
significance for the armed forces to hold
strategic management training, Xi said
efforts should be focused on objectives,
problems and results to update the management concept and improve the system
and mechanism of strategic management.
Xi demanded efforts to fully implement
the 13th five-year plan for the building of
the armed forces and to carry forward the
formulation of the 14th five-year plan for
military development.CMC vice chairmen Xu Qiliang and Zhang Youxia, who
are both members of the Political Bureau
of the CPC Central Committee, and CMC
members Wei Fenghe, Li Zuocheng, Miao
Hua and Zhang Shengmin, attended the
event. China said the situation in
China-India border areas is overall
stable and controllable. We believe
that guided by the important consensus reached between the two
leaders, China and India can properly deal with the current situation,
jointly uphold peace and stability
in the border areas, and ensure a
sound and steady development of
bilateral relations, Foreign Ministry spokesperson Zhao Lijian said
at a press briefing.
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Pakistan Navy Observes World Hydrography Day
Pakistan Navy observed World Hydrography Day with enthusiasm and with an aim to create awareness about the importance of Hydrography and its role towards blue economy & overall national growth. Every year on 21 June, World
Hydrography Day is celebrated across the world, under the auspices of International Hydrographic Organization, to
draw worldwide attention towards the importance of hydrography and to appreciate the work done in this important
field in support of safe navigation at open seas, ports and other protected marine areas around the globe. The theme
selected for this year is “Hydrography – enabling autonomous technologies” which highlights the significant role of
Hydrography for optimizing use of autonomous technologies in hydrographic processes. Autonomous platforms such
as Autonomous Surface Vehicles (ASV) and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) equipped with Laser based hydrography
systems can be used to conduct high resolution and autonomous Hydrographic Surveys. Pakistan is blessed with over
1000 Kms of coastline and an area of around 290,000 Sq Km at sea. More than 90% of Pakistan’s trade by volume and
70% by value is carried out through Arabian sea. As per Conventions on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) and Safety of Life at
Sea (SOLAS), Pakistan like other coastal states, is responsible for carrying out hydrographic surveys and production
of nautical charts/ maps to provide accurate information to the mariners for safe sea passage. In this regard, Pakistan
Navy Hydrographic Department is aptly fulfilling this international obligation, to ensure availability of updated information for mariners who traverse through the busy shipping lanes along Pakistan’s coast round the year. Pakistan
Navy remains abreast with modern trends in Hydrographic Surveys and has recently inducted a new survey vessel
PNS BEHR MASAH in its inventory. The ship is equipped with state of the art hydrographic, physical oceanographic
and geophysical survey equipment. Pakistan Navy Hydrographic Department is also utilizing some of the autonomous technologies to enhance identification of underwater objects besides operating autonomous aerial platforms
for coastal topographic surveys. Pakistan Navy, being the sole proprietor of National Hydrographic domain of the
country, observes the day with zeal and enthusiasm. Numerous activities were arranged throughout the year which
included awareness events, Lectures & Seminars, Marine research activities on significance of the day as well as Social
Media Campaigns. Amidst the ongoing crisis of COVID-19 activities, while avoiding/ involving social gatherings, the
efforts have now been focused on display of banners, distribution of pamphlets, publications of articles and telecast
of event specific documentaries. Such events played a pivotal role in enhancing awareness regarding importance of
Hydrography amongst the general populace.
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“PYTHON BASIC CERTIFICATION”

An Online Training Session of COPAIR Webinar Series
The Centre of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR) organized a two-hour online workshop with the
collaboration of the Center for Information Technology on the subject of “Python” programming for beginners. Mr
Muhammad Iqbal, the trainer of this workshop, is a Microsoft Certified Python Programmer and his expertise are
front-end web development and Artificial Intelligence. The workshop was designed for the computer programming developers who seek an apprenticeship or interested in learning the general use language –Python and to
educate and inform all those who are interested in learning the platforms used for the purpose. The feedback
from the participants was exemplary as more than 100 students attended the two-hour session and planned to
showcase their developments in the future.
Amna Malik –President COPAIR commended the humble contributions of Trainer Muhammad Iqbal and announced to provide seed fund for an IT startup through STARTUP-PAKISTAN especially a python project. All the
panellists of the webinar acknowledged the vision of Amna Malik-President COPAIR, to educate our young ones
in the emerging fields and technologies to leapfrog in our national development. She also added that the recent
growth of the country’s services sector and the youth bulge of Pakistan, both provide an opportunity for inclusive
growth but the prerequisite is the skill development of our youth.
The webinar series is part of project HUM SUB KA PAKISTAN, seeking to provide platforms of youth development. In June, COPAIR organized a number of such activities with a special focus on emerging technologies like
(IoT, Big-Data, and AI) and training the university students related to the field or interested in the subject. Python
is a general-purpose and high-level programming language. You can use Python for developing desktop GUI applications, websites and web applications. In addition, Python is an object-oriented programming language like Java
and is utilized by the programmers to perform complex tasks but it obviously requires a higher skill set and complex algorithms. Python doesn’t convert its code into machine code, something that hardware can understand. It
actually converts it into something called byte code. So within python, compilation happens, but it’s just not into
a machine language. The traction which Python got lately owes to its recognition from Google, it is one of the key
languages at Google today, alongside with C++ and Java. Some of the key Python contributors are Googlers and
they continue to use, promote, and support the language actively.
The video recording of the webinar can be found on the social media pages and YouTube handles of Center of
Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR).
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HUM SUB KA PAKISTAN- PROJECT OF COPAIR
hosted a webinar titled
“INTRODUCTION AND APPLICATION OF IOT”
June 24, 2020: As part of the webinar series initiated by The Center of Pakistan and International Relations (COPAIR), the “Introduction and Application of IoT” workshop convened with an aim to inform and educate the diverse group
of students about the Internet of Things (IoT) system through online channels in times of this ongoing health crisis. This
online workshop was part of Hum Sub Ka Pakistan – a social initiative of digital schooling by Amna Malik –President COPAIR. The ongoing webinar series is also in line with the vision of President of Pakistan Arif Alvi, Digital Transformation of
the country and added focus on emergent technologies.
Mr Ammar Jafferi (Center of Information Technology) commenced the session by introducing the modern technologies and
appraising the stupendous value IoT will have in the near future. Mr Jaffery, with his knowledgeable and candid view about
the IoT, contented the participants and many students have shown their interests in the advance level courses. Ammar
Jafferi, added his view of IoT as a potential technology for the advancement of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), especially in developing countries like Pakistan. He was of the view that these emergent technologies can help us overcome the
deficiency of resources such as by saving the energy through IoT led to smart utilization of electronic devices.The trainer,
Dalton Oliveria is an IoT expert from Brazil who is providing his services to several public and private organizations at an
international level and train/advise people.
Dalton Oliveria signified the modern technologies from “the very meeting happening online where technology is making
things easier”. He gave the basic introduction and then shared his IoT development projects and how automation is different than IoT. Hafiza Palwasha (IoT researcher) and Farjad Ali Raza (IoT Center Islamabad) also presented their projects and
shared their journey in the field with newcomers or those who are planning to build a career in IoT. Dr Ishfaq Malik –Dean
Cyber Security NUST Karachi also joined the panellists and shared his experience as a practitioner and an academic to the
students. His achievement includes the project of IoT security for wireless ad-hoc networks and a research paper published
in the IEEE Explore and presented at a conference in Colorado, USA. Dr Malik hinted towards the use of open-source platforms for the developments related to IoT and its networks.
Amna Malik - President COPAIR drew attention towards the need of the educating and building skills of our youth bulge in
IT and other emerging technologies to be a forerunner in the technological arena in future. She added that “we can mould
this crisis into an opportunity by utilizing the platforms like HUM SUB KA PAKISTAN WEBINAR SERIES to hone the skills
of our university students which are themselves the agent of change”. She envisages to the establishment of a digital ecosystem for providing a conducive learning environment and opportunities to the student of Pakistan, particularly in the field
of emerging technologies. Amna Malik also endorsed the idea of working on the community assistance projects by incorporating the IoT and other modern technologies like AI etc. and pledged to facilitate the students with exceptional skills and
ideas in any field as AI, Big-Data, IoT.
*The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical and digital machines etc. objects which
are able to collect and exchange data.
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CASS Holds Webinar on China-India Standoff
The Centre for Aerospace and Security Studies (CASS) hosted a webinar titled “China-India Standoff: Implications
for Regional Security” to discuss the rapidly evolving situation on China-India border and risks of further escalation. The session was chaired by Air Chief Marshal Kaleem Saadat (Retd), President CASS. Mr Shashank Joshi,
the defence editor at the Economist magazine, Professor Shen Dingli, Fudan University, Lt General Naeem Khalid
Lodhi (Retd), former Defense Secretary and Amb Jalil Abbas Jillani, Director CASS were the four speakers. President CASS initiated the discussion with his opening remarks and provided an overview of the current situation
on the China-India border and shared his concern over the potential further escalation. Mr Shahsank Joshi shared
his views on the recent crisis and stated that neither China nor India anticipated the current level of escalation
and it resulted due to extremely worrying deterioration of protocols on both sides. He termed it a watershed
moment in the history of the two countries. Professor Shen Ding Li expressed his views on the Chinese position
and stressed that China was not looking for war and would not want to escalate further. He added that China
would not compromise and agree to the Indian perception of Line of Actual Control as well. He also emphasized
the importance of strong Pak-China relations. Lt. General Lodhi (Retd) shared his insights on the military and
operational significance of the crisis and stressed that the skirmish may seem tactical, but it may have strategic
consequences. He explained the potential risks for Pakistan as well. Ambassador Jillani traced the history of the
China-India relationship and shared its linkage with the current crisis.In his concluding remarks, President CASS
made a comparison of the Indian response to China and Pakistan during Balakot crisis. He shared the concern
that India may direct its misplaced anger towards Pakistan; nonetheless, it will not solve India’s China problem.
He added that in an attempt to isolate Pakistan, India had isolated itself in this crisis.
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Taking Pak-Azerbaijan Bilateral
Ties to New Heights

A Dynamic Diplomat
Ali Fikrat Oglu Alizada

P

Ambassador Extraordinary & Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Azerbaijan

akistan and Azerbaijan are
two fraternal countries and
close and cordial relations
between both the countries
are characterized by common cultural heritage,
shared perceptions on global and regional issues and cooperation at international forums. Due to deeply entrenched affinities, both the countries
cherish special bond of friendship. Pakistan was among the first three countries to recognize Azerbaijan after its
independence from the former Soviet
Union in October 1991. Diplomatic relations between the two countries were
established in June 1992. Pakistan
opened embassy in Baku in March 1993
and Azerbaijan reciprocated in same
terms in August 1997. Geographically,
Azerbaijan borders with Iran 765 km
from the south and 15 km with Turkey,
from the north by 390 km, with Russia

Date of Birth
1994-1998
2005-2008

480 km from the north-west, 1007 km
from the west with Armenia. The longest area of the Caspian Sea in the Azerbaijani sector is 456 km. The cooperation between the two states extends to
various spheres ranging from political,
economic, security, defence to culture.
Pakistan has been extending unconditional support to Azerbaijan in its conflict with Armenia over Nagorno-Karabakh. As an expression of solidarity
with Azerbaijan, Pakistan neither recognized Armenia nor established diplomatic relations with that country as
yet. On the Economic and Trade front
the two countries have signed more
than 30 bilateral Agreements, MoUs
and Cooperation Programmes. In October last year, the 2nd meeting of the
Joint Working Group on Trade Cooperation between Azerbaijan and Pakistan
was held in Islamabad. At the meeting
co-chaired by Deputy Minister of Econ-

Brief Profile

omy of Azerbaijan Rufat Mammadov
and Secretary Commerce of Pakistan
Muhammad Yunus Dagha, different aspects of bilateral trade were discussed.
At the end of the meeting, parties
signed the protocol of the Joint Working Group. The Ambassador of the Republic of Azerbaijan Ali Alizada is making all out efforts to take the bilateral
ties between both the countries to new
heights. In this regard, he is very active
in his interactions with Pakistani leadership. He is also trying to forge new
dimension in the existing cordial relationship of both the countries through
his strenuous efforts. According to him,
Azerbaijan and Pakistan are bound by
the relations strong friendship and
strategic partnership which reflects the
will of our fraternal nations as well and
both countries attach great importance
to its relations with each other. The relations between our two brotherly

June 21, 1978, Nakhchivan city, Azerbaijan

Education

Bachelor, Faculty of Translation, Azerbaijan State University of Languages
Master, Faculty of State and Municipal Administration, the Academy of Public Administration

under the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
2010-2016
2016-

Work Experience

Consul General of the Republic of Azerbaijan in Tabriz Iran
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Azerbaijan Pakistan

Awards

2009
The 90th Anniversary of the Diplomatic Service Agencies of the Republic of Azerbaijan (19192009) Jubilee Medal Azerbaijan
2014
Honorary Employee of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Azerbaijan
2019
The Order “For Merit to the Fatherland” of the 3rd degree of Azerbaijan
2019
“The 100th Anniversary of the Diplomatic Service Agencies of the Republic of Azerbaijan (19192019)” Jubilee Medal of Azerbaijan
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states accelerated and now demonstrate a rare example of solidarity. In
2018, Azerbaijan and Pakistan have
also started relations between space
agencies of our countries for the first
time and he is sure that it will also bring
positive impact to our bilateral relations soon. Last year, he held a meeting
with Chief of Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa and discussed
matters of mutual interest including
regional peace and stability were discussed. Ambassador acknowledged Pakistan Army’s contributions towards
regional peace and stability and expressed the desire that his country
wishes to play a role towards a prosperous region. Ambassador of Azerbaijan, Ali Alizada along with staff members of the embassy celebrated the
100th Anniversary of the Diplomatic
Service Bodies of the Republic of Azerbaijan (1919-2019) in Islamabad. Ambassador of Azerbaijan, Ali Alizada
awarded medal to General Zubair Mahmood Hayat, Chairman Joint Chiefs of
Staff Committee during the reception.
He pinned a badge to General Zubair
Mahmood Hayat, Chairman Joint Chiefs
of Staff Committee during a ceremony.
In June this year, Ambassador Ali Alizada has met President of Pakistan Dr.
Arif Alvi at Aiwan-e-Sadr in Islamabad
and handed over the letter of invitation
to President Arif Alvi from President of
the Republic of Azerbaijan Ilham Aliyev
to visit Azerbaijan at his convenience.
President Arif Alvi, while conveying his
thanks to his Azerbaijan’s Counterpart
Ilham Aliyev for the invitation, said that
Pakistan attached great value to its cordial and fraternal relations with Azerbaijan. The bilateral relations were
rooted in shared faith, culture, and heritage, he added. While appreciating the
Azerbaijan’s support to Pakistan on
Jammu and Kashmir, Pakistani president said that Pakistan was desirous of
further strengthening its existing excellent bilateral relations for the benefit of
the people of both the Countries. Arif
Alvi underlined that the present state
of bilateral economic cooperation was
not commensurate with the true trade
potential and emphasized the need to
enhance the volume of bilateral trade
and to explore possibilities of investment in energy and tourism sectors.
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The Azerbaijan’s Ambassador Ali Alizada showed keen interest in investment
in various sectors of Pakistan’s economy and appreciated the investment-friendly policies of Pakistan. In a
meeting with, Federal Minister for Aviation Ghulam Sarwar Khan, he said that
a direct flight between Azerbaijan and
Pakistan is scheduled to operate soon.
Both sides agreed on developing strong
relations in the field of aviation. Both
sides agreed on developing strong relations in the field of aviation. Federal
Minister also added that Pakistan and
Azerbaijan are brotherly countries. Our
relations are warm and cordial based
on trust and respect. Similarly, Ali Alizada said that Azerbaijan is keen on
enhancing ties with Pakistan. Interestingly Draft Air Services Agreement
(ASA) between Pakistan and Azerbaijan was agreed in 1993.Even on 30th

particularly Western countries. In
2018, the number of Pakistani tourists
visiting Azerbaijan is likely to have
crossed 25,000. In 2017 the exact number of Pakistani tourists entering Azerbaijan was 17,556; only 3,800 did so in
2016. In January 2017 the Azerbaijani
government created tourist visas to be
accessible online – which instantly became popular in Pakistan. In October
this year, Ambassador Ali Alizada, met
with Minister for Energy Omar Ayub
Khan and showed interest to sign a
long-term LNG supply agreement with
Pakistan to serve the market that sees
double digit growth annually in the fuel
import. Businessmen of Azerbaijan expressed keen interest in oil and gas exploration activities as well as opportunities in the LNG infrastructure in
Pakistan and offered LNG supplies on a
long-term basis. They expressed partic-

September 2009, a MoU was agreed
upon between Pakistan and Azerbaijan.
As per that MoU, PIA (Pakistan) could
have 7 weekly frequencies with any
type of aircrafts with a restriction of
1500 seats per week in each direction.
At present there is no air link between
both countries. Due to paucity of traffic
no airline from either state is operating. In order to establish an air link,
Turkish Airlines was allowed to operate flights from Istanbul to Lahore/Islamabad through Baku. However,
Turkih Airlines is facing low yield. Another noticeable aspect of this emerging cooperation in aviation sector is the
rising number of Pakistani tourists visiting
Azerbaijan.
Recent
years have witnessed
a growing number of
Pakistanis coming to
Azerbaijan for business and leisure purposes. In fact, Baku
has now become the
new Dubai for Pakistanis. This trendy city
is quite affordable in
terms of both living
and
travel-related
costs, and offers a
sense of safety which
Pakistanis find lacking
in many countries

ular interest in oil and gas exploration
activities in Pakistan along with offering LNG (liquefied natural gas) supplies
on a long-term basis and opportunities
in the LNG infrastructure of the country, an official statement said. Turab
Musayev, head of LNG and business development at State Oil Company of the
Azerbaijan Republic also accompanied
the delegation. Pakistan is a brotherly
country and was one of the first countries to recognize Azerbaijan after our
independence, said the Ambassador of
Azerbaijan. He further said, we would
like to boost our economic ties with Pakistan, especially in the energy sector.
In November this year, in a meeting
with Speaker National Assembly, the
Ambassador Ali Fikrat Oglu Alizada
agreed with the Speaker and said that
government and people of Azerbaijan
greatly value their friendship with Pakistan. He said that his government was
thankful to Pakistan for its unwavering
support on the issue of Nagorno Karabakh. He said that Azerbaijan and Pakistan share same views on various matter including Kashmir issue and would
continue extending its support on regional and internal foras. He agreed for
enhancing parliamentary and economic ties with Pakistan. He said that political leadership of Azerbaijan was committed to strengthen its ties with
Pakistan.
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Pak Army vows to thwart
Indian designs

Top army command resolved to continue thwarting Indian designs and expose targeting of innocent civilians in
Kashmir, according to an official press
statement issued after the Corps Commander’s Conference held at the General Headquarters. “The forum was
briefed on [the] national and regional
security situation,” Director General of
Inter-Services Public Relations (ISPR)
Maj Gen Babar Iftikhar said. A day earlier all the services chiefs and Chairman
Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee had also
attended a briefing at the Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) headquarters
and discussed security issues with special focus on the situation on the Line of
Control and the Indian occupied Kashmir. “Noting the Indian aggression, the
forum resolved to continue thwarting
Indian designs and expose Indian targeting of innocent civilians in Kashmir
and open support to terrorist outfits,”
the DG ISPR said. They also expressed
satisfaction on continued reduction in
incidents of violence across the country. He said that the platform discussed
the positive effects of the ongoing Afghan Peace Process along the Western
Border and expressed determination
to keep supporting the normalisation
process through national institutions.
The conference also discussed to
continue support to the government
against the coronavirus, locust attacks,
and anti-polio drive within the available resources. “It was underlined
that COVID-19 can only be fought as a
‘whole of nation approach’ wherein every individual will have to play a role
to ensure success through observation
of basic procedures and discipline,”
the statement added. Noting the Indian aggression, the forum resolved to
continue exposing Indian targeting of
innocent civilians in Kashmir and its
open support to terrorist outfits, said
the military’s media wing. The forum
also discussed Army’s ongoing support
to the government against COVID-19,
Locust threat, polio campaign and
ways to improve the same, within
available resources. It was underlined
that COVID-19 can only be fought as a
‘whole of nation approach’ wherein every individual will have to play a role to
ensure success through observation of
basic procedures and discipline.

China-EU Summit to
offer certainty
Amid the ravaging COVID-19 pandemic, the upcoming 22nd China-EU leaders’ meeting on Monday is expected to
boost much-needed confidence in the
global fight against the virus and offer
more certainty in a time of unprecedented instability. This year marks the
45th anniversary of China-EU diplomatic relations, and with cooperation
and consensus always greater than
competition and difference, China and
EU have proven themselves to be longterm, comprehensive strategic partners. Since the outset of the COVID-19
outbreak, leaders from both sides
have maintained close communication
and coordination via phone calls, video-conferences and other means. The
frequent exchanges are proof of deep
political mutual trust and close strategic coordination between the two
sides, which have laid the groundwork
for concrete cooperation to tide over
the health crisis confronting the world.
The mutual support between China
and Europe has set an example for the
global epidemic battle. When the epidemic broke out in China, the EU and
several European countries expressed
support for China and sent over urgently needed supplies. When the
COVID-19 outbreak began in Europe in
March, China promptly sent protective
supplies and medical teams to Europe.
Following this momentum, Monday’s
meeting is expected to promote cooperation in the battle against the novel
coronavirus in such fields as expertise
sharing, as well as vaccine and medicine development. As the COVID-19
pandemic takes a heavy toll on the
world, closer cooperation between
China and the EU will inject more confidence into reviving the global economy.

Don’t rule out 5th Presidential term: Putin
Vladimir Putin is considering running
for a fifth term as Russia’s president if
voters approve constitutional changes
that would enable him to do so, Russian news agencies quoted him as saying in an interview on Sunday. Russia
will hold a nationwide vote from June
25 to July 1 on proposed changes to the
constitution, including an amendment
that would allow Putin to seek two
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more six-year terms as president when
his current mandate ends in 2024. Opponents say the reforms are designed
to allow Putin to keep power until
2036 and amount to a constitutional
coup. The Kremlin says they are needed to strengthen the role of parliament
and improve social policy and public
administration. “I do not rule out the
possibility of running for office, if this
(option) comes up in the constitution.
We’ll see,” Putin was quoted as saying in an interview with state TV that
was shown in Russia’s Far East before
airing in western Russia. “I have not
decided anything for myself yet.” The
changes that Russians will vote on,
already approved by parliament and
the Constitutional Court, would reset
Putin’s presidential term tally to zero,
even though he has already served
four. He would not be able to seek a
new term under current constitutional
limits. The changes are widely expected to be approved in the vote.

India’s UNSC seat

Travesty of justice,
mockery of rule of law:
Masood
India’s election to the UN Security
Council is a travesty of justice and a
mockery of the international rule of
law, said Sardar Masood Khan, President of Azad Jammu & Kashmir. The
President said in an interview to a
foreign TV network Sunday that when
a delegation of the fascist BJP-RSS regime would be sitting on the Council
in January 2021, Indian occupation
forces’ hands would be drenched in
the blood of Kashmiris, AJK Presidential Media Wing told APP’s AJK Correspondent on Sunday. India, he said,
would have no qualifications to uphold
the mandate of the Security Council
for the maintenance of international
peace and security. With India’s entry
into the Council, the international order will fray further at a time when the
United National is being marginalised.
The world is slowly moving towards
anarchy because the worst violator of
human rights and a trampler of peace
and security is giving a seat on a prestigious multilateral forum like the Security Council. The BJP-RSS regime, he
said, is a colonial power that in front of
the whole world is killing and brutalising Kashmiris, blinding them, mowing
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down youth in fake encounters, and
raping and objectifying women. Such
a regime, known for its despotism and
chicanery, deserves to be sanctioned
and stockaded, not rewarded with a
seat in the Security Council.

Privatization to contribute
Rs100b
The Finance Bill for the FY 2020-21 has
incorporated Rs. 100 Billion Privatization proceeds as part of the ‘Non-Tax
Revenue Receipts’ for the FY 2020-21.
The Privatization Commission is fully
committed and endeavored towards
timely achieving the target; Federal
Minister Mohammed mian Soomro
said this while chairing the meeting on
Sunday and was briefed about ongoing
transactions. He said that significant
progress was underway on various
entities in the active privatization list,
said a press release issued by Ministry of Privatization here. The minister
said that due diligence for various entities is in final stage, likewise the procurement process for appointment of
Financial Advisors is also at advance
stages for certain entities In briefing
by transaction committee, the minister informed that for efficient implementation of privatization program
PC is working on reforms including
a computerized track record of the
timelines through software to be kept
for a closer monitoring of transaction
processes. The officials briefed that
standardization and simplification of
procurement of transaction advisory
services and transaction documents
to bring in uniformity, consistency,
and transparency in the privatization
process and effective management of
the transaction process. Significant
progress was underway on various
entities in the active privatization list.
Due diligence for various entities is in
final stage, likewise the procurement
process for appointment of Financial
Advisors is also at advance stages for
certain entities ,the committee said.

Russia won’t force China
to join nuclear talks

Russia will not pressure China into
acceding to the Russian-US nuclear
arms reduction treaty (New START),
Russian Ambassador to the US Anatoly Antonov said Saturday in an open
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interview with TASS First Deputy Director General Mikhail Gusman, commenting on Washington’s calls to get
Beijing to the negotiating table. “Regarding <…> China, our position is
simple and clear - China should itself
decide whether these talks are beneficial for the country. We will not force
our Chinese friends. We will not push
[them] towards the decision needed
for Americans,” he said. At the same
time, the diplomat noted that Russia
generally does not stand against multilateral consultations on strategic stability. “Earlier, we spoke about the fact
that possible potential of further nuclear arsenal cuts by Russia and the US
exhausted itself,” Antonov stressed. “It
is important that NATO nuclear powers are at the negotiating table - France
and the United Kingdom. It is a point of
principle for us. NATO is at the Russian
borders. North Atlantic Alliance members are boasting the nuclear status of
its bloc.” The ambassador also recalled
that China at the high level has repeatedly reaffirmed lack of intention to join
the talks between Moscow and Washington. “We respect this position,”
Antonov added. Positive points in the
relations between Moscow and Washington are there and are withstanding
a constant barrage of attacks on Russian by US politicians.

Maritime Silk Road trade
index rebounds
The Maritime Silk Road Trade Index,
between China and countries along the
21st Century Maritime Silk Road, posted stronger growth in April compared
to March. The overall import and export
index climbed 1.36 percent month on
month to 124.21 in April this year, but
declined 4.81 percent compared with
the same period last year, according to
the Ningbo Shipping Exchange in east
China’s Zhejiang Province. The April
sub-index for export rose 8.16 percent
from March to 138.85, up 3.5 percent
from a year earlier, while that for import reached 109.31, down 13.77 percent year on year. Sub-indexes for containerized cargo and bulk cargo both
reported month-on-month growth in
April. According to an analysis, China’s
trade with major regions along the
21st Maritime Silk Road improved by
varying degrees in April after a decline
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earlier this year. The monthly index
was officially launched in May 2017 to
track the trade development between
China and the major countries participating in the Maritime Silk Road cooperation under the Belt and Road Initiative. China’s financial regulators are
coordinating policy tools to overcome
coronavirus-induced challenges and
striving to alleviate short-term financial pressures for sustainable growth.
Policymakers recently announced a
slew of measures to support companies and stressed policy coordination
and international cooperation to combat the economic fallout of the pandemic.

ISI’s tireless efforts for national security lauded
Top military leadership visited the
Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) headquarters, where they were briefed
over security issues with special focus
on Line of Control (LoC) and Indian
Occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IOJ&K). According to a message posted
on official Twitter account of the Inter
Service Public Relations (ISPR), Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff Committee
(CJCSC) General Nadeem Raza, Chief of
the Army Staff (COAS) General Qamar
Javed Bajwa, Chief of the Naval Staff
(CNS) Admiral Zafar Mehmood Abbasi
and Air Chief Marshal Mujahid Anwar
Khan visited the Directorate General of the ISI Tuesday. They were welcomed by the Director General (DG)
ISI Lieutenant General Faiz Hameed.
The message stated that a comprehensive briefing was given to military
leadership on regional security issues
with special focus on situation of Line
of Control and Indian Occupied Kashmir. The military brass applauded the
tireless efforts of the ISI for national
security and expressed satisfaction
over professional preparedness. It is
pertinent to mention here that Indian
authorities have resorted to violent
activities inside the occupied Kashmir and at Line of Control during the
past months. In a recent incident at the
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LOC, at least four civilians, including
two children and two women, were seriously injured as Indian army troops
initiated unprovoked firing in Jandrot
sector along the Line of Control (LoC)
on June 09, said an ISPR press release.
According to Inter-Services Public Relations, Gen Raza, Chief of Army Staff
(COAS) General Qamar Javed Bajwa,
Chief of Naval Staff (CNS) Admiral Zafar Mehmood Abbasi, and Chief of Air
Staff (CAS) Air Chief Marshal Mujahid
Anwar Khan visited the ISI headquarters where they were received by DG
ISI Lt Gen Faiz Hamid. “A comprehensive briefing was given to military leadership on regional security issues with
special focus on the situation of [Line
of Control] and [India-occupied Jammu
and Kashmir],” ISPR said. It added that
Gen Raza and the services chiefs appreciated ISI’s “tireless efforts” for national security and “expressed satisfaction over professional preparedness”.

UK govt debt at over
100% of GDP

UK government debt rose above 100

per cent of gross domestic product in
May for the first time since 1963, reflecting a precipitous drop in economic output and a surge in spending to
counter the fallout from the coronavirus pandemic. Borrowing increased by
more than 100 billion pounds ($124
billion) in the two months to May, as tax
revenue plunged and the government
deployed a massive support package
to save jobs and keep businesses afloat
during the lockdown. The recession
ripping through the economy will
strain Britain’s public finances for several years to come. But the figures are
unlikely to rattle bond investors relying on the Bank of England to keep borrowing costs at record lows. The yield
on 10-year debt was little changed at
0.23 per cent. Italy, among the worst
hit and with an already huge debt pile,
could see its ratio top 150 per cent of
GDP this year. France’s statistics office
said Friday that its net debt ratio rose
to almost 92 per cent at the end of the
first quarter. UK figures show central
government spending surged almost
50 per cent in May alone and revenue
plunged by over 28 per cent, leaving
borrowing at 55.2 billion pounds - the
highest single month on record.

EU split over €750b
COVID-19 recovery plan

European leaders are no closer to
agreeing on a COVID-19 recovery
package. On the table is an ambitious
plan of shared debt totalling €750bn,
mostly through loans to help out those
hardest hit by the coronavirus pandemic. But Europe is divided on the
issue. On one side, the EU’s four biggest economies Germany, France, Italy and Spain who back the European
Commission’s plan and four nations
who don’t, the so-called “frugal four”:
Austria, The Netherlands, Sweden and
Denmark. Leaders of EU countries had
a virtual meeting on Friday but there
was no breakthrough. They plan to get
together again in July. The discussions
were “positive” with them agreeing
that the “severity of this crisis justifies an ambitious common response”,
said Ursula von der Leyen, president
of the European Commission. Many
leaders agreed that the EU needed an
agreement soon. “We are at the beginning [of the economic crisis] not
at the end,” said von der Leyen adding
that EU leaders want to “prevent the
widening of the divergences between
member states”. EU Council President
Charles Michel added that they will try
to “accelerate the negotiations to have
an efficient meeting in July”. There continue to be disagreements on a number
of details in the recovery plan.

US layoffs top 45m

Another 1.5 million US workers filed
for unemployment benefits last week,
the Labour Department said yesterday,
bringing the number of people laid
off, at least temporarily, by Covid-19
to 45.7 million. The number of new
jobless claims was surprisingly high, a
decrease of only 58,000 from the previous week’s level, while the insured
unemployment rate showing people
still receiving aid was unchanged at
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14.1 per cent and 20.5 million continued to receive benefits. Initial jobless
claims for regular state programmes
totaled 1.51 million in the week ended June 13, down slightly from an
upwardly revised 1.57 million in the
prior week. Applications have exceeded a once-unthinkable one million
on a weekly basis since the middle of
March. Continuing claims - the total
number of Americans claiming ongoing unemployment benefits in state
programmes - fell to 20.5 million in
the week ended June 6, compared with
a median projection of 19.9 million.
Those figures are reported with a oneweek lag. Given the unprecedented
surge of claims in recent months, many
economists look to the non-seasonally
adjusted figures for a more accurate
read on claims. Unadjusted continuing claims actually climbed by almost
26,000 to 18.7 million. Unadjusted
initial claims dropped by more than
128,000 last week, compared with the
seasonally adjusted 58,000 decline.

Xi for armed forces’ strategic management

Chinese President Xi Jinping has
stressed improving strategic management to promote high-quality development of the armed forces. Xi, also general secretary of the Communist Party
of China (CPC) Central Committee and
chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC), made the important instruction at a teleconference on strategic management training of the armed
forces. Noting the significance for the
armed forces to hold strategic management training, Xi said efforts should
be focused on objectives, problems
and results to update the management
concept and improve the system and
mechanism of strategic management.
Xi demanded efforts to fully implement the 13th five-year plan for the
building of the armed forces and to
carry forward the formulation of the
14th five-year plan for military development. CMC vice chairmen Xu Qiliang
and Zhang Youxia, who are both members of the Political Bureau of the CPC
Central Committee, and CMC members Wei Fenghe, Li Zuocheng, Miao
Hua and Zhang Shengmin, attended
the event. China said Thursday the
situation in China-India border areas
is overall stable and controllable. “We
believe that guided by the important
consensus reached between the two
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leaders, China and India can properly
deal with the current situation, jointly uphold peace and stability in the
border areas, and ensure a sound and
steady development of bilateral relations,” Foreign Ministry spokesperson
Zhao Lijian said at a press briefing.

IEA lays out $3tr global
green recovery plan

A set of policy actions and $3 trillion in
investments over the next three years
can ensure a sustainable recovery from
the impacts of COVID-19 crisis by creating 9 million jobs per year and putting global emissions into a structural
decline, a new report from the International Energy Agency (IEA) revealed.
The IEA’s Special Report on Sustainable Recovery from the IEA’s flagship
World Energy Outlook, conducted in
cooperation with the International
Monetary Fund, outlines energy-focused policies and investments to
move the world towards a cleaner and
more resilient future while boosting
economic growth and creating jobs.
According to the IEA data, in 2019, the
energy industry including electricity,
oil, gas, coal and biofuels directly employed around 40 million people globally. The special sustainable recovery
report estimates that 3 million of those
jobs have been lost or are at risk due
to the impacts of the COVID-19 crisis,
with another 3 million jobs lost or at
risk in related areas such as vehicles,
buildings and industry. With the global
economy set to shrink by 6% in 2020,
some 300 million jobs may have been
lost during the second quarter of the
year. This disruption has sent shock
waves through energy markets, with
global energy investment expected
to shrink by an unparalleled 20% in
2020, the report said.

EU threatens digital taxes
without global deal

The European Union said it could impose taxes on digital giants such as
Google, Amazon and Facebook even
without a global agreement by the
year-end, after Washington quit talks
and stoked fears of a new trade war.
The latest transatlantic row was ignited when the United States said on
Wednesday it was withdrawing from
negotiations with European countries
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over new international tax rules on
digital firms, saying talks had made
no progress. Nearly 140 countries are
involved in the talks organised by the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) on the
first major rewrite of global tax rules
in a generation to bring them up to
date for the digital era. “A trade war,
especially at this point in time, where
the world economy is going through
a historical downturn, would hurt the
economy, jobs and confidence even
further,” OECD Secretary General Angel
Gurria said, urging all sides to reach a
deal. The talks aim to reach agreement
by the end of 2020, but that deadline is
now slipping out of reach with Washington’s latest move and the US presidential election in November. Finance
Minister Bruno Le Maire said France,
Britain, Italy and Spain had jointly responded on Thursday to a letter from
US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin
announcing the pullout. “This letter
is a provocation. It’s a provocation
towards all the partners at the OECD
when we were centimetres away from
a deal on the taxation of digital giants,”
Le Maire told France Inter radio.

Pak economy to grow
at 2%

The Asian Development Bank has projected Pakistan’s economy, which is
expected to contract by 0.4 percent in
FY2020 (ending June 30 2020) as the
COVID-19 outbreak further restricted economic activity, would regain
some pace and grow at 2 percent in
the upcoming fiscal year 2020-21. “Pakistan’s economy was on the path to
recovery before COVID-19, and once
the COVID-19 impact subsides, Pakistan will resume its efforts to address
macroeconomic imbalances and initiate structural reform, likely holding
economic growth to a projected 2.0%
in FY2021,” the ADB said in a regular
supplement to its annual flagship economic publication, the Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2020 released
in April. The supplement added that
India’s economy is forecast to contract
by 4.0% in fiscal year (FY) 2020, ending on March 31 2021, before growing
5.0% in FY2021. With respect to inflation rate, the ADB supplement suggested that inflation rate in Pakistan
would remain at 11 percent as against
the earlier projection of 11.5 percent
in current fiscal year ending on June
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30. Similarly in next fiscal year, the
inflation rate would remain 8 percent
against the earlier projection of 8.3
percent. It said overall the developing
Asia would barely grow in 2020 as
containment measures to address the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic hamper economic activity and
weaken external demand, according to
a new set of forecasts from the ADB.

Global economy to contract by 4.9% in 2020

The International Monetary Fund
warned that the global economy faces an even deeper downturn than
it previously projected as the coronavirus pandemic continues to sow
uncertainty and businesses around
the world struggle to shake off the
virus. The forecast underscores the
scale of the task that policymakers
are facing as they try to dig out from
what the IMF has described as the
most severe economic contraction
since the Great Depression. The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
on Thursday once again slashed its
economic forecasts, estimating a
contraction of 4.9% in global GDP,
lower than 3% it predicted previously. “The COVID-19 pandemic
has had a more negative impact
on activity in the first half of 2020
than anticipated,” the IMF’s World
Economic Output report said. In
2020, while the global economy is
expected to narrow by 4.9%, it will
rebound by 5.4% in 2021, according
to the report. “For the first time, all
regions are projected to experience
negative growth in 2020,” the report
highlighted. The report said advanced economies will contract by
8% in 2020, and they will increase
by 4.8% next year. While the US GDP
is expected to drop by 8% in 2020,
the eurozone economy will narrow
by 10.2%, and Emerging Market and
Developing Economies’ (EMDE) GDP
will see a decline of 3%. Major economies in the EU -- Germany, France,
Italy and Spain -- will post declines
of 7.8%, 12.5%, 12.8% and 12.8%,
respectively.

HEALTH

COVID-19: 1% Decrease in
Humidity
to
Increase
6%Cases

A

study conducted in Sydney during the early epidemic stage of COVID-19
has found an association
between lower humidity
and an increase in locally acquired
positive cases. Researchers discovered a 1 percent decrease in humidity could increase the number
of COVID-19 cases by 6 percent. The
research led by Professor Michael
Ward, an epidemiologist in the Sydney School of Veterinary Science at
the University of Sydney, and two
researchers from partner institution Fudan University School of
Public Health in Shanghai, China,
is the first peer-reviewed study of
a relationship between climate and
COVID-19 in the southern hemisphere.“COVID-19 is likely to be a
seasonal disease that recurs in periods of lower humidity. We need
to be thinking if it’s winter time, it
could be COVID-19 time,” said Professor Ward.
The study is published today in Transboundary and Emerging Diseases. Further studies including during winter in
the southern hemisphere -- are needed to determine how this relationship
works and the extent to which it drives
COVID-19 case notification rates. Previous research has identified a link
between climate and occurrence of
SARS-CoV cases in Hong Kong and

China, and MERS-CoV cases in Saudi Arabia, and a recent study on the
COVID-19 outbreak in China found an
association between transmission and
daily temperature and relative humidity.“The pandemic in China, Europe and
North America happened in winter so
we were interested to see if the association between COVID-19 cases and climate was different in Australia in late
summer and early autumn,” Professor
Ward said.
“When it comes to climate, we found
that lower humidity is the main driver here, rather than colder temperatures,” Professor Ward said. “It means
we may see an increased risk in winter
here, when we have a drop in humidity. But in the northern hemisphere, in
areas with lower humidity or during
periods when humidity drops, there
might be a risk even during the summer months. So vigilance must be
maintained.”Professor Ward said there
are biological reasons why humidity
matters in transmission of airborne
viruses. “When the humidity is lower, the air is drier and it makes the
aerosols smaller,” he said. “When you
sneeze and cough those smaller infectious aerosols can stay suspended in
the air for longer.
That increases the exposure for other
people. When the air is humid and the
aerosols are larger and heavier, they
fall and hit surfaces quicker.”Professor Ward and his team studied 749
locally acquired cases of COVID-19
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mostly in the Greater Sydney area of
the state of New South Wales between
February 26 and March 31. The team
matched the patients’ postcodes with
the nearest weather observation station and studied the rainfall, temperature and humidity for the period January to March 2020. The study found
lower humidity was associated with
an increased case notifications; a reduction in relative humidity of 1 percent was predicted to be associated
with an increase of COVID-19 cases
by 6 percent. “This means we need to
be careful coming into a dry winter,”
Professor Ward said, adding that the
average humidity in Sydney is lowest
in August.“Even though the cases of
COVID-19 have gone down in Australia, we still need to be vigilant and public health systems need to be aware of
potentially increased risk when we are
in a period of low humidity,” Professor
Ward said.
“Ongoing testing and surveillance
remain critical as we enter the winter months, when conditions may
favour coronavirus spread.” Professor Ward said the study was limited
to cases contracted in the summer
months mostly in and around Sydney,
so further research is needed in the
months to come and further afield. In
winter, cooler temperatures may be
also being a factor.Previous research
has identified a relationship between
climate and occurrence of SARS-CoV
and MERS-CoV cases, information that
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can be used to reduce the risk of infection. Using COVID-19 notification and
postcode data from New South Wales,
Australia during the exponential phase
of the epidemic in 2020, we used time
series analysis to investigate the relationship between 749 cases of locally
acquired COVID19 and daily rainfall, 9
a.m. and 3 p.m. temperature, and 9 a.m.
and 3 p.m. relative humidity. Lower 9
a.m. relative humidity (but not rainfall
or temperature) was associated with
increased case occurrence; a reduction
in relative humidity of 1% was predicted to be associated with an increase of
COVID-19 cases by 6.11%. During periods of low relative humidity, the public
health system should anticipate an increased number of COVID-19 cases.A
new study has found an association
between low average levels of vitamin
D and high numbers of COVID-19 cases
and mortality rates across 20 European countries.
The research, led by Dr Lee Smith of
Anglia Ruskin University (ARU) and
Petre Cristian Ilie, lead urologist of
Queen Elizabeth Hospital King’s Lynn
NHS Foundation Trust, is published in
the journal Aging Clinical and Experimental Research. Previous observational studies have reported an association between low levels of vitamin D
and susceptibility to acute respiratory
tract infections. Vitamin D modulates
the response of white blood cells,
preventing them from releasing too
many inflammatory cytokines. The
COVID-19 virus is known to cause an
excess of pro-inflammatory cytokines.
Italy and Spain have both experienced
high COVID-19 mortality rates, and the
new study shows that both countries
have lower average vitamin D levels
than most northern European countries.
This is partly because people in southern Europe, particularly the elderly,
avoid strong sun, while skin pigmentation also reduces natural vitamin D
synthesis. The highest average levels
of vitamin D are found in northern Europe, due to the consumption of cod liver oil and vitamin D supplements, and
possibly less sun avoidance. Scandinavian nations are among the countries
with the lowest number of COVID-19
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cases and mortality rates per head of
population in Europe.Dr Lee Smith,
Reader in Physical Activity and Public Health at Anglia Ruskin University,
said: “We found a significant crude relationship between average vitamin D
levels and the number COVID-19 cases, and particularly COVID-19 mortality rates, per head of population across
the 20 European countries.
“Vitamin D has been shown to protect
against acute respiratory infections,
and older adults, the group most deficient in vitamin D, are also the ones
most seriously affected by COVID-19.
“A previous study found that 75% of
people in institutions, such as hospitals and care homes, were severely
deficient in vitamin D. We suggest it
would be advisable to perform dedicated studies looking at vitamin D levels in COVID-19 patients with different
degrees of disease severity.”Mr Petre
Cristian Ilie, lead urologist of Queen
Elizabeth Hospital King’s Lynn NHS
Foundation Trust, said: “Our study
does have limitations however, not
least because the number of cases in
each country is affected by the number
of tests performed, as well as the different measures taken by each country to prevent the spread of infection.
Finally, and importantly, one must remember correlation does not necessarily mean causation.”
The COVID-19 pandemic has unmasked longstanding racial and ethnic health-related disparities. The
perspective essay, “At the Heart of the
Matter: Unmasking
and
Addressing
COVID-19’s Toll on
Diverse
Populations,” notes higher
rates of COVID-19
hospitalizations,
deaths or positive cases among
blacks, Hispanic/
LatinX and Native
Americans are being reported at
local and national levels.The essay discusses the
alarming nature of
the problem and is
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a follow-up to a webinar by the Association of Black Cardiologists entitled,
“At the Heart of the Matter: Unmasking
the Invisibility of COVID-19 in Diverse
Populations.” According to the article’s
authors, the health disparities exposed
by the current public health crisis did
not materialize in a vacuum but are
largely driven by socio-economic and
environmental factors. The emerging
differences in COVID-19 complications
by race/ethnicity are disturbing and
might be in part driven by a higher
prevalence of one or more pre-existing
chronic health conditions such as hypertension, type 2 diabetes and kidney
disease at an earlier age among U.S.
minorities, and as such, is not surprising, they said.
Among the potential solutions, the
writers note, health care entities must
collect and present COVID-19 data
according to socio-demographic characteristics. COVID-19 testing must be
easily available in all communities,
and contact tracing must be relentless. Housing availability should be
expanded. Facilities such as hotels
and dorms should be used to quarantine symptomatic individuals to avoid
spread to family members and neighbors. Suspension of foreclosures and
evictions should occur. Incentives to
provide free or discounted food delivery to low-income neighborhoods and
the elderly are necessary. Food banks
will benefit from additional funding to
reduce food insecurity.
Due to the increased reliance on telemedicine and distance learning, policymakers should support broad access to computers and free internet for
vulnerable communities. Employers
should provide paid sick and quarantine leave to help reduce the risk of
unwitting spread. “Ultimately, lessons
learned from the COVID-19 pandemic
must be taken as an opportunity to address longstanding social and racial/
ethnic disparities,” wrote Michelle A.
Albert, M.D. M.P.H., president of the Association of Black Cardiologists, professor of medicine and director of the
CeNter for the StUdy of AdveRsiTy and
CardiovascUlaR DiseasE (NURTURE
Center) at the University of California,
San Francisco.
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Canada
from island sights
to scenic mountain waterfalls

Canada is a beautiful country that
serves as a wild, urban, and romantic destination. The country’s
beautiful scenery includes valleys,
mountains, lakes, and forests. The
national parks offer the opportunity to watch animals while the wilderness of Yukon offers a once in
a lifetime outdoor experience. The
country accounts for 60% of lakes
in the world. Major cities including Ottawa, Montreal, Vancouver,
and Toronto have some of the best
architecture in the world. Canada
is a country that has much to offer
visitors, from island sights to scenic mountain waterfalls. Stretching from the Atlantic to the Pacific
coasts, this former French and British colony has a rich heritage from
the North Coast Indians of British
Columbia to the French explorers
of Quebec. Since both French and
English are the national languages, a visit to Canada is like visiting
two countries. Indeed, Canada has
appeal for travelers who are interested in nature and cosmopolitan
cities. Here is an overview of the top
tourist attractions in Canada.

Moraine Lake

Moraine Lake, in Banff National Park is
one of the most photographed places in
western Canada. This glacier-fed lake
is a gorgeous blue-green surrounded
by mountains in Alberta. It’s located in
the Valley of the Ten Peaks at an elevation of 1,885 meters (6,183 feet). The
Rockpile Trail is popular with tourists
who snap their photos at its end. At
one time this alpine lake was featured
on Canada’s $20 bill, earning this site
the nickname of Twenty Dollar View.
Other hiking trails offer spectacular
views of the lake; visitors can get a different view by canoeing in it.

Vieux-Quebec

Vieux-Québec, or Old Quebec, is an
historic district in Quebec City. This is
where the French explorer Samuel de
Champlain founded Saint Louis Fort in
1608. The military presence here was
strong under both the French and the
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British, with the area being heavily fortified. Today it is a tourist district with
many small boutiques and hundreds
of historical and photographic points
of interest. Visitors will want to take in
the Citadel, known as she “Gibraltar of
the Americas,” because of its strategic
location overlooking the St. Lawrence
River. Visitors also will want to take in
the iconic Chateau Frontenac, and enjoy the charm of European style shopping on Rue Saint Jean.

The Canadian
Travelers looking for a relaxing way
to cross Canada may want to consider the train, in this case, the Canadian.
Connecting Toronto and Vancouver,
this is one of the world’s more famous
train rides, traveling through the lakes
of northern Ontario, the prairie provinces and the Canadian Rockies including Jasper National Park, to end
at the cosmopolitan city of Vancouver.
It takes 3 days to cover the 4,466 ki-
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Athabasca Falls

lometers (2,775 miles) connecting the
two cities. Via Rail recently spent $22
million modernizing the train.

Niagara Falls, Ontario

Many Americans think of Niagara Falls
as being only a waterfall in the United
States, namely New York, when in actuality, Niagara Falls is three falls on the
border between the United States and
Canada. Horseshoe Falls is the largest
falls and is located mainly on the Canadian side, while the smaller American and Bridal Veil falls are mostly on
the U.S. side. Combined, the three falls
have a higher flow rate than any other
in the world. About 20 million people
visit here annually, with many of them
taking a boat ride on Maid of the Mist,
the falls’ oldest attraction.

Churchill
It may only be a small town of 1,000
residents in the Manitoba province on
the Hudson Bay shore, but Churchill
draws huge crowds every year to see
its most famous inhabitants, the polar bears. Nicknamed the “Polar Bear
Capital of the World,” it is one of the
top tourist attractions in Canada. In
addition to polar bears, Churchill is
also a popular place for viewing beluga
whales, birds and the aurora borealis.
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Jasper National Park in the Alberta province is the largest of Canada’s
Rocky Mountain Parks boasting broad
valleys, rugged mountains, glaciers,
forests, alpine meadows and wild rivers. One of the top attractions is Athabasca Falls, a beautiful waterfall that
thunders through a narrow gorge.
Even when the water level in the upper
Athabasca River is low, huge quantities
of water pour over the falls. Several
viewing platforms and trails where it
is safe to photograph the picturesque
scene are located around the falls. Motorists can cross over the falls by taking
Highway 93A into the town of Jasper.

to have a traditional British tea at the
Empress Hotel, a Victoria landmark
since the early 1900s; it’s right across
from the harbor.

Calgary Stampede
The Calgary Stampede, one of the most
famous rodeos in the world, traces
its origins back to the traveling wild
west shows of the late 1800s and early
1900s. The Stampede has grown over
the years, today attracting the best
cowboys in the world who compete for
$2 million in prize money. Other activities include live concerts, a carnival,
lots of food and dancing as this Canadian city hosts the best in the west. A 4
km (2.5 mile) parade opens what Calgary calls “the greatest outdoor show
on earth”. The 10-day event is held every July.

Bay of Fundy
The Bay of Fundy, located on the Atlantic coast in eastern Canada, is famous
for its high tidal range. Because of the
unique shape of the bay, the difference
in water level between high tide and
low tide can be as much as 16 meters (52 feet). One of the best places
to watch the tides are the Hopewell
Rocks, a number of sandstone towers
topped by trees. The base of the rock
formations are covered in water twice
a day and can be seen from the ground
level at low tide.

Victoria’s Inner
Harbour
Victoria’s Inner Harbour on Vancouver
Island is a cool place to visit. There’s
the water on one side and stately government buildings on the other since
Victoria is the capital of British Columbia. The city hosts a classic boat festival
on Labour Day in September, with the
harbor filling up with wooden boats.
Visitors can also navigate the harbor
on kayaks or tour boats. Take time out
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Gros Morne National
Park
Gros Morne National Park in Newfoundland is important to the world,
geologically, because the ancient
rocks help people understand how the
oceans and continents were created.
The park is a nature lover’s paradise
featuring lowlands along the Gulf of
St. Lawrence and the alpine setting of
the Long Range Mountains. The park
is popular with wildlife viewers who’ll
see everything from tiny songbirds to
giant whales; black bears, moose and
deer are common. Most visitors come
here during the short summer season.
The exception is the peak winter season (from February to April), when the
park experiences another mini-boom
in snowmobiling and cross-country
skiing.

TECH

Ring of Fire
Galaxy found glaring at Earth

This galaxy would have once looked
a lot like the early Milky Way
Eleven billion years ago, a hot, active,
galaxy that looked like an eye glared
across space. Now, using data from the
W.M. Keck Observatory in Hawaii and
the Hubble Space Telescope, astronomers have captured a snapshot of its
unblinking gaze. This galaxy, R5519, is
made up of a flat ring of stars, with a
hole in the middle where astronomers
believe another blob of stars punched
through. Galaxies like this, known as
“collisional ring galaxies,” turn up infrequently in the modern universe.
But this is the first time astronomers
have seen one so old and far away; at
11 billion light-years from our planet,
its ancient light is only just reaching
Earth. Galaxies in the early universe
tended to be very active, churning up
hot gas and turning it into stars. R5519
is no exception, the researchers said
in a statement. “It is making stars at
a rate 50 times greater than the Milky
Way,” Tiantian Yuan, an astronomer
at Australia’s Swinburne University of
Technology and lead discoverer of the
galaxy, said in the statement. “Most of
that activity is taking place on its ring
– so it truly is a ring of fire.”
Most of the ring-shaped galaxies in our
universe form through internal processes, the researchers said. Only 1 in
1,000 in the modern universe forms

through collisions. Still, according to
the new paper, which was published
May 25 in the journal Nature Astronomy, this galaxy’s shape does appear to
be the result of a collision with another object. This monumental collision
offers clues about the conditions that
prevailed during the early universe,
the scientists said.
For a ring to form, a galaxy like this
has to start as a wide, flat disk of stars
and gas, the researchers said. One such
disk that formed about 9 billion years
ago turned into the spiral Milky Way.
Another formed Andromeda, a neighboring galaxy. But R5519’s disk, if it
indeed existed before another object
punched that hole in its center, would
have existed a full 2 billion years earlier, just 3 billion years after the Big
Bang.“This discovery is an indication
that disk assembly in spiral galaxies
occurred over a more extended period than previously thought,” Kenneth
Freeman, an Australian National University astronomer and co-author of
the paper said in the statement. That
changes how astronomers see that
early history of the universe. Actually, the universe contains somewhere
in the ballpark of 100 billion and 200
billion galaxies. With numbers that
large, you can bet that there are some
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real weirdos out there. Out beyond our
Milky Way, there are galaxies shaped
like jellyfish, galaxies that consume
other galaxies, and galaxies that seem
to lack the dark matter that pervades
the rest of the universe.
Located in the constellation Triangulum Australe, galaxy ESO 137-001
looks amazingly like a jellyfish swimming amid a sea of stars. The galaxy
is a barred spiral galaxy together, its
stars form a spiral shape with a barshaped center with a twist: streamers
of stars that seem to drift like jellyfish
tentacles. According to NASA, these
stars are forming inside a tail of dust
and gas (invisible to the naked eye)
that streams off ESO 137-001. This formation process is a bit of a mystery, as
the gases in the tail should be too hot
for star formation.
In 2018, the Hubble Space Telescope
spied something never seen before:
a galaxy with almost no dark matter.
This discovery immediately raised red
flags. Dark matter is a mysterious form
of matter that interacts with gravity,
but not with light. It makes up more
of the total matter in the universe than
the matter we can see, so finding a galaxy without any was bizarre, to say
the least.A year later, scientific sleuths
solved the mystery: The galaxy, NGC
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1052-DF2, was not 65 million lightyears away, as originally believed. It’s
really only about 42 million light-years
away, researchers reported March 14,
2019, in the journal Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society. That
change in distance completely alters
the calculations for the galaxy’s mass.
Turns out, it’s a pretty normal galaxy
after all, and the universe (kind of)
makes sense again.
The massive, disk-shaped galaxy MACS
2129-1 spins twice as fast as the Milky
Way does, but it’s still not nearly as
active. Hubble observations of the distant galaxy reveal that it hasn’t made
stars for some 10 billion years. MACS
2129-1 is what’s known as a dead
galaxy, because stars no longer form
there. The discovery of this galaxy was
a head-scratcher. Scientists believed
that galaxies of this sort had formed
by merging with smaller galaxies over
time, but MACS 2129-1’s stars didn’t
form from these sorts of explosive
mergers; they formed early on, in the
disk of the original galaxy.
The findings suggest that dead galaxies somehow internally rearrange
their structure as they age rather than
changing shape because they combine with other galaxies. As if zombie galaxies weren’t spooky enough,
some galaxies are giant cannibals. The
Andromeda galaxy, Earth’s largest
neighbor, has been devouring smaller
galaxies for at least 10 billion years,
according to 2019 research. In another 4.5 billion years, the Andromeda
galaxy and the Milky Way galaxy will
collide, although it’s not yet clear who
will devour whom in that cosmic pileup. (Earthlings, unfortunately, will not
be around to see this clash play out,

as our own sun is heating up and will
likely make life on Earth impossible
between about 1 billion and 5 billion
years from now.)Three hundred million light-years away, an enormous
tadpole swims through space. This
tadpole galaxy has a tail that’s a whopping 500,000 light-years long, and is
10 times longer than the Milky Way. A
cosmic collision, researchers reported
in 2018 in the journal Monthly Notices
of the Royal Astronomical Society. Two
disk galaxies pulled on a smaller dwarf
galaxy, clumping the stars on one end
into a head and leaving the others to
stream out in a long tail. This arrangement is for a limited time only, though.
In a few billion years, the galaxies will
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merge together with some others in
the vicinity to create one single galaxy.

If it isn’t obvious yet, galaxies frequently interact with one another,
squeezing their neighbors into new
shapes, stealing stars and carrying on
with other shenanigans. The brightest
known galaxy in the universe is one of
these thieves. In 2018, scientists announced that they’d observed the galaxy W2246-0526 sucking up half the
mass of three nearby galaxies. Astronomers were able to observe streamers
of mass connecting the galaxies at least
as they were doing that more than 12
billion year ago, when that light began
its journey toward Earth. The observation is the most distant direct snapshot
of galactic cannibalism and the only
known example of a galaxy siphoning
off more than one neighbor at a time.
Possibly the cutest-named galaxy ever,

Little Cub sits in the constellation of
Ursa Major. This dwarf galaxy has been
largely dormant since the Big Bang,
which means that it might contain
molecules unchanged since just moments after the rapid expansion of the
universe 13.7 billion years ago. Little
Cub is also doomed. It’s being consumed by its larger neighbor, a Milky
Way-like galaxy called NGC 3359. Still,
the opportunity to watch NGC 3359
strip the star-forming gases from Little Cub is valuable to science, because
astronomers may be able to measure
the signatures of those early-universe
molecules before they’re gone.
Against the void of space, galaxy ESO
381-12 seems to bloom. This galaxy,
270 million light-years from Earth, is
in the constellation Centaurus. It’s a
lenticular galaxy, a hybrid between a
spiral galaxy like the Milky Way and
a stretched-out elliptical galaxy. What
make ESO 381-12 really strange,
though, are the uneven, petal-like
blooms that ghost outward from the
main galactic body. Astronomers aren’t
entirely sure what causes these structures, or the clusters of stars that orbit
on the galaxy’s edges. It’s possible that
the blooms are shock waves from a
relatively recent galactic collision that
also provided the galaxy with new fuel
for star formation.
Messier 83 is a large, photogenic spiral
galaxy with a bar-shaped center, similar to the Milky Way. It sits 15 million
light-years away in the constellation
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Hydra. Messier 83 are weird in a couple ways. First, it appears to have a
double nucleus at its center perhaps
the mark of two supermassive black
holes holding the galaxy together, or
perhaps the effect of a lopsided disk
of stars orbiting a single, central black
hole. Second, Messier 83 is a supernova
supersite. Astronomers have directly
observed six of these stellar explosions
in the galaxy, along with remnants of
300 more. This puts Messier 83 in second place for supernovas, as only the
galaxy NGC 6946 has produced more
observable supernovas, with nine).
The image looks more like a psychedelic bit of dandelion puff than a cosmological phenomenon, but this snapshot
captured by the Hubble Space Telescope has nothing to do with botany.
What you’re seeing is a galaxy (the
smudge at the lower right) beginning
to pass behind a star (the dandelion-looking spiky sphere). The galaxy
is nicknamed the Vermin galaxy” by
some scientists because its light gets
in the way of studying the closer star
and its system. In 2020, the star will
fully obscure the galaxy. Before then,
scientists can study the spectra of light
as the galaxy makes its transit behind
the star, perhaps gleaning some information about the debris around the
star from the light that makes its way
through.
Ever feel like you’re being watched?
The disk of spiral galaxy IC 2163
seems to peer out into space with an
enormous eye. This eye-shaped feature is actually a huge stream of stars
and dust, produced when IC 2163 (at
right in image) brushed against another spiral galaxy, NGC 2207 (left). These
“ocular features” last only a few tens of

millions of years, astronomer Michele
Kaufman, who reported the discovery
in 2016, said in a statement. That’s a
blink of an eye (pun intended) in the life
span of a galaxy, so discovering one is
a unique opportunity.The researchers
found that the gases of the eye feature
race toward the center of IC 2163 at 62
miles per second (100 kilometers per
second) before crashing like a wave on
the shore, becoming more chaotic and
slowing as they move toward the galaxy’s center. The deceleration causes
the gas to pile up and compress, which
could set the stage for the formation of
new stars. Most galaxies are probably
anchored by a supermassive black hole
at their center.

FOOD
Pakistan has some of the most diverse and flavorful recipes in the
world due to the infinite amount
of special herbs and spices available, and each dish come with a
deep history that connects it to
a particular province. The versatile geography, ranging from
deserts to the world’s highest
mountain peaks, creates a wide
variety of different types of recipes, each with a unique taste.
Pakistanis, being Muslims concentrate on beef, chicken, fish
and vegetables. They also use a
lot of flavors, you will see these in
majority of dishes: chilli powder,
ginger, curry, coriander, paprika,
cinnamon and garlic. Pakistani
food is rich, packed full of spice,
generous with ghee, and unbelievably tasty.

Pakistan

Versatile geography creates a variety of recipes,
with a unique taste
Nihari

Nihari is a popular meat-based dish
originating from Old Delhi. When Pakistan gained independence in 1947,
numerous immigrants from Delhi
settled in Karachi, where they established their own restaurants, so nihar
is also associated with Pakistani cuisine.The dish consists of slowly cooked
meat such as beef shanks, mutton, or
chicken. The meat is cooked together
with stock and numerous spices such
as cumin, cloves, garam masala, and
cardamom in big vessels which are
sealed with dough. It takes anywhere
from six to eight hours for nihari to be
cooked properly, and it is traditionally consumed for breakfast, since the
name of the dish is derived from the
Arabic word nahar, meaning morning.
Originally, nihari was consumed by
the Nawabs in the Mughal Empire as a
breakfast dish, before the usual morning prayers, although some people believe that the dish was invented in the
royal kitchens of Awadh. It is usually
served with tandoori rotis or khameeri
rotis, and some like to garnish nihari
with green chilies on top. Nihari’s texture, spiciness, and tenderness of the
meat make it a favorite among many
Indian and Pakistani people.

Chicken karahi

Chicken karahi is a poultry dish that
is popular in Pakistan and North India.
The word karahi in its name refers to
a thick and deep cooking-pot similar
to a wok in which the dish is prepared.
Apart from chicken, the dish is made
with red chili powder, cumin, garam
masala, ginger, allspice, cardamom,
tomatoes, and garlic. When prepared
with mutton, the dish is known as
gosht karahi. It is traditionally served
with rice, roti, or naan.

Chapli kabab
A specialty of Pashtun cuisine, this
spicy meat patty is prepared with a
combination of minced beef or mutton. The unique taste of chapli kabab
comes from spices such as dried coriander and pomegranate seeds, green
chilies, and mint. Its name is derived
from a Pashto word chaprikh, meaning flat, and even though chapli kabab
is often said to have originated in Peshawar, today it stands as a favorite
throughout Pakistan, Afghanistan, and
India. Chapli kababs are traditionally
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served with yogurt sauce, salads, and
naan bread.

Seekh kabab
Seekh kabab is a delicious, juicy Pakistani kebab variety made with a combination of minced meat (typically lamb),
onions, garlic, ginger, coriander, lemon
juice, yogurt, and garam masala. The
spices used in the dish can be modified
according to personal preferences. The
meat mixture is placed on skewers,
and the kebabs are then grilled over
hot coals, giving them a nice smokey
flavor in the process, although they can
also be prepared in a tandoor oven.
Seekh kabab is traditionally served
piping hot with salads, onions, fries,
mint chutney, or flatbreads on the side.
The dish can be served either as an appetizer or as the main dish.
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Paratha

FOOD
drink called lassi. Chaat dishes are very
popular due to their enormous variety:
from crispy fried potatoes, sevpuri,
and pakora, to chila pancakes with
chutney and pav bhaji, there is a variety of chaat for every type of consumer.

Zarda

Golden-brown in color, flaky and layered, paratha is a type of Indian bread
that is typically consumed for breakfast. The name comes from a combination of words parat and atta (flour),
referring to the cooked, layered dough.
It consists of whole wheat flour that is
baked in ghee (Indian clarified butter)
and comes in round, triangular, square,
or heptagonal shapes. Parathas are
often stuffed with ingredients such
as boiled potatoes, cauliflower, garlic,
ginger, chili, paneer, or radish. They
are sometimes accompanied by pickles, yogurt, homemade chutneys, or
meat and vegetable curries. In Punjab,
paratha is traditionally paired with
lassi, a popular yogurt-based drink.
Although the flatbread originated
in Peshawar, Pakistan, it has spread
throughout India where it can be
found at numerous street stands and
roadside eateries. The southern Indian
version is called parotta. Another way
of eating paratha is to roll it into a pipe
and dip it into tea. Versatile, buttery,
and aromatic - parathas are irresistible
in the morning, and that just may be
the key to their popularity.

Chaat

Chaat is a term signifying a variety of
Indian street foods which usually combine salty, spicy, sweet, and sour flavors. The name chaat is derived from
a Hindu verb chaatna, meaning to lick,
possibly referring to the finger-licking
good quality of the dishes. Chaat dishes are usually small, consumed on their
own as snack, or combined with other
dishes to form a big meal. Throughout
India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh, chaat
can be found at chaatwallas (street
vendors), serving various dishes, from
stuffed bread to deep-fried pastries
with accompanying dipping sauces.
In India, a chaat stand is usually specialized for one or two dishes which
are always made fresh. If chaat is offered in a larger restaurant, it is often
accompanied by a traditional Indian
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The bright yellow zarda is a sweet and
fragrant Pakistani rice dish which consists of basmati rice cooked with milk
and sugar. The rice is cooked alongside natural food colorings, which
give the dish its unusual yellow color,
and a blend of traditional spices, most
commonly cardamom, cinnamon, and
saffron. Often, it also includes raisins
and chopped roasted nuts such as pistachios, almonds, or walnuts. Zarda is
considered a rich and festive dish, usually served on special occasions, but it
also makes a perfect everyday dessert,
enjoyed warm, over a cup of refreshing
tea. A similar dessert is also found in
the Punjabi region, where it is often referred to as meethe chawal.

Sajji
Sajji is a popular Pakistani dish originating from the province of Balochistan.
It consists of marinated, skewered, and
roasted lamb or chicken. The meat is
typically marinated in salt, although it
can also be combined with green papaya paste or stuffed with potatoes and
rice. Traditionally, whole chickens are
roasted over an open fire so that the
burning wood imparts a smoky flavor
to the meat. When properly prepared,
the meat should be crisp on the outside, yet juicy and tender on the inside,
and consumers often squeeze lemon
juice over the meat before eating. It is
recommended to serve sajji with rice,
naan bread, and raita dip.

Halwa Poori
Halwa poori is a traditional Pakistani
and Indian breakfast that features semolina pudding or halwa and soft fried
dough called poori. Halwa is typically
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made with a mixture of fried semolina
and sugar syrup, which is then combined with nuts such as pistachios and
almonds. The sweet dish is flavored
with aromatics like green cardamom
pods, kewra essence, and cloves, and it
is usually enhanced with yellow or orange food coloring for a more vibrant
dish. Poori is a soft and fluffy fried
bread consisting of a dough made with
flour, water, salt, and oil. It is shaped
into a thin, flat disk, and then usually
deep-fried until it puffs up. Fresh and
hot poori is traditionally accompanied
by sweet semolina halwa or sooji halwa. Other typical accompaniments
to halwa poori include aaloo ki bhaji,
which is a flavor-packed potato dish,
and cholay, a Pakistani dish based on
chickpeas combined with spices

Biryani

Biryani is a mixture of delicious yellow
rice and either chicken or beef. The
rice gets its color from an assortment
of spices and herbs, which also adds
an incredible flavor. To top it off, it contains perfectly cooked lemons, tomatoes, and potatoes.

Chicken Tikka
Chicken tikka is one of the most popular foods in Pakistan, both for its taste
and its nutritional value—that is if it
is not accompanied by “naan.” It is a
sizable portion of chicken slathered
in traditional spices and then grilled
to perfection. For the ultimate experience, dip the pieces of chicken in the
accompanying mint dressing.

SPORTS

US Open plan in works

U

USTA to doubleheader Cincinnati
Masters & US Open

S Open plan in worksUSTA
to doubleheader Cincinnati
Masters & US OpenThe United States Tennis Association
has proposed moving August’s ATP/WTA Cincinnati Masters
to New York for a doubleheader with
the US Open. The proposal, which is
designed to ward off threats to both
tournaments from the coronavirus
pandemic, was being considered by
both the ATP and WTA. If approved,
the move would allow foreign players
to remain in one venue during competition in the United States, alleviating
concerns about travelling during the
pandemic.Under the proposal, the Cincinnati tournament would retain its
August 17-23 slot in the calendar as
a lead-in to the US Open, whose main
draw gets under way on August 31.
Both tournaments would take place at
the USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center at Flushing Meadows. The
reported proposal follows increasing
uncertainty about the position of the
US Open on the tennis calendar, with
New York being the epicentre of the
coronavirus crisis in the United States.
The USTA said last month it was “aggressively” drafting contingency plans
for the US Open in light of the pandemic, with reports suggesting the tournament could even be moved to Florida or California. The USTA has said it
planned to take a final decision on the
status of the US Open by the end of this
month. COVID-19 has wreaked havoc
with the international tennis calendar,
which has ground to a standstill since

the crisis erupted.The French Open
at Roland Garros has already been
postponed until the end of September
while Wimbledon was cancelled for
the first time since World War Two.
The Times reported on Tuesday that
plans to save the US Open remained
shrouded in uncertainty, with doubts
about whether enough players will
be willing to travel to New York for
the event, which would almost certainly be held without fans in attendance. US women’s player Bethanie
Mattek-Sands told the Times that he
welcomed moves to “go outside the

box”. “Putting two big tournaments
in the same place is definitely on the
right track because it definitely makes
it a bit easier to control some things,”
she said.On the other hand, Cincinnati
Masters organisers are exploring options for hosting the tournament that
it could be moved to Flushing Meadows this year as part of a double-head-
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er with the U.S. Open. “The health and
safety of the players, fans, volunteers
and staff will be our greatest concern,”
tournament organisers said in a written statement. “To align with the decision-making timeline of the WTA and
the ATP, we expect a final decision on
the status of the tournament to be
made in mid-June.”According to the
Times report, under a proposal by the
U.S. Tennis Association (USTA), both
competitions would be played in New
York’s Billie Jean King National Tennis
Center back to back. The intention behind the plan is to minimise travel and
the risk for participants after the novel
coronavirus outbreak wreaked havoc
on the professional sports calendar.
Cincinnati, also known as the Western
& Southern Open, is set to run until
Aug. 23 and the U.S. Open’s main draw
is expected to begin on August 31.“The
USTA and Western & Southern Open
have been exploring multiple scenarios for the tournament,” Cincinnati organisers said. “The number one goal is
to hold the tournament, in some form,
this summer.” The tennis world has
slowly begun to resume action, with
fans absent from stands. World number 12 Petra Kvitova claimed victory in
the women’s draw at an all-Czech tournament in Prague on Thursday, in a
slot on the calendar that was originally
occupied by the French Open. French
Open officials rescheduled the claycourt Grand Slam to begin on September 20, the week after the U.S. Open
was set to kick off, prompting frustration from many in the tennis world.
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Covid-19 Cuts Paydays for Sporting Elite

Federer
tops $106m
of pre-tax
earnings

P

aydays for the world’s
top-earning
athletes
dropped for the first time
in four years, according
to the 2020 Forbes ranking as the coronavirus wreaked havoc
on sports and canceled or postponed
many marquee events for the first
time since World War II. The 100
highest-paid athletes earned a combined $3.6 billion this year, which is
9% below 2019 and the first decline
since 2016, when boxers Floyd Mayweather and Manny Pacquiao skewed
the results with a $400 million payout
from their May 2015 “Fight of the Century” pay-per-view bout.Roger Federer takes the top spot for the first time,
with $106 million of pre-tax earnings,
edging past Cristiano Ronaldo and
Lionel Messi, who have swapped the
No. 1 spot in three of the past four
years. The two soccer icons earned
a combined $209 million during the
past 12 months, a $28 million drop
from 2019, due to salary reductions
at many European soccer clubs when
league play was halted in March. Roger
Federer’s blue chip roster of sponsors
pays between $3 million and $30 million annually to align with the Swiss
tennis ace.Federer, who has the best
endorsement portfolio in sports, is
just the ninth athlete to have landed in
the top spot since 1990, the first year
Forbes began tracking athletes’ earnings. He is also the first tennis player
in the 30-year history to land at No.
1 after drawing $100 million off the
court, thanks to deals with Uniqlo,
Credit Suisse and Mercedes-Benz and
10 other partners. Ronaldo earned
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$45 million from Nike, Altice, Herbalife and his own CR7 brand, while Messi pulled in $32 million from Adidas,
MasterCard and PepsiCo.Athletes from
21 countries and 10 sports make the
final cut this year, as do two women
-- Naomi Osaka and Serena Williams
– the first time more than one woman
has made the ranks since 2016, when
Williams appeared with Maria Sharapova. Osaka, who earned $3.4 million
in tournament pay, is another dream
endorser, collecting $34 million from
brands including Nike, Nissan Motor and Procter & Gamble. No female
athlete from any other sport besides
tennis has ever made this elite rank.
While more NBA players make the list
than any other sport, NFL players had
the best year as a group thanks to the
season’s late-summer start that has
left them unaffected by the pandemic.
Altogether 31 football stars made the
cut, up from 19 a year ago. In contrast,
MLB players were the hardest hit following the postponement of Opening
Day in March: only one professional
baseball player, Los Angeles Dodgers
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pitcher Clayton Kershaw, made the
cut, down from 15 in 2019. With Nascar and German soccer the only major
sports leagues back in action so far, the
earnings downturn is likely to extend
for another ranking season.
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The inequalities and trouble of rich world is based on
the persistence of yawning
gaps between the world’s
haves and have-nots that
is making headlines for
some time now. According
to the survey of purchasing
power, the average income
of American is 50 times
than the Afghan and 100
times that of a Zimbabwean. Despite two centuries
of economic growth, over
a billion people remain in
dire poverty. This conundrum demands ambitious
answer. In the late 1990s
Jared Diamond and David
Landes dealt with the most
difficult questions: why
did Europe discover modern economic growth and
why is its spread so limited? Now, Daron Acemoglu,
an economist at MIT, and
James Robinson, professor
of government at Harvard,
follow in their footsteps
with “Why Nations Fail”.
Both the authors of this
book have focused that;
both political and economic institutions matters for
the development of state.
According to them, the political institutions can be
classified into two different
group i.e. extractive and
inclusive institutions. Inclusive institutions involve
people from all walks of
life, and they have a say in

decision-making processes
regardless of their ethnicity, social status and religious believe and everyone
is treated as equal, while
the extractive institutions
are built to safeguard the
interests of elite or small
group of individuals which
exploits the institutions.
Extractive institutions provide an opportunity for the
elite to destroy other institutions which are built
to ensure the transparency and accountability, so
that no one will be able to
question their illegal acts.
According to the authors;
distribution of resources
and status of the property rights defines upon;
whether the state will succeed or fail.
According to the authors
both political and economic institutions provides a
base for economic growth,
because they create an
environment which is feasible for investments by
the proper allocation of
resources which in-turn
help in creating new ideas/
products and corporations
by limiting entry barriers
for the businesses. The
inclusive institutions provide security and stability which helps to provide
other comforts to the general public like telephone,
road networks and other
social welfare services and
off-course this ultimately
results in economic prosperity for all.
By giving historical examples of different countries
the author also says that
elites fear from the inclusive institutions because
when the institutions are
independent, they limit the ability of the elites,
status quo and powerful
politicians to exploit the
institutions to get the personal benefits. In order to
maintain the status quo
and to protect their interests it becomes important
for them to maintain the
old industries and institutions which the author
has termed as creative destruction. Thus, through
extractive institutions individuals maintains the bar-
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riers to the functioning of
inclusive institutions and
economic growth.Acemoglu and Robinson highlighted different examples of
how the elite remove the
competition. The European colonies in Africa which
were formed through repressive political institutions and the slavery in the
south American, in which;
large number of labor was
exploited for the benefit of
small elite are the perfect
examples and both are extractive in nature. There
was no incentive for the
slaves to innovate because
there was no competition.
The strength of the book is
that it provides an insight
by considering different
historical examples to date
from India, Roman Empire
and U.S. to explain the reasons why some states are
rich and why others are
poor. Acemoglu and Robinson started their book
by explaining the stark differences between the two
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cities Nogales, Sonora and
Nogales, Arizona. The average house hold income of
the residents of Nogale, Arizona was around $30,000,
they have a high life expectancy, most of the adults in
Nogale, Arizona’ were educated and they have all the
comforts and services like
better public health system, good infrastructure,
electricity and telephone
while on the other hand
the average household income of the residents of
Nogales.
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